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I This program was to analyze, design, and oval.ut0waveguido componentn ac 12
,I GHz and 2,64 GHz for operation with a CW power level greater than 1 kN, in support
o£ a spaceborne high power microwave transmitter in goostattonary orbt, t, The
_i objective was to include experimental verification of a reliable long tile capa-
,'_i billty ix_space, low loss and distortion for a high power signal, minimum weight
_ and size, and direct applicability tO a spaceborne high power transmitter.
_'_ The design study included evaluations and concepts for harmonic filters,
power monitors for both forward and reverse power, a diplexer for two-channel
;. ; simultaneous transmission, thermal control, electrical breakdown sensors, a high
... , voltage DC waveguide blocking flange, and the supporting areas of waveguide,
i_ flanges, and rf seals The assembly was to be of open construction to operate _
:t as a high vacuum waveguide in space. The fabrication involved designs of opti-mum components for each i_em, except that the high voltage DC blocking flange was _
excluded. The components were assembled and tested in a high vacuum at high rf i:
._" power. Tests were at 8.36 GHz, the available test facility frequency, and extrap-
i_, ! elation functions were derived to predict operation at the two design frequencies
, i! of 12 and 2.64 GHz. Final testing was for rf leakage.
"; ! Conventional silver plated aluminum waveg_/de with miniature flanges and
! soft aluminum gasket seals were found to be suitable for all cases except the ,
I dlplexer. The high voltage DC blocking flange was deleted because it can be
; circumvented by simpler means, it would be a relatively weak element of the sys-
I tern, and other problems present such as harmonic Leakage greatly complicate the
" "I entire approach. A unique leaky wall harmonic filter was developed, combining two
! falter techniques for optimum performance. The forward power monitor was a rela- !-,,
"_.... I lively straightforward cross-guide coupler development; the reverse power monitor
:"'I had more severe requirements, including a reverse pewer measuring accuracy of 20% -_{ with a VSNR of only [.05. This was accomplished with a multi-aperture directional
i:1 coupl.rcomSinedwithverycarefuladjustmentof the terminationto optimi,edir- Ii ectivity. The diplexer was fabricated of invar because of the extreme stability p,. ..required in its cavities. The diplexer was slightly overdesigned with respect ,_,,
I to bandwidth, but a resonance effect restricted its power capabillty_ this would
•I be corrected in subsequent models. _.
! A special breakdown test section permitted a high power evaluation of elec-
i
_t t_ical fault sensors in a vacuum environment. The results of the tests indicated
i_ that three should be used to observe the of either
breakdown or arcing; these were the reverse power monitor (VSNR indicator),
optical diodes to note visual arcing, and biased probes at points where multipact- i
ing may occur to detect electron and ion flow. All three sensors were incorpor- ,".
ated into the waveguide assembl_. :_
Bench tests indicated a somewhat greater insertion toss than expected at
. certain frequencies when the diplexer was used; without it, loss was less than
the specification. In a vacuum environment, the diplexer overheated, and the _
ti " resonance in the end irises was discovered. These irises were restricted to
I.
it Y !
' " - t
NNNNNNNt _TQI_n4
'4It
' dio[o_rte tond£ng in the deaign tha_ evolved; a differont approach ettm_.ac_n_ "
_ho d_ot_ct=le to avoid the overheacin8 ha_ bee. _uggeeted,
The wavegutde assembly was tested at 3,5 kW (CW) Ol Imura with no indica-
tion of difficulties. Pcraer vae tnereued briefly co about 8 k_ with only a smll
accompanying increase in ouCgaeetng. A wtgnetic field Was applied with no deeecc-
:_ able effects. The final test yes for rf leak_o. Of_e of the flanges had gem0
i I leakage, indicating chac She facing of the flanges prior co assewbly is critical,
and should be performed very carefully. The other flanges, when carefully tight-
:! ened, had no detestable leakage at the -122 de level; the components were rf tight.
/
' The general conclusions were Chat the components as developed were apprepr£-ii
ace for a long life satellite system incorporating a high power cransmitter. Scal-
ing of effects co 12 and 2,64 OHz showed they should both be acceptable frequencies
:i for adapting the 8.36 GHz components as developed. Specific reco_nendations for
: the two desiga frequencies include design changes for the diplexer to permit high
i, power operation, smaller har_nic filters and power monitors for the 2.64 OHs
I case where size may be critical, and other techniques which could improve individ-
'! ual components. Mechanical Caseins and extended thermal testing to simulate
._ eclipse conditions are also recomn_nended for subsequent programs.
1
r
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SECTION Z. _NTRODUCT ION
o
1, t BAC_ROUN_
This program is one .of a number of feasibility studies being implemented to
evaluate high power radio frequency transmission problems and techniques from
satellite to earth. Specifically covered are the waveguide components for a high
power microwave transmitter. Typical applications are co_nunications satellites
for voice and data communications. The results have a direct applicability to
future power microwave space transmitter systems.:.
The application of Satellltes for connnunlcation relays has been well demon-
'+.i strafed by the _NTELSAT series as well as by other similar satellites. However,
'_ these required large and expensive ground s_atlons as a consequence of the low
RP'!i_ power transmitters used, up to a few watts. Zn addition the 4 GHz and 6 GHz ban_
I used are becoming crowded which makes the higher frequencies around 12 GHz more
_ _! attractive, particularly for domestic and special serVices. The 2.6 OHz region
has been identified as having potential for effective satellite systems, particu..t
'_i! larly where costs and heavy'ralnfall are critical factors (tel.l), but again this
' /'+I is a crowded area of the spectrum.
] Canada is presently developing a 200 watt 12 GHz experimental satellite,
• : called the Communication Technology Satellite, which will provide basic experience
; for developing this frequency region for higher power systems. Transmitter tubes
! for supporting operation in this region also are being investigated on several
• NASA Lewis Research Center contracts.
• i
I
!
; Q i.2 SCOPE OF EFFORT
'+ Ii This program was to analyze, design, and evaluate space-oriented wavegulde , ++
ii components applicable to frequencies from 2.6 to 12 GHz at a power level above one .,_
ary orbits. The general relationship of the rf subsystem to the overall satellite ""
: I system is shown in Figure 1.1. _!i
+-:,:"I The program was directed at the development of wavegulde components requiredin a high power satellite transmitter to insure continuous operation over a 5 year "_"
i_[ life. The components specifically Included in the program were: , -,+,
:__I Wavegulde, Flanges, Gaskets, and Venting +_:"+:
I. Harmonic Ftlter
Power Monitors for Reflected and Transmitted Power I
Diplexer - Two Channel
Mounting Plate for Thermal Control , _
I Fault Sensors
Impedance Matching
" High Voltage DC Isolation Flange (Analysis Phase - not fabricated) _ -_-
. Special Breakdown Test Section (for calibration only)
,! 3+.+
4; . - .
_2+_.... . +il
0000000]-TSB03
• o
-, o, ". •
_ FIGURE I.i Relation of Program to High Power
Satellite Transmitter System
/
,_ Each of these items was analyzed and evaluated in ter_ of overall system require- ,_ _
ments. The fabricated components were assembled and tests performed to satisfy .
the basic requirements for high power operation in the high vacuum _uvlronment of e
space,
• I.3 SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS -'
The primary purpose of the program was to develop and test appropriate wave-
" i guide components. AZso important are the interfaces between the wavegulde com- _.',_-_.'.,
_} ponents and the other parts of the satellite system where an interrelation exists. _'" _":."
Emphasis was placed on low weight a_ size, low loss, and high reliability which
are fundamental factors for any high power communication satellite system. The i
electrical relations interfaces fundamental in achieving good performance include
the output power amplifier tube, antenna, and the protective control circuitry.
The thermal effects of the waveguide components are also of importance where a high . -
power transmitter's losses may create an overall thermal problem of a substantial
magnitude. • .... ,,-.,.-
,,, 4
,_ -
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" 1.4 APPLZCABILITY TO OTHERSYSTEMS
Tho wavegulde component designs tun be extrapolated to other fr_qunnc_.osby
. direct wavelength scaling in most cases. Performance at other frequencies in
prcdlctable through the use of scaling functions derived in this program. Specific
designs were developed for 2.64 and 12 GHz, the two required design frequencies,
and at 8.36 GHz which was the test frequency, used because of the high power
, availability. The components are applicable in general to any high power satellite
transmit_er operating in the microwave frequency spectrum and using waveguide
• transmlsslon.
! 1.5 PURPOSE AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
'i
1 This program was established to detenalne the feasibility, design, and
• _I performance of vital wavegulde con_ponentsfor future high power con_nunication
'i type satellites. An initial experimental satelllte is presently being
'1 developed by Canada; it will include transmission at the 200 watt CN level at 12
: GHz. The objective power levels for some of the 12 GHz tubes now under developmentby NASA are in the one to two RW range; the reference equivalent testing power
_i used in this program was 1.5 kW at 12 GHz. The component designs developed were to
.-_.?_ be directly applicable to conxnunlCatlonssatellltes of this or higherpowers. Performance predi tio s can be made for wavegulde subsystems at frequen-
".":t cles above 12 GHz if desired.
I Results permit straightforward design and fabrication of components for a
i_! selected frequency. In lim£ted instances, normal manufacturing tolerances,
...._ materials varlatlons, and extreme theoretical comple_.itymay necessitate some
_! design iterations, as exact designs are not possible. Means for handling these to
! minimize additional engineering are defined in this report
i i
i 1.6 APPROACH AND PROCEDURES
"ii The program was directed at tL,_development of wavegulde components for 12 W
! and 2.64 GHz, possible frequencies for future high power eommunlcetlon setel_ p
....! lltes. Initial emphasis was plac_d on the 12 GHz band, but no high power test '
i source was available to evaluate wavegulde components at that frequency. The '
;.i experlmental assembly, therefore, was developed at 8.36 GHz where the combination _.,
of a 5 kW source and a large vacuum chamber was available for environmental tests,
..,,i Analytical scaling for component designs at the two design frequencies is a part 4_ ......1
,!
i of this program. _ : I
_i! The approaches for individual components are dlrectly related to requirements, .....
with a consideration for materials suitable for space systems. An analysis was
performed for predicted operation of each component, each was fabricated, and the
assembly was tested in a preliminary bench test at accomplish impedance matching.
The assembly was then run at high power in a high vacuum for 60 hours. Finally,
• it was checked for possible rf leakage interference. The components were developed ....
to meet the specifications as listed in the next Section.
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i 2,1 SPECIFICATIONS
; "i The requirements for the subsystem and its components are as follows:
-' , 2.1.1 _eneral
: e Operate £u a simulated space environment; subsystem to be capable of five
i _ year lige in seostartionary orbit While operatins continuously at rated
:,. power,
:,: • SpaCe Environment:
i_I / Utilise open construction (as opposed to pressurized sealed enclosure)
_i._i _ Materials faust have neslisible outgaseinS; multipactor breakdown may
!i_ " ; require low Secondary e_seion Wavesu£de walls.
_ :*. One week dormancy in orbit before hish power applied.
'_i: . '_! • Launch _nvironment_'
_....: .. Shock., 308 for 8 lec.
'" Acceleration - 78 for all axes_ RI_ Vibration - 1S from l0 to 60 Hz, 28 from 70 to 2000 Hz
i!i: Temp.ature-323oK(50°c).=bientinsatellito.
_.i/ ;; • S£8nals (frequency, bandwidth, power)
!i,. , 12 and 2.64 GHz deslgn frequencies; experimental components at selected
Ii_ i intermediate frequenc_ (used 8.36 GHz)
,.." ' :_', Band_v£dth (no diplexer) " 0.5 Gltz at 12 GHz
- 0.25 GIizat 2.64 GHz
"' * Power- 1.5 kWmaximumcW
'" : Harmonics from poweramplifier more than 20dBbelow fundamental
:;: ' i • Magnetic Field Environment
/ Simulate leakage from masnetic _ield of TWT per Figure 2.1:
i - 5 KG for 12Bo GHz
_ _._ Bo " i KG for 2.64 GHz
i i Maximum required is equivalent to field at one waveguide width from TWT
NNNNNNNI_T._n_
! I
t't_ '
i
10"I _ 3 .0.7; (_B) B 5 KG for 12 GHz
}i
i I0 2
0.07
o'4 -,,,/ o
:_ TWT
:, I Flange
% '._ 1Location:_ 10"
. !i I
"/'I tO" i
.... '1 10"71'' It I * ....! " fo
1
- ! Distance From Tube - Wavegulde Widths
i
I
1 FIGURE 2.1 Test Magnetic Field Distribution
i
!
" f • Temperature In OrbitAmbient in satellite nominally between 313°K (40°C) and 323°K (50°C)
":i,._ E_'I In eclipse, may drop to 193OK (-80oc) for one hour.
; . } 2.1.2 Subsystem l Operating Requirements
: !
'-J I
, • Impedances, Input and Output
I
i Match to WR75 for 12 GHz; to WR340 for 2.64 GHz
: 1 VSWRof sotrce (tube) - 1.2 max.VSWRof antenna line - I.I max.
b
4
• VSWR
Less than 1.05 at center frequency (matched load)
Less than I.15 over band (per 2,I.i above)
'* Second Harmonic= less than 1.5
k
8
= J : = = : = =7
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o We:l.sht
? ObJoctivo: _15.9 ks (35 pounds) al: 12 GZla
i " <20.6 ks (45 pou,d,) at 2.64 CI_
:I
: o Silo
Objective: <;8194 cm3 (500 in 3) _t: 12 _
-<13,000 em3 (800 in3) at 2.64 ()_
o Insertion Loss
!
Objective: <.0.5 dB at carrier; <0.3 dB (7%) variation over
bandwidth (less diplexer)
With diplexer, 41.5 dB at carrier (12 GH_)
o RF Leakage
Less than -80 dBw at desi_ power level (1.5 kW)
"=_ "ii o Venting
: :, ' As required; TBD,
2.1.3 Component RequiCements
• Wavesuldes and Flanges
As required to meet above subsystem specifications
• High Voltage DC Isolation Flange
Insulation for 10 kV while conducting 1.5 kW tf power
Meet leakage specifications of Section 2.1.2 above I, '
_; (Note: this component not fabricated; see Sections 3.3.8 and 5.8) ...
• Harmonic Filter " II
Attenuation shall exceed: 30 dB at 2f c . _'
20 dB at 3fc _,, "_:'
::I 10 dB at 4 and 5f c
ii VSWR at 2f less than 1.5 ;
C
" (Measureme.t required at 2f c only)|
• Power.onitor.
: Forward Accuracy - 0.5 dB (117_)
Reflected Accuracy = 1.5 dB with directivity of about -51 dB at
._ ....... carrier and -41.8 dB across band
9
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: 1
:: !i • Diploxo_ .
i PoWor capnb_lity = 1.5 kW £n _£thor input port
, or - 0.75 kW in oaoh port nt_ltanoou_ly
J Bandpas_ characteristic and isolation per Figure 2.2 '
2.1.4 Scallng o5 Speci_ica_ionp, to 8.36 0_?
I! All speet£tcattons were listed t_or 12 and 2.64 Oltz; breadboarding and tests
were performed at 8.36 GHz. For eompattbiltty and interpretation of data, scalin8
£unct£one were used to determine an equivalent specification at the test frequency
to achieve the same performance as expected from a 12 GHz component. Scaling is
discussed £n Sections 3.2.3 and 5.9. These were used to derive some equivalent
specifications as follows:
Bandwidth = 0.35 _Hz min at 8.36 OHz
_,{V Power - 1.6 kW rain. (applies to lens duration tests; other powers for break-
t: down teats only)
Weight: between 15.9 Kg (35 Ibs) and 20.6 Kg (45 Ibs) 3
,I Size: increases by about 50% in each dimension, or up to 27,850 om
Diplexer Bandpass: Scale from 12 GHz case = 105 MHz (1700 in 3)
Diplexer Insertion Loss; 0.66 + 0.16 dB
I: i System Insertion Loss Without Diplexer: 0.4 + 0.25 dB(Note the original specification was the same for both frequencies
considered, so this imposed requirement is the more severe of the two
",' cases)
Magnetic Field Environment: ao - 5 KG in Figure 2.1
_:, Other specifications were the same for both frequencies, and the same values are
used for the 8.36 GHs test frequency.
Ii:
i;
2.2 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
/
..... Tests were to be performed at a convenlent frequency between 5.5 and 12 GHz.
Power levels of more than 3 kW were desirable at the test frequency to show a ' " g
significant margin of capability. (For these tests, the facility was a 5 kW
klystron at 8.36 GHz; standard WRII2 wavegulde was used, and scallng factors
:;..," developed to extrapolate performance to other frequencies with other wavegutde
• cross sections) The three major tests on the waveguide assembly were_ ,
_ Bench Tests - Matching and insertion loss tests, vacuum not required.
• Vacuum Tests - Breakdown, outgasslng, and hlgh-power loss tests; -followed
.w by a 60 hour run at rated or higher po er (scaled as appropriate). This
test was to determine loss factors, effectiveness o£ materials selection
and venting techniques, effect of a magnetic field on vacuum opera_ton,
breakdown tendencies, and all electrical performance data that may be
,_ influenced by the environment.
Anechoic Chamber Tests - determine the r£ leakage level o£ the fundamental
and second harmonic.
°/i" Test plans were required prior to developing the final rf components. !
.. _:
: I
,"j;!
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A dostga with drawings and £abrtaaeton data t_ roqutrcd for oath compono,t at i,
each o_ =he two salectod £roquonctca'. 12 and 2.64 (_tlz. Tholo wore to bo dlrccC a
frequoncy eranolaeton_, buu tncZudc suttabZo var_ae_on_ whore n dtroct I=Z corra-
opo_donCo dooo not: occur. Also, maeortal_ dtmonotono and _=andard pareo do no_
ncceosart.ty scale dLro_tly, and wore to be _ncluded appropTLaColy _.n _ho f;Lnal
:1
_ doetBno.
' 3,l SUMM_R¥ O_ RF,_ULT8
The w_tvesulde .ubny.tcm developed, £abrlc.ted, and tooted in the program
Save excollon_ por_ormanco, meetln8 or oxceodin8 spoct£1cations! a minor exc_ptlon
was the dtplexer which developed a power-llmlttn8 .tray resonance which can be
removed easily but there was insufficient time on the current program to e_ect a
fLx, Component and assembly tests were satisfactorily performed on the bench, in
, the vacuum chamber, and in the rf leakage tests. The designs wore scaled for
fabrication at 12 and 2.64 GHz. Special design instructions are included for the
few instances where a direct scaling might not provide correct operation, either _I!
due to normal manufacturing tolerances or some form of non-lineartty or dimension- I
! lug, The d_vlatlons are discussed in Section IV on Recommendations and in the i:
I technical details of Sections V and VI.
_f_ _,! Th_ major requirements and results of the program are listed in Table 3.1.
The specific factors and component performances involved are discussed below.
_!:, _ The results indicate the approaches us¢_ were satisfactory, and the designs which
• 'i evolved are directly applicable to space systems. The components included in theiI program are adequate for a complete space transmitter; possibly an rf switch may
have some utility and could be included in future programs.
Detailed components data is included in Section V. The effect of these
, results in determining an optimum wavegulde assembly are included there as well as
in Section VI on the assembly and testing.
, 1
3.2 WAVECUIDE ASSEMBLY
< _ _: 3,2.1 Description of Wavegulde As.s,embly
' The wavegulde assembly developed includes the several componentslisted in q
.., the program scope in Section 1.2. The final assembly is in Figur_ 3.1, and a lay-
out sketch is in Figure 3.2. The complete assembly was developed using venting to _
achieve azl"open*' configuration to insure that there can be no pressure buildup _:.:
should any of the materials in the assembly be a source of any outgassing.
Materials which outgas in a vacuum were carefully avo._ded, and all parts were
:"" cleaned thoroughly before final assembly and placimg in the vacuum chamber. For
" this program, baking was accomplished by r_ heating in the preliminary tests; ,'/_dellberate baking would be advised before launch in an operational equipment.
With these precautions_ no arcing forms of breakdown were expected in final testing, i
and none were observed. _
. Analyses performed during the study indicated no expected source of multi-
pacting, which would only occur in a high vacuum within a certain range of r£ power
• for a given electrode configuration, operating voltage, and frequency. No special i
t 13
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Suboyeeom Bo_C Run 60 hour. 51 house
Insertion Loss (to,e dtploxor) < 0.5 dB 0.3 dB
Variation e,_+0.3dB _+0.2dB
VSk_ (loss diploxor) - center 1.05 1.02, (cot.)
- over band 1.15 1.05*
Masnette Field E_£ect no breakdown :tn verified no breakdown
prOeence of £1eld
;'d
" Bandwidth - 12 OHz 500 _Iz --=
- 8.36 0Sz (scaZes Co 350 MHe) 500 MHv,
- 2.6 oHz 250 _9.1z ---
•i Power - 12 GHz 1.5 kW max ---
di£ferently for to 8 kW for breakdown
, different parameters) eva luat£on
i Temperature _n 323°K (50°C) ambient in 323OK (50oc) ambienC
_' Harmonics - 2f0 30 dB attentuation 60 dB TEIo
,iI. 4 38 de TE01
•!_:i':':"_ Harmonic VSWR 1.5 at 2f o 1.12 worst case
.... I Neight - 12 GHz 15.9 k8 (35 lbs.) Est. 1.63 k8 (3.5 lbs.)
,f
.... L - 8.36 GHz "-- 4.6_ kS (10.25 lbs.)
:I - 2.64 GHs 20.4 k8 (45 Ibs.) Est. 58 k8 (128 lbs.)
'. i Volume (with -12.0 GSz 8200 cm3 (500 ins) Est. 2210 cm3 (135 in.3)
'. ! mounting plate) - 8.36 Ol'z --- 6650 cm3 (406 in3) (no
', external connections) '
l
_, : :I
RF L_akage - fundamental _ -80 dBN _-90 dBN
_ Measuring Equipment Accuracy - 1.02 at bend edges
t : Tuned to 1.00 at _o _
15
....... O0000001-TSBi4 "
! i_
I i,,
I
J r ,*
t'
Reverse Power Monitor
_Optical t_=_#1
Senso_
" Harmonic
THERMAL PLATE
t
" r0nterlala og techniques were thus used or considered neceasa1_y to prevent multi-
pastor breakdown. Sensors for this type of breakdown were included in the dlplexer
which was tho o_ly component having a high voltage _teld which might have caused a
• breakdown. Appendix Z further dlscusse_ breakdown prevention techniques, sho,_Id
some component in the /_uture include a questionable region.
The components in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 showed separate power monitors for
forward and reverse power measurements; the latter provides a measure o£ system
VSWR. This approach was desirable because of substantially differing requirements
for forward ann rever,_, power accuracy, and because reverse power should be measured
near the transmi_Cer tube ootput while forward power is best measured
close to the antenna• Modifications of this arrangement _ay be desirable for any
specific individual transmi_ter system. The assembly shown is considered optimum ,:
for a demonstration of waveguide component techniques and performance capabilities•
The components are mounted o_ a 0.635 em (1/4 inch) thick Jig plate which is
-- i somewhat heavier than would be required for space; a thinner m_unting plate
would result in slightly higher component temperatures for a given average
'J ! radiation temperature, but the effect is not significant.
, These and the other components will be described in more detail later in thi|
Section of the report. The harmonic filter may be omitted i£a dlplexer is used
_:; , since the initial tests indicate the latter is an excellent harmonic filter, at
i least for the 2nd harmonics in the basic modes, TEIO and TEoI• Optical diode arc
sensors are shown at three points which are sufficient to see all parts of the sub-
i system and to warn of any arcing. The input and output terminals were arranged
_: merely for the convenience of testing in this program, and a different orientation
may be required in a final system.
3.2•2 Performance of Wave_ulde Assembly
" _ The performance of the wavegulde assembly was assessed in three major tests:
• bench testing to match the assembly for a low VSWR, a 60 hour zun in a vacuum
:_ '_i chamber at high power, and a leakage test to insure _,-rf tight structure.
' 3.2•2-1 Bench Testing
_' Bench Eestlng was to determine VSWR, insertion loss, and power monitor call-
'_ bration The initial testing was performed without the diplexer, and only a small
=_ matching iris was found to be required at the elbow below the harmonic filter to
_ achieve an excellent match. All other components had been individually corrected
_i :_ for a matched load, and the resulting VSWRwas below the measuring equipment
... accuracy and well under that required by the specifications. The VSWRand loss
over the band are shown in Figure 3.3. After this tuning, the diplexer was added
_ and the resulting VSWRand loss were those shown in Figure 3.4. The increase in ,..,_"
insertion loss is greater than that predicted from the component measurement. The
cause of the difference was not determined ; the two measurements were made with
different equipment at different locations. High power tests later confirmed a
high loss but this was due to a substantial extent to the stray resonance which
' would be designed out of subsequent models. (Note that the diplexer met basic *-_
VSWRand loss requirements over the region in the center of the bandpass in either
case, but should be better than specifications ultimately.) __
H: ....
_'1, r ' I
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• Having completed the basic tests, the entire 0yotem was th_n placed in the
vacuum chamber for high power tests.
3.2.2-2 Vacuum Chamber Testing
Water cooling was added to tlw bascplato to simulate the effects of radiating
heat to space (sac Section 5.5.1). Otherwise, the thermal loss of the plate would
bc insufficient to maintain a reasonable temperature if only radiating to the room-
1 temperature chamber.
The initial test with the diplexer i_ place showed that the ends o£ the
.- diplexer tended to heat much more than expected although operation in air might be
acceptable with sufficient cooling. In the vacuum, the boron-nitride inserts in
,, the end irises of the diplexer (see Section 3.3.5 for description and purpose)
became red hot at about 300 watts CN, and the diplexer had to be removed. A stray
coaxial resonance mode appears to be responsible for the localized heating. The
rest of the system was operated about 8 hours over a three day interval in the
,vacuum, and then the 60 hour test was run at a power level of 3.5 kW CW, twice
. _# the minimum required power level. After the 60 hours were complete, the power was
,_ elevated to about 8 kW with no difficulties except a small increase in outgasslng.
_. Thus the major operational requirement was accomplished but without the dlplexer in
_" the circuit.
, • The vacuum levels were read with twe gauges, one in the wavegulde output port
"" at the exit from the chamber, and the other in the chamber wall. The readings
, indicated a slight leak probably existed at the waveguide window; pressures
measured were: _--_ewt°n/m2 (Torr)i
Main tank pressure 0.67 x 10"4 (0.5 x tO'_)
Naveguide open into tank 1.73 x 10"4 (1.3 x 10"_)
Navegulde assembly attached, - no power 6.67 x 10-4 ( 5 x I0:_)
I Wavegulde at end of 60 hour run at 3.5 kW 12.0 x I0"4 ( 9 x 10 _)
: iI
: :_ There is a little outgassing present, observable particularly if the power is
• _ increased The cooling also is increased to maintain a nearly c_nstant temperature,
_: ! •
::! so the outgasslng is localized and affected by the power level. It is believed to
} be largely due to the harmonic filter which was not baked prior to installation.
,_I These pressures, however, are three orders of magnitude below the critical arcover
i pressure, so the overall results indicate a large breakdo_nt safety margin. The
! components therefore are suitable for a space application in their developed form.i 1
The equipment was not baked prior to the vacuum test, so a significant amount
of outgassing occurred for the first couple of hours, in part from the metal
surfaces. This suggests that initial operation in space include a gradual increase
of tr.asmltter power, perhaps in 4 or 5 steps at an hour each, letting the trans-
mitter provide the bake-out function for the surface absorption. In the initial
_ests, outgasslng was generally held below 6.7 x 10.2 N/m2 (5 x 10.4 Torr) by a
• combination of power adjustment and water cooling as necessary. _.
i
, 19 I
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Temperatures were greatest on the mounting plate away from the water cooling.
Typical temperatures maintained durins the test _ft_r steady state was reached
were:
Plate 369°K (96°C) (1leer hsrmouic filter away from coot-
¥£rst Elbow 350°K (7700) tug pipe)
Second Blbow 346°_ (7300)
ltatmonic Filter, Top 345OK (75"0)
Harmonic Filter, Near Water 349_. (7600),.,
Power Monitor Terminations - reverse: 327-1_ (5400) (near water)
forward: 339°K (66°C)
i'_ Surround ins Ambient 298°K (25°C)
The water cooling averased about 175 watts and radiation c_olins was estimated to
__ _: be 45 watts. This calculation indicates a loss of 0.28 dB with an output power of
3500 watts.
,_ j A 12 OHz system with 1.5 kW input might have 105 watts loss with a tempera-
Cure o_ 60°C, which should present no problems in space if proper design techniquesare used. With the diplexer in place, the 8,36 OHz test system would have removed
the extra heat by additional wate_ csolinB,oW_hile the 12 GHs assembly would experi-
:/ ence• tenperature rise tO about 373 K (100 C) with an expected diplexer loss 0£
: 0.4 dB. Thermal desii_ aspects are considered further in Sections 3.3.7 and 5.5.
; iI
:;; A magnetic field, simulatin8 a T_ focus field, was added at the completion
/ _ of the test; it had ne detectable effect on wavesu£de operation.
3.2.2-3 RY Leakase Testins
;_.. FollowinS the hish power test, the waveKuide assembly was checked for rf
!i i I leakage in an rf anechoic chamber, with the diplexer in place. For this test, a
i. _ 16 watt transmitter was used as a source, and the receiver a_Jt horn provided a
_: had about the same sensitivity, but a source o£ 0.05 watts and a larser horn wereii sensitivity Co -126 dBWp the noise level observed. The second harmonic measurement
: i used In all cases, no detectable signal was discerned after carefully tighteni_s q
_: I all flauses (with the exception of one _aulty £1anse _acins indicated below.)
,_ The requirements and measurins sensitivity of the leakase frem the waveKuide
ir:,.' i_ assembly were. i!_
(, F;
i_ _ Fundamental Frequency Required -111.75 dB
,-i'_'i_"'i'i_ _Ji kchleved up to "122 dB _".._i,i,
- Harmonics (assumed 20 dB Required -91.75 dB
below go) Achieved up to -95 dB
The measurement results assumed a point source if there were radiation from any
_ c.omponent of the system, and the horn was placed directly at the cc_nponent which is
well _nside the far field near-limit. The far field starts aC a distance of about "30.5 cm (12 inches) for both the fundamental and harmonic with the specific horns __
! used; measurements were made down to about 1/10 this distance to give 10 dB more
:!ii" sensitivity than in the far field measurement.
20 i
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The major difficulty in achtovlng low leakage wan in the flange,. In each
case, the eight bolts per flange were tightened heavily; ideally they .hould Rupply
. about 1800 gg(4000 pound_)clamptng pressure (for 8.36 GHz) which is within llmlc_
for the _ight stainless stool 6-32 bolls. However, the flange between the first
optical diode section and the reverse power monitor input would not tighten suf-
ficiently, indicating an inadequate facing on one of the two £1angcs. Normally,
these pieces would be disassembled and re£aced. For the purposes o£ rhls program,
a covering was placed over the £1ange seam so the other components could be chocked
for rf leakage without this interference. The unused wavegulde terminals (two
power monitor detectors and second input guide of dlplexer) were shorted for this
test, but would add no problems other than the normel caution in insuring that
accessory wavegulde or coaxial llne be well shielded against leakage.
3.2,3 Scaling Results to Other Frequencies
The waveguide components were developed for testing at 8.36 GHz, but final
t : designs are provided for the same components at 12 and 2.64 GHz, with performance
_i predictable such that further experimental development is not required. The
.' quantities considered in equating perfomnance of the components at different
frequencies are listed in Table 3.2, which shows the power for the 8.36 GHz test
frequency to provide the same performance as would he encountered at the other
i i frequencles. The functions consider the dlgferences in wavegulde cross section
' dimensions (NR340 at 2.6 GHz and WR75 at 12 GHz have sides with ratio of 2:1 while
NRII2 used for testing at 8.36 GHz has sides with ratio of 2.258:1, the factor
; used is _ = 0.886) as well as the differences in _,allthickness as it influences
_ •
_" heat conduction (1.28 for the 12 GHz case and 0.80 for 2.64 GHz). The frequency
ratio, f, in the Table is freq/8.36 (1.435 for 12 GHz and 0.316 for 2.64 GHz).
The two columns at the right indicate the worst case power reqult'edat 8.36
GHz to simulate a given power effect at either of the other two frequenc._, and
!_ the power in kilowatts at 8.36 GHz to simulate performance equivalent to 1.5 kW at
.i i_ the werst case. The term showing the greatest discrepancy is the thermal radiation
i term, but little dependency is placed on direct thermal radiation from any of the
'_ components so this term is greater than would ever be experienced. The harmonic
filter is partly cooled by self-radlatlon, so the equivalent power for it lles
I somewhere between the conduction power and radiation power, possibly about half way
!J between or at about 2.7 kW. This power would also be required for ionlzatton tests
! and is considered an upper limit as a firm requirement.
i Practically, the conduction loss is about the most significant for high power
" i continuous tests. Thus testing could have been performed at 2.04 kW to simulate
the 1.5 kW at 12 GHz. Electrical breakdowns due to ionization were checked with
power levels to about 8 kW but no effects were observed. The I2R loss relates to
!I- the insertion loss overall heating effect and is not as significant a test criterion ...
",_.I as is conduction of the thermal loss. The 3,5 kW used for the test thus covered
°!} all circumstances that are considered pertinent for continuous operation testing.
Conduction losses, of course, are always related to CN operation, i
!
I '
i;
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3.3 COMPONENT DESTJ3N,FABRICATION, AND TEBTING
This Section sumerizes the result, of the analysis and design pho,e for o,ch
component, the fabrication used, and the component Cent results. Details on the
evolution of the results are in Section V. The components aro discussed in the
followins order:
1. Wavegutde, Flanses, Gaskets, and Vents
2. Harmonic Filter
3. Power Monitor, Forward
4. Power Monitor, Reveres
5. Oiplexer
6. Fault Sensors
7. Thin.el garroting Plate
8. High-Voltage Isolation Flange
i 3.3.1 Wave,u/de. Flan2es. Gaskets. and Vontin_
i+ . "!_! 3.3.1-1 Waveguide
,+
t_
!-_ This Cask provided the groundwork for the fabrication of all the waveguide
=++, components. The general reco_nendation for all components is to use silver plated
aluminum waveguide with standard dimensionS, except for the diplexer which must be
+ of lnvar. Copper guide could also be used effectively _rlehout a plating. In
either case, a gold or rhodium flash should be applied to retard corrosion effects.
:i. Typical theoretical losses at 12 OHz (WR75) are:
- plain aluminum, ideally smooch .233 dB/m (.071 dB/ft)
- silver plated, 0.762 microns (30 7Jin.) rough .170 dB/m (.052 dB/ft)
- silver plated, 0.254 microns (tO pin.) rough .t4t dS/m (.043 dB/ft)
The latter reduces the waveguide loss over the rougher finish by about 17%, which
may be significant if the waveguide absorbs 0.5 dB (107o) or more of the rf Crans-
,+., mitter power.
An experimental evaluation of electropolishing of aluminum waveguide showed
i,+. :J the improvement in performance Co be negligible, ind_cating that the waveguide
t roughness from the manufacturing process was a sort of roughness which"coarse"
,_ did not greatly contribute to resistivity. It appears then that waveguide can be
purchased with the necessary smoothness. However, a waveguidc lot when purchased
i should be checked to determine t_e roughness and whether electropoliShing would
improve the performance significantly, A 6061-F aluminum alloy was used for the
.___! experimental components which would be heac created co T6 temper for flight compo-
nents. An ll00 alloy should be used where electron beam welding is employed.
The diplexer uses Invar with a heavy silver plate. The elements of the
device would be electropol£shed prior to assembly because of the limitations
imposed by the configuration.
tTABLE3.2 Frequency Scaling FactorA
Power P8.36 Pg. 36
Scaling Worst kW£or
Parame t er Functton Case Tee ts
i i l[ at i i I_ lit
Ionization Breakdown yf2 1.824 P12 2.74 kW
Nultipactot Breakdown _ 0.7 Peither 1.05
E .._
i Paschen's Minimum Gas Arc 1 1.129 Peither 1.10
-" i! Breakdown
|" i't - Pressure Minimum .-----t n.a. n.e.
12R Loss per Unit Length _f3/2 1.53 PI2 2.29
_.
., " - per Guide Wavelength yfl/2 1.06 P12 1.59
: " Thermal Loss Cond_ ction _T_ I/2 1.36 PI2 2.04
:.¢-.. ., - Radiation yfS/2 2.18 PI2 3.27
;:",?: i
:' ,"i ,_'- 0.886
_, '_ f = 1.435 for 12 GHz
::"" !'I f " 0.316 for 2.64 GHz
•-.. rj..1.28 for 12 GHz
_= 0.80 for 2.6 GHz
'_:" !I Oversi_e low-loss waveguide is generally not recommended except possibly £or
=ii.: long runs, either straight or with very few bends. Oversize waveguide would
:'_- I, provide only a small saving in po_er, at the expense of an extensive development
_._M program and sensitive operating characteristics of the components. The complexity
1_-" would lead to an impractical approach in most cases.
1 3.3,1-2 Flanges
-1 " Standard CMRll2 small flanges were selected. These are physically small, but
_',t have eight bolts for a mechanically solid and low rf leakage Joint between wave-guide components. Dimensions are in Figure 3.5; material was 6061 aluminum alloy, _-
;i. with Invar flanges used on the dlplexer.
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Dimensions - _ ,(In.c.hes)_
• A. Tap 6-32
:i B. 0.:373 (0.1.47) t¢.. 1.31.4 (0.51.7)C. 1..405 .553) L. 2.023 .79 )
v. 2.1.oe (o.03o) .. 2.625 (t.o34) tt',_,iN. 1.7_3 (o.694)
-_ E. 2.812 (1.1.07) p. 3.493 (1-3/8)
F. 4.2t0 (t.660) R. 0.31.8 (t/S)
a. 2.560 (1..007) S. 0.508 (0.200)
x. 5.t2o (2-t/64)
J. 0.602 (0.237) T. 0,635 (0.250) ,
Note: See dravlnge for tolerancee and de_a_Is
- FIGURE 3.5. CMR-II2 FLANGE DIMENSIONS
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3.3.1-3 C,aflks t
On_ket oenl.n are of soft aluminum with a photo-etched cronn-hatch pattern
• between the alamping bnltn and the wnveguide innide pert, phery. The erase-hatch
lines are raised about ,05 mm (.002 in.) on _Ieh side of the tanker ouch _hat when
clamped, the aluminum will depress to give a vot_/ tight rf _eal. Figure 3.6 to at
_' photograph of the gasket. This design in based on similar types which keep r_7'
leakage at about -130 dB when properly _lamped. A resilient iypo with silver
loading can give comparable results but the silicone used om_ld to_tlt in some
• outgassing. For use as gaskets, this would be negligible, but the resilient type
isn't necessary since the so£_ aluminum type is adequate.
o o .... -'., o,
•. u.
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I3.3.1,,4 VonCin_
Throe approachon w_ro uned _or venue to rnmov_,outRnn_In_ f.'rQmth_ wnv_Ruide
componentn' _n_cr_.rn. Componcntn contn_,ning_IC _o_inatlonn gonn_nlly unnd an
' inverted channel nl.ongthe guido _ur_neo, with,_n_l, ho,l,_Into Chc chnnncl,from
the wavofiu_,do nnd the outntdo, suitably _taggorcd, The channel d_m_nn'_on in ,atoll
,_ enough to bo beyond the frith harmonic cuto/_| horus arc spaced _uch that _ho
channel length between holes is at lea_t _tve ttmoB the hole diameter. This keeps
i the r£ leakag, e per hole down to -150 dB or lees. The channel type vent shown _n 1"
Figure 3.7a, was used on the two power monitors and the dipl_xer Cermtnation.
In other componentv, vertical tunnels were used, ret_;intng the length to
diameter ratio of five. Figure 3.7b shows the basic approach. This type wa_ used
for the harmonic filter where each of the 390 Bide _uidos required a vent. Each
of the six sets of side guides is topped with a 0.794 era (5/16 inch) aluminum bar,
brazed in place to prevent rf leakage along the seams. Each side guide then has a
O. 159 cm (1/16 inch) hole drilled through the bar for venting.
The third approach was used on waveguide sect:tons which did not appear to
_' require extensive venting, such as the optical sensor guides. Here the flange
depth was used to advantage as in Figure 3.7e, and a hole about 0.159 cm (I/16
inch) was drilled through the flange and guide which have a total depth of more :;
than 1.142 cm (7/16 inches). The 0.159 era (1/16 inch) hole through the flange is
more than adequate _or most of the components that have no significant outgassing
sources.
No dlfflculty from outgasslng was experienced, and the approaches were Judged
to be _dequate for waveguide subsystems of the type developed. Initial outgassing
which woutd be expected in any system was rapidly removed by heating the assembly
at low rf power levels, and then raising the level to the operating point. Pressure
in the vacuum environment was constant at le',s than twice ambient for the final
two-thlrds of the 60 hour continuous run at over 3 kW CW.
3.3.2 .I[..armonic Filter
.. The harmonic filter was quite successful, providing performance beyond re-
quirements. The basic design is a combination of two types of leaky wall harmonic i'..."
' filters. The two end sections are the conventional slotted type of Figure 3.8a,
tapering the slots at the ends to obtain a good VSNR; the center section is of
open-end waveguide as in Figure 3.8b. The latter is particularly effective for
the higher harmonics (Reference 2) while the end sections give good harmonic
absorption of the lower, more intense, harmonics wi_ less loss than the open=end
section, The filter was fabrleated f 6061 aluminum alloy, using slot and tab
construction with dip brazing. Terminations were type SP silicon carbide, fabri-
cated in groups of ll spikes to reduce mounting problems and manufacturing costs
for the 390 required in the unit. The completed filter is shown in Figure 3.9.
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The filter required ,dd:lgionn[ rnal:_hin_ effort go _oduca i_'a VflNR at _ho
l_xot frequency of a.a6 _u_. Reflections worn la_oly from the June,s.ann of the
• and and _an_or ,_el_ian,. so , small ,log _l_ail_n _ffo_g ta ,ut_l_os_d Co r_du_o
thin mismatch. Baron nit,ida d]Latoo_r_ |.risflm wore added far the program _on_,.
Finml, results wnr_l
Znao_gtcn Lose at: _e: 0.2 dB
%naorgton Leas, Maximum in Band: O._a da (at ht_,h on_)
VINR at £,t _ 1,02
VfWR over Band: 1.03 +_ .02
2nd Harmonic Attenuattont _ 60 dB _or TEIo mode
_w 39 dB minimum _or TEOI mode
2nd Harmonic VSNRt 1.12 fog TEIO
1.05 for TE01
Estimates from low-frequency slog coupling measurements indlcatcd the other
harmonics are attenuated W_ll within requirements, and should be about: tL
II,T_. , _ 3rd harmonic - 23 dB
..i 4th harmonic = 16 dB
5th harmonic - 12 dB
"i; !
, i There were no facilities or requirements to perform these measurements. Esch
harmonic can take on a number of different modes _ and each mode has a different
attenuation. A more effective approach would be to use the actual T_'_ !_or the
system, measuring the harmonics radiated by the tube alone_ and by the waveguide
o_; ! l_e particular configuration developed is ideal for 12 GHz, combining good
i i*_ harmonic attenuation with moderate insertion loss. This design would be very large
_i at 2.6 Oltz_ so a different type might be preferred which may have a little more
, :i loss but much less weight; the loss could still be within specifications.
Physically smaller harmonic filters are briefly described in Section 5.2.8.
i 3.3.3 Power Monltqr_ Reverse
II
I The reverse power monitor is a multl-hole type_ using a six hole-palr array
; centered on the waveguide broadwalls (Reference 3). The reverse power monitor is
: i located as close to the transmitter tube as possible to provide a fault signal for
I breakdown anywhere within the waveguide system. The unit has a -21.25 dB coupling
and a directivity which varied from 48 to 61 dB over the band. The impedance
_" matching was accomplished by a alight narrowing of the waveguldv at the points of
'L! reflection, resulting in a VSNR of Ices than 1,02 which was the measuri_g equipment
_!_ accuracy, A photograph of the unit is in Figure 3.10.i|
i!!,_ This component was fabricated of 6061 aluminum and dip brazed. The termln-
acion is a spear of silicon carbide which was bolted to an end piece which was in _ ....
i . turn brazed to the wavegutde.
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#• Figure 3.10. Reverse Power Monitor
This type of coupler is necessary to achieve the very high directivity
specified for the reflected power accuracy. At 2.6 CHz, however, the component
becomes quite large, about 0.610 meters (two feet) long. For purposes of measur-
ing the VbZ4R near the transmitter tube output flange, a simpler device could be ,_
:,, used, and the threshold of the protective circuitry using the signal be adjusted
_i accordingly. A further evaluation of the necessity for the very high reflected
power accuracy is suggested before the high-directivity type is fabricated for low ;_
frequency operation; a loop coupler would probably suffice for most systems, as is
discussed in Section 5.3.3.
3,3.4 Power Monitor, Forward _
_,_ : The output power of the transmitter is measured after the harmonic filter to
_ ....... obtain a reading as near the output terminal as possibly. The monitor uses aMoreno cross-guide directional coupler (Reference 3) with a coupling of -54.4 dB
..!} across the band, This unit was impedance matched by making small depressions on
the waveguide sides, resulting in a VSNR of less than 1.02, the limit in measuring
accuracy. The coupler's directivlty was 29.6 dB which is not critical for this
,
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Figure 3.11. Forward Power Monitor
i
7
_' The cross=gulde coupler was fabricated of 6061 aluminum using electron beam
_'_ welding. Future units, if electron beam welded, should be fabricated from an ll00
2_
_. aluminum alloy which is more suited to this type of fabrication. Alternately, dip l:
This type of coupler is recommended for 12 GHz operation and could be used g
i at 2.6 GHz. However, a loop coupler would be adequate for the latter, and would
have some weight advantage. This is considered further in Section 5.3.3.
3.3.5 Diplexer '_
The purpose of the dlplexer is to provide an isolation between two trans=
mitters with frequency separation but using a common antenna; these two may or may
i not operate simultaneously. The device is essentially a filter which passes power ..
"- "*" within it's bandpass limits, but it also has a directional characteristic so the
power transmitted into the 2-port output waveguide will travel in only one di-
rection. The sketch of Figure 3.12 shows the signal passing through the unit when
in the passband (output from upper port) and being ignored by the filter when
outside the passband (output from lower port). Alternately, a second transmitter
out of the passband can be connected to the upper input port so that both the in-
band and out-of-band signais emerge from the upper output port.
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Operation
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The directional filter is a four cavity configuration. Operation is ,-.
accomplished when the input signal couples almost completely to the cylindrical
cavity filter, changing from the TEIo mode of the rectangular waveguide to a TE',II
ii mode in the cavities. The latter mode accounts for the relatively low loss of the ._
unit as compared wlth a rectangular cavity filter. Coupling between rectangullr •
and circular sections is accomplished at both ends by locating the coupling iTisat the point where the Hx and Hz mgnltudes are the same, thus inducing a cir-ularly_' polarized field in circular cavities wlth a linear polarizat on the rectangu-
•_ far guide. Unfortunately, after extensive analysis and experimental work, i_ was
discovered tlmt the end circular irises for a four cavity filter cannot be !.arge I _
::.,i enough physically to provide sufficient coupling without extending beyond the wave-
:_ :! guide wail; this was not the case of the three cavity filter which is quite well I_
developed. Thus extending the state of thc art of dJrectlonal filters led to the ,/
cal cavities. Three solutions were considered: addlng dielectric to the iris,
and changing from a circular to a slotted irls. The best approach appears to be a
combination of the latter two, using a three-slot coupling arrangement with under-
sized slots, and reducing the height of the wavegulde but not as drastically as
°it +/ 32
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The time 0ehodulo and ronouree_ did not permit such redesign effort Be the
simpler dielectric filling approach was implement,_d. A major problem with tht_
approach is affixing the dielectric, boron nitride in this case, _o the iris for
heat conduction. An analysis indicated this should not bo necessary up to about
2 kW at 8.36 GHz, but a stray resonance was found in the final unit, and high
i power operation was not possible. This resonance has been identified as a radial
l_ne resonance mode which could be avoided if the iris were redesigned without the
dielectric loading, A visual inspection of operation at 300 watts input in a [
vacuum showed a bright red glow in the diplexer,' evidently due to heating in the i"
:I boron nitrlde, i
The bandpass characteristic is shown in Figure 3.14. The center region is
well within requirements, although a higher insertion loss was measured when the
device was included in the overall wavegulde assembly. The 0.3 to 0.4 dB loss is
expected as normal; the meacurement in the system was about 0.4 dB greater, which
is about the specification limit. The heating effect of the iris indicates the
i
i
,/
i
I Figure 3.14. Bondpass of Diplexer
loss would tend to be greater than that first measured. The bandpass in Figure
3.14 is greater than required, but the dips in the outer regions of the Tehebycheff
response are also larger than desired, indicating the filter needs additional
trimming for the operational model.
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" The skirts of the filter show the 30 dB dropoff requlr_mont to be nceompllnh-
ed in 70 MHz at the low end and in about i00 MHz at the high end; the objective was
90 b_4z. The operation is considered acceptable. The slope dropof£_ at the band-
pass limit should improve somewhat with the dielectric removed from the two irises.
The bandpass for the 0eeond transmitter channel, which would lle in the reject
region of this filter, is considered in more detail in Section 5.4.5-I. In general, !
it has a negligible loss, .01 dB or better, and shows a much steeper bandedge slope
than for the bandpass region.
The filter was fabricated completely of invar with a heavy silver plating;
invar is a 'very poor conductor in itself. The parts were machined, and assembled
•", by oven brazing. The four probes for detecting multipactor breakdown, visible in ?
i Figure 3 13, were brazed in place later; these are designed to have low rf leakage, li
-_: i using rf absorber inserts. !i
/. _i, The mount for the diplexer presented the most difficult thermal problem in
_ i that the relatively small unit generated much concentrated heat. For the test
I
i system, a large aluminum block was used as the bed for the cylindrical cavities•
•,, Heavy aluminum straps were added to hold the dlplexer tlghtly against the block
-_'-_: and to provide a thermal path for heat generated near the top of the diplexer,
-'":!t In addition, a resilient gasket of high thermal conductivity material was placed
-_', ,I between the cylinder and block to take up the differences in thermal expansions
'"-;_.-.'i_!I{ between the aluminum block (and straps) and the invar diplexer. Although thisarrangement worked oderately well, the dlplex r mounting design should be revised
1_i_ to eliminate bolted Junctio'asas far as possible, and to braze rather than bolt the.. mounting block to the thermal mounting plate• The arrangement used dropped the
-'_'_, I diplexer temperature from 388°K (115°C) to 31801((45°C) in two minutes in air, and
_ :i to ambient at 295°K (22°C) in less than two additional minutes, indicating a
--i_.""!! moderately good thermal path. Specific reconnnendatlonsfor mounting subsequent
.,:', ! models are included in Sections 4•3•5 and 5.4.7.
I 3.3.6 Electrical Breakdown Senso.rs ._
Two types of breakdown sensors were added in addition to the VSNR which is
'ii_ sensed by the reverse power monitor. Optical sensors use light diodes, llke the --_ i
il, EGbG SGD-IOOA photodlode, with a quartz rod light guide affi_;ed to extend to the
' I waveguide interior wall such that any llght-emlttlng breakdowns in the wavegulde
iI would be detected. For the system developed, three diodes observe all but _.he _,
I final output wavegulde which would be covered by a fourth unit. Configurations for
'_i a detector in a straight waveguide run and in an elbow for looking down two wave-guides at right=angles are shown in Figure 3,15. Also shown is the arrangement of
.I components within the barrell a boron nitrlde seat holds the diode and quartz rod _._.
in position, an rf absorber (Lundy) is placed above the diode for low rf leakage,
and a compression piece of silicon is added at the top to hold all parts firmly in
position. The wavegulde interior includes a shoulder to insure a solid seating
for the quartz rod,
For multlpactor breakdown detection, biased probes were added, flush with the
' waveguide wall and biased 15 volts, Tim dlplexer was Judged to have conditions
closest of any of the components to those that would lead to multipactor breakdown, - _-_
although none was expected and none observed. Four coaxial bypass capacitor probes
were used, adding a Lundy absorber to minimize the rf leakage through the probe :,.
lii"!_ support tube.
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Figure 3.15. Optical Dioce Light Sensors i
I
Both of these sensor types were tested first in the special breakdown test
section described in Sections 3.4 and 5.7• Both types gave satisfactory per-
formancep and the only engineering problem was to design the holders to have very
low rf leakage. The RFI material used was adequate for the fundamental and 2nd
harmonic; a longer piece, perhaps two inches, is suggested for the high harmonic
isolation. The locations of the three photodlodes and the dlplexer biased probes t'
are shown in the layout of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 I• |,
" 3.3.7 Thermal Mounting plate 1
i! The entire waveguide assembly was mounted on a 0.635 cm (1/4 in) thick '
jig plate with external dimensions of 0.610 x 0.914 meters (24 x 36 inches). The I"
Jig plate a_sured a flat surface for mountIDg the components with a good thermal
interface. The temperature of the plate reached about 369°K (96°C) ia the center
remote from the water cooling, and about 348°K (75°C) where measured elsewhere.
.... This is representative of the operating temperatures expected in a space applica-
tion. The mounting plate used is included in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Temperatures
in the 60 hour continuous heat run cogldqbe controlled easily by the cooling water
flow rate, @llch was about 0.95 x 10"_ m_ (2.5 gallons) per hour.
. For a 12 GHz space system a 0.318 cm (I/8 inch) thick plate should suffice.
The aluminum surface should have an oxide finish applied since this has a hlghq_r :
' emission coefficient than does bright mural. In practice, the thermal plate must
be large enough to radiate all the absorbed power without exceeding the component _--.
temperature limits.
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3.3.8 DC Block£nP, Flnnge
The intent of this task was to devise a wavoguide flange which could tolerate,
lO,O00 volts dc but which would have no degrndin_ effects on the way.guido oper-
ation, The purpose of such a flange would be to permit the T_ to have a largo dc
voltago on the output cavity and wavegulde, w_ilch would facilitate a voltage-jump
TWT should one be used.
, After so_ study, the problems became clearer, and the decision was made that
:} this is not a practical component for the current approach because the flange must
i be an rf filter to keep rf leakage to a tolerable level, and also the filter must
' be essentially a harmonic filter since the_e is a stringent specification on
't
_ harmonic leakage. A preferred approach, if one were to be used, is rearrange
'_ biasing to put such a flange at the TWT input where the signal is perhaps 40 dB
¢ lower, and the rf leakage is correspondingly less critical. Another problem lies
! in the tube, which normally would use the flange only with a voltage-Jump TWT;
i some sort of leakage reduction technique also must be incorporated into the TWT
_':i. i Jump section to make the whole approach effective. A substantial radiation may
:-_: otherwise appear from that point on the tube•
-".. The type of flange filter that appeared most applicable for a first develop-
,., ment was a two-stub band-stop filter with a lossy dielectric at the periphery of
the flange. The latter would also have to be a good insulator for the lO,000 vol_s
across the flange. A possible arrange_nt for the flange is shown in Figure 3•16,
LOSLINESY i!.'i
SECTION _/4 MATCHINGSECTION
, STUB (2)
STUB11)
*14MATCHINGSECTION
INPUT• :" 0.953 (0.375) "PUT
_./4 LINE 10KV
_- 11-21 _-
CREEPAGES CTIONOFBN
._T' Figur_ 3.16 Configuration for DC Blgh Voltage Blocking Flange
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, which would bo fabrloa_od lar_;olyby a a_rloe of borOn-hieraticdopoa_.tlon_w_th
_utgabl0 m_tal dopo_ttion to form _ho filtc_ _urfacoe, ThIR flange would operate
_agiB[a_orily, how_vor, only if it w_ro loc_od af_or the harmonlc _Itor, which
would than havo to bc Insulated to oporage wlth 10_000 volt_ dec Otho_o, tho
' harmonic leakago of tho iAolatiou flange of Figuro 3,16 could bo quite largo and
would probably oxcoed leakage speci£icationn,
3.4 8PECZAL BREAKDOWN SECTION TESTS
{
, A low height wavegulde section was fabricated to provldc a means for treat-
: ing electrical breakdowns under controlled conditions. For these tests, a height [
of .018 cm (.007 inches) was used in a half-wave long section, with two-step i
[
• quarter-wave impedance matching sections at each end to retch to the standard ,
• waveguide height. Three types of sensors were used to detect electrical faults; i,
• _ an optical diode to detect glow, biased p_obes (Faraday Cups) for electroh flows !
IA between the two plates, and a VSNR meter. The photograph of Figure 3.17 shows the I
;4 breakdown section with the top broadwall removed to make the .018 cm (.007 inch') I
"_ _ region and th_ impedance mtching steps visible. The optical diode used for the ,
• ._ teStS was in a separate waveguide section, as in Figure 3.15. A water cooling llii_. , pipe was iacorporated for possible future cw tests; it was not required for the
t: !
_i lOW duty cycle pulses used here. The breakdown section tests used pulsed rf power t
_i to provide a control over the breakdown process and avoid the C_ avalanch effects !_
":' _ which would cloud the data and negate anlayses of the effects.
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i Figure 3.I7. Special Electrical Breakdown Section
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T_nr.n were conducted £0_ both multipacgor breakdown nnd arcing, t:ho lntgnr
:; r_qutring a _ubatantial at_ph_re. The dace provided a moan_ _o compare operation ,.
_ with car_.iorronultn (Ro[orcuco 4) as well ao dogermin£ng the performance of the
throe .ennlng tochnlquon employed.
3.4.1 Mult_pactor B_cal_los_n
The initial tests were to calibrate the multtpactor breakdown phenomenon.
ltere free electrons and subsequent secondary electrons lea_ing the broad'mll_ of
the waveguide oscillate between the walls in synchronism With the applied rf _icld.
On the average, for most metals, each electron crossing between the broadwalls
will dislodge more than one secondary electron from the opposite wall, which con
sustain the breakdown. Nine biased probes of .127 cm (.050 inch) diameter per-
formed as Faraday Cup type devices to detect the multipactor electrons on the
waveguide broadwall.
An initial estimate indicated breakdown should occur at about 52 volts for
f,d = 150 MHz-cm (reference 4), or near 630 watts. The data showed some dependen-
cy on the actual gap used so the 800 to 900 watt breakdown level observed is
considered to be a verification of previous measured data. A "cleaning" process
_ was first performed, using a low duty cycle pulsed rf signal to provide a "cleaning"
function of releasing surface contamination which hindered consistency of breakdown
'i
operation.
The results showed the probes to be excellent detectors of multlpactor break-
_ " down as long as they are i_ the breakdown region. The current and rf power3
recordlngs of a typical test are shown in Figure 3o18. Here the peak power is
about i kW in the multlpactor region, and the current measured was about one micro- h --
ampere per probe through a 10,000 ohm resistor with 15 volts bias. When the peak [__.
power was reduced to 830 watts, the multlpactlng disappeared. These tests were
made with a 3% duty cycle.
......: _ The effect of the multipac_ng is also evident from the cover plate of the
....'_ test section, in Figure 3.17. There were no multipacto_ electrons in the small ""
spaces surrounding the insulated probes. Elsewhere, the marks ere quite evident.
'. (The plate also shows arcing marks which will be dlscussed next.) P.
The optical diode was less sensitive than the probes, but gave a strong
: ind£catlon in a CW breakdown where the effect avalanches. The reverse power mon£- "_'
tot had a large output also in the more drastic CW breakdown test but was somewhat _
• erratic under the pulse conditions. The pressure in the waveguide was also
measured, and indicated when a fault existed. However, it varied with power level
and was not consistent enough to use as a threshold-type breakdown indicator.
3.4.2 Arc Bxeakdo_n
In a weak atmosphere, between 1.33 and 9300 N/m2 (.01 to 70 Tort) for the
equipment tested, a gas arc can occur• Tests were begin at a high pressure work- . _
ing toward a lower one, and then with a low pressure working upward. Tests were
performed with a 3 kW pulse at a 3% duty cycle. The arcing tended to occur away ._.-_-
from the flat surfaces of the .018 cm (.007 inch) high section, _nd the multipactor
sensors did not register• At lowpressures, around 13 to 133 N/mz (10-1 to 10-2
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; bt_gn_tie field_ can a_foct the initiation and =haraeto_l_t_c_ of _lectrlcnl
_ broakdownn in cortaln situationo A chock on the breakdown _ection and a_noc_atcd
ii wavefluido indicated no tendency to brnak down or change eharactoriatie_. A field
ol_ over lO00auaa was used at the breakdo_ oectio..
3.4.4 Cone lusion
All three sensor typos should bc included in a wavogulde subsystem. Tholr
appllcab_lity is as _olloWs"
probe, biased - output to 30 microamps each, but location important
optical diode - output varies widely, but indications are considered {',
reliable got CW operation, particularly for arcing
i
reverse pewer (VS_) - Weak indication for weak breakdowns ; operates well
!i with strong multipacting and arcing
; 3.5 SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS
i
[ A consideration was given to the impact of the various features of the wave-
guide assembly in a satellite system. In most of the interfaces, conventional
_ engineering techniques and precautions are sufficient to insure no erupting problem
areas, but care mus_ be exereised to recognize aspects critical to a space environ- r
merit, i
3.5.1 Size and Weight [
4
,_ Size and weight are of primary concern in all satellite systems. The wave-
• _ guide assembly, as such, is probably not as significant as the surface area
" i_ required for cooling the components, particularly at higher frequencies. At lower
• frequeneies, the volume and linear dimensions of the waveguide assembly become
:, large, and efforts to reduce component size might be considered. For instance, ;
• the harmonic filter as developed would be nearly 1.5 meters (5 feet)long at 2.6
: GHz (including flanges) and a smiler but more lossy type could be more desirable.
":. For instance, a 0.25 dB loss leaky wall filter at 12 _ would have very low loss
at 2.6 GHz. A smiler one with dimensions of 0.3 to 0.6 meters (one to two feet)
might have about the same 0.25 dB loss, generally _cnsidered acceptable.
4 _
.,-
IL, _ In tony cases, overall size is dictated by thermal considerations. A _'_*'
critical item is the photo-diode used for detecting the presence of arcing or
multipacting; it should be held under 423°K (150°C), which places an overall
temperature limit on the entire assembly which may contain three or more of these
_ sensors. The 0.61_ x 0.914m (2' x 3') plate used in _his program was conservative
with no diplexer, and acceptable with a diplexer. _ ....
4O
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The wavcguido a_aombly will hnv_ _Ither a kly_tron or _ am the rf pownr
_ourcc. The wavogulde Inpu_ V_ _hould he nm_ll _or a low reflected power level
at the tube', output port. Many beam type amplifier gubo_ cannot tolerate a
aignJ.flcantrevorm_ power level without becoming unstable or distorting the output
signal badly. Without the diploxor, a very low VflWRto attainable| the dlplo_or
tends to increase the VgNR, but with a good dostfn the wavogutdo auboy_ecm _hould
still be adequate. With the dtploxor as developed in Chin program, the VSNN had
peaks os high as 1.3_ but those could probably be reduced with Jams caro£ul
impedance matching to the 1.15 requirement. For greater reduction of reflected
signal, a circulator might _o used although the trade-oil8 for using this devim_
wJll requJre careful consideration at higher frequencies.
3.5.3 _ntenna TFansmissio _ Line
The transmission line VSNR specification is 1.1 or less, while the wavesuide
assembly was tuned for a matched load. The antenna mismatch can be tolerated, but
_ final system matching should be performed with the antenna and feed line in-place
!_" _ at the waveguide assembly output port. Alternately, the antenna line can be tuned
._ in advance to present a matched load.
! 3.5.4 Power and B_eakdown Monitors
w,
The electrical outputs of the several sensor_ in the waveguide assembly must
.... be integrated into the overall transmitter system. In particular, the power moni-
tors ar_ used both for _he telemetry subsystem (forward and reverse power monitor-
ing) and for the fault sensing subsystem. Since the VSNR is a measure of reflected
powers, an out-of-tolerance reading would indicate a fault exists. In addition,
the optical diode and multipactor probe sensor outputs must be integrated into the
protective logic circuitry within the system. A buffer circuit t e used tu convert
any fault indication signals into a pulse which is used as an off trigger. The _
_. method for reinstating operation is subject to evaluation_ comparing telemetry .w_-
• control from the ground with an on-board tlme-delay circuit. .... II
3.5.5 Harmonlc a%d Leakage Power
Neither of these are considered to be a problem in an overall satellite
the harmonics very effectivelywhile the rf leakage of the fundamental _rom the
.• wavegulde components is substantlally lower in magnitude than the back-lobe and
slde-lobe power of the antenna, and possibly the leakage from the tube itself. No
: _. problems are anticipated in these areas.
3.5.6 Mechanica.l
The systems implications of the mechanical nature of the wavegulde assembly
were considered briefly in Section 3.5.1. An additional factor to be considered !..
explicitly is the launch environment which places certain stresses on the wavegulde
components. The wavegulde subsystem is generally considered to be meehanlcally
adequate to meet the shock, acceleration, and vibration specifications of Section _"
2.3.1. !
I: 41
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A t_,ght_ _nd _ot:l,d canCacl; between each _ampan_nC and the thermal, mounC;I,nl_
pZal;_ _a roqufr_d a_ all campanonC_ _o _nnur_ adoquaf:o hoar trannl_r, Thus t;horc
should be no m_¢hanien[ dt,l_t_£eultioa _rom lack al_ rtg_d_gyo _aa_pC_ono are the
,i t_rminnCionn and londm, which nt_ _ant[l.ovorin can_?iSur_t_n nnd the _ltC u_od _n
a relatively fragtlo material, No mooha_ieal ConCh wore performed within th_
scope of Chta contract, but sh_ke t.eaCa to dost_uetton should ha performed at soma
futuro time to determine t,ho s_f0ty nmrfltu expected _n thoao dcvicon. PLqnufacturtng
techniques or _onftguratton deat8nn may have to be adJveCed Co tnnuro sufficient
8crongth.
3.5,7 _hermal
:..
System speci£icat£one require operation in a 323°R (_0°C) ambient environ-
ment which presence no problems except that any lossy components, o_ _hich only
the diplexer is o£ concern, must have a sufficient radtatinS surface to avoid over-
_i hearths of the optical diodes used _s fault sensors. Testin$ _as not per£ormed aC
_ii ! the low to_perature specification of 193°1¢ (.80oc), and thls temperature my cause
some thermal stress problem if transmitted to the T_T or klystron output _Indov.
_ithin the waveguide assembly, the two areas of concern are the optical diodes
,, _ith temperature limitations, and the diplexer which is of invar and has a mu h
i_ different coefficient of expansion than does the aluminum of the moui_ting plate
and other components. To minimize stresses, some form of automatic louver control
on the thermal plate may be considered to keep the tempetature from dropping as
low as 193oK (-80o0).
i: 3.5.8 System Operating Re_uirements
After system definition, the components required in the waveguide assembly
should be reviewed, and those to be employed reconsidered if different from those¢
:" o£ this program. Questions that will ar_se include the use of the diplexer versus
,. two antennas for the two trans_itters, and the use of a single antenna with switched
: tran_mitters to be operated independently. The system requirements for a specific .,_
:; application will determi_e the applicability of the subsystem developed herein and
!': ._ also the necessity for considerin_ any othe_ possible candidate components.
I Section IV on recommendations will expand in this area.
4
3.6 DRAWZNGS
ii DraWings are provided separately to detail the construction of each component. _
! For the purpose of this pro8ram, the components developed at 8.36 OHz are scaled
I directly to 12 GHz and 2.6 GHz. Where the resulting component is unwieldly or ,-:
undesirable for some reason, the recommended changes in approach are included in ii",i_,,:."
the next Section on Recommendations.
_ i_- _.....
J
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: SECTION IV, R.ECOMME._NDATION8'i
A
i 4.1 APPLICATION OF l_flttLT8
, 1) DoolRns a_'o 8choraLly applicable; l:hoy ,nay be o_a].od mechanically
._ord'Ing to wavo[ongCh _or oporn_ion i.narbor bands.
2) Operational scaling effects are predlctablo per function0 of Sec_l,m
3.2.3.
3) Physically smaller components may be desirabl_ at 2.6 C.tlz; sugg_stion_
. are made in Section 4.3 for smaller harmonic filter and power monitors. T.,eseare
less effective but -::y be sufficient to meet operating requirements.
F0
• ;.. 4.2 SUBSYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
ill _ l) Single channel and two channel representative configurations are showni in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, No diplexer is required for a single channel system, but
. I it requires a wavegulde switch. The second circuit is applicable for both slmul-
ii taneous or sequential two channel operation. An alte_natlve is to use two inde-
i.... " ,! pendent transmitters with separate antennas,
I. i 2) The diplexer performs well as a harmo_.£cfilter and is shown instead of
w i an added leaky wall type in the upper part of Figure 4.2. The loss is somewhat
2 _ higher but is acceptable where the diplexer is required anyway. It could also
•_,:_ serve as a harmonic filter at lower frequencies where the large size of the leaky
i ,/ 3) Channel spaeing In a two channel system should be at least 90 F_4zat 12
.... GHz with the diplexer specified, _
4) A permanent water cooling pipe should be incle,:zd for ground testing. I
5) Vented open construction provides breakdown-fTee performance in a space
• I environment; nothing should be pressuxized.
6) A waveguide switch should be developed for potential single-channel
_ system or for switching common-channel TWT's.
:i.ii.j.|i,.._ 7) The RFI specification is more stringent than usually is necessary for a _:
i- _ satellite system. Other rf leakage sources could be substantially worse, including _*
_] antenna backlobes and TWT leakage from a voltage-Jump Junction and possibly from
!:l thc depressed collector.[ii! .... 8) The transm_.tterstage should have stepped power level capability or a ..
!I " variable duty cycle pulse capability to accommodate residual ootgasslng triggered' by the waveguide heating. Four or five variation steps to maximum power are
o!l_ adequate.
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FIGURE 4. I. SINGLE CF.ANNEL TRANSMITTER SYSTEM
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9) The entire oqulpm_nt should be baked out b_forn final t_ntn in a wlcuum.
Heaters are al_o desirable to hasten ou_gno_ing Ill _pa¢_ before trnnnmittor turn-
- on i particularly if low power initial op_ratlou cannot bc implemented for bakoout.
10) Matching for a low VSWR can be facilitated if _he an_onna tranomt_Rt.on
line is well m_tchod by itself.
4.3 COMPONENT RECOMMENDATIONS
i) Zn general, the components as developed form suitable models for develop-
ing space type hardware. The recommendations which follow include variations
which can lead to improvemQnts in either operation or mechanical configurations.
Otherwise, the components should be used as developed.
4.3.1 Wavegulde, Flan_es, Gaskets, and Seals "
',,,t I) The generally recommended wavegulde is 6061-T6 aluminum with a silver
_ or plating; alternately, an all-copper wavegride could be used. In either
copper
case, a rhodium or gold flashing is required to retard atmospheric surface con-
_:, tamlnatlon. Znside surface roughness should be specified as 0.254 microns (10 _in)
t or less to avoid an electropollshlng step. Stall CMR aluml.lum flanges are used,
" and these should be of 6061-T6 for a hlgh strength. After complete assembly, each
I flange should be faced and lapped to obtain a flat surface. Bolts should be large
i,'.. enough to permit a high pressure on the seal (see Section 5.I.3). Gaskets are
_!.. photo-etched soft aluminum and are good for one use only. All components must be
vented, with more venting on components which are more likely to have some out-
•i gassing; vents should be small tunnels with length/dlameter of at least 5/1.
i:"'. 2) Dip brazing is generally preferred_ using tab and slot fabrication for
an accurate assembly. Electron beam welding may be used with an ii00 aluminum
" alloy or with dissimilar metals; some warping resulted with the soft 6061-F
"_., , aluminum. Heliarc welding is applicable for add-ons such as the P_I seal around
the harmonic filter and the multlpactor sensor tubes for the diplexer.
j, :/
i:o 3) Invar waveguide and flanges, with silver plating for conduction, are
_i required for the dlplexer to avoid thermal stresses at the Junctions of cavities
and waveguide.
/ J' .l
,i 4.3.2 ,Harmonic Filter
-/
! I) A brass model should be fabricated for llapedance matching at the two
._ points where the leaky-wall sections Joln the open-wavegulde section. Irises or
changes in slot taper can then be established for a good match before final model
fabrication. This approach is preferred over adding an iris after assembly.
2) Lengths of the slotted and open-gulde sections may be altered to sult
• impedance matching and changes in harmonic attenuation requlrements. The filter _ "
is somewhat overdesigned, and could be shortened while still mcetlng specifications.
i,
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3) A zig-za8 type of harmonic filter (see Bection 5.2.8) has o sm_ll size
for 2.64 Otis operation; it w_uld generally be preferred at that frequency but
becomes ine_£telent at higher f_equencioa. The diplexor developed on this program .
also proved to be an excellent harmonic filter although performnce was ewluatod
, at Just the 2nd harmonic in this program.
4) Tab and slot eonstru©tion with dip brazing should be used. A die is
recommended for precision cutting of the cross plates since the computer-controlled
nibbler had small but significant variations.
4.3.3 Power Monitor n Reverse
l) Specification on direetivity is generally more stringent than usually
required, but can be achieved with the design as developed; measurement of small
/ reflected signal should not have to be precise.
2) For lower frequencies near 2.6 GHz, a loop type coupler is much smaller
_ and will provide reasonable operation but not up to specifications. The trade-off
in size and weight versus accuracy should be assessed before a flnal design, fo_
"!
low frequencies.
i
i 3) Use llmiter with detector to prevent burnout in the event of a large
:_ ! reverse signal resulting from an electrical breakdown in the wavegulde.
i 4) Dip brazing is recommended for fabrication.
i 4.3.4 Power Monitor t Forwardi , n n
: I I) For lower frequencies near 2.6 GHz, a loop type coupler is smaller and
lighter, and will provide sufficient accuracy for most operation. The trade-offL
• 1 in size and weight versus accuracy should be assessed before final design for low
frequenc fee. _w_-,
• _ 2) Dip brazing is recommended for fabrication.
I 4.3.5 Diplexer " 'f r'
4 4 I
1 1) Design
! The computer design (Section 5.4.1) is suitable _or a 3 or 4 cavity
! directional filter diplexer. The two problem areas in the diplexer are the input
! and output irises, and the thermal c_ntrol. Invar must be used bQeause of the I_[_'''_':i_:dimensional control required of the cavities to achieve sufficient frequency
stability.
46
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2) Input/Output ]rlsos
• The analytical design of theso two irlaos (identical for thla applleatl,m)
showod they would havo go Qxtond outsldo thQ waveguldo. Tho _ffectlvo o,tc,ctrical
aporturo, thQgofor_, must appear larger than the physical aperture. This can bo
achieved by:
- using slits which can be lengthened for tighter coupling
- using a low height (and low impedance) waveguide
- using a combination of these two techniques
+! The latter is recommended. The dlplexer should be fabricated in brass first, and
i the slot irises trimmed for proper coupling. The available analysis is not precise
i for the large apertures used, and some trimming is required for any final design.
: 3) Irls Heating
,,7
"_,/! A brief analysis showed the irises could become very hot by virtue of the
'_Ii poor thermal conductivity of Invar in the substantial distance between the iris
_ inside edges and the surface of the cyllndrlcal cavities. Better thermal conductl-
: vlty can be achieved by using a sandwich material for the irises; a heavier Invar,4"
,_ _i! plate of .152 cm (.060 inches) thickness would provide a good mechanical stability,
:,:.. and a claddlng of .013 cm (.005 inches) of copper on each side would provide a
: " thermal path with less than I/7 of the thermal resistivity of the invar alone.
IL ..
The iris plate should be tapered to perhaps .025 cm (.010 inches) thickness at the
iris because best operation is obtained with very thin iris eoupllng between
.... cavities. This should be verified in a brass model.
_.
4) A copper-on-lnvar laminate can also be considered for the barrels of the
cylindrical filters of the dlplexer. This would provide a better thermal distri-
bution and avoid hot spots.
| 5) Thermal Mounting
: ,' The thermal mounting used is sufficient for 8.36 GHz but is not considered
_ + i optimum. Techniques for using a corrugated aluminum or copper interface to
_I replace the compressible silicon are included in Section 5.4.6; this is to insure
! the component can tolerate the temperature ranges from 193°K (-80°C) to maxhnum
+. _ operating temperature, have a good thermal path throughout, and avoid excessive
-i mechanlcal stresses in the mounting.
.'i 6) The invar rectangular guide should be longer, I0 cm (4 inches) or more,
to ease the problem of tightening the flange bolts; one bolt on each flange could
not be used with the 7.5cm (3 inch) long rectangular sections•
o .£ i .... "_ ;
. +._, \ : ...... " _..
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• 4.3.6 BreakdoWn Senso!p
i) All th_ee types o_! _ensors| optlcal, biased probe, and reverse power, .
should be Incorporated into the vavesuide assembly. The photodlode to detect
visual breakAowns in the diplexer should be better thermally insulated to prevent
overheating. It should also be made somewhat less sensitive than the other photo-
i diodes since there will be considerable it,s heating, particularly if the copper-
I laminant is not employed.
2) The quartz rod light guide should be thinner to insure 5th harmonic
cutoff in the light diode assemblies preceeding the harmonic filter. The 0.25Acm
_' (0.1 inch) diameter rod with G _=4 should be reduced to .ll7em (.046 inches)
'. diamete_ fer 12 GI_ operatiOn; operation will still be ldequate.
,
i_ 3) The RFI material for the optical diodes and multipactor sensor probes
may be longer, 5 to 7.$cm (2 to 3 inches). It has 14.2 dB attenuation per cm
_1 (36 dB/in), about 1/3 of the attenuation for a non-vacuum-oriented material. The
_._ greater length than 2._cm (1 inch) would reduce possible Imr_cnic leakage from
--_i - . components preceedin8 the harmonic filter.i "! ... s ". 6.3.70iher Components
;_/%.
_: ..... 15 The mounting plate should be aluminum or other h_hly conductive metal,
with an oxide surface treatment to increase radiation. Aluminum oxide is consider-{ . o
_:.... ed to be a good radiator if the thickness is greater than 7 microns (275 3win)
.,_.. (anodizing would be used).
•_: ,, 2) A dc blocking flange is not recommended for the system specifications of
_, this program. Tt is too complex for the harmonic attenuation required. An input
_-"", waveguide blocking flange would be preferred £or a TgT £f one is required.
'. 3) The lover (second) elbow should have an iris brazed into place; this can
i;:_ be oversize and then trimmed to n_tnimize the reflection.
15 Future models should be tested in a vacuum environment for tolerance to
a 193°K (-80°C5 temperature £or a 60 to 90 minute period, followed by almost
_": in_nediate transmitter operation in a 323°K (50°C5 ambient. Simulated radiation
i_" _ cooling mi$ht involve some minor problems in procedures; achieving the 193°K
_,,:_i (-80°C5 would require a liquid nitrogen wall adjacent to the radiation surface of
i_ the wavesuide assembly mounting plate. (Sold testing was not required in the
_ -----. program. 5
2) t4echanical tests of shock, acceleration and vibration should be performed
ii initially on susceptible components, particularly the SiC tern_tnations _ich shouldtolerate the relatively conservative requirements but which have not been checked.i_'_.... _ No ocher components are sensitive, and would only fail in the event of some fault
i! in £abrication.
Ji.
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SECTION V, DETA!LED TEgHN_CAL RESULTS L_...COMpONENT8e
; This section details component developments. The purpose is to show
• the paths followed in the developments, and provide the data used for the
final designs. Nhere the developments pointed to approaches for possible
further improvements, such approaches are described.
5.1 WAVEGUIDES, FLANGES, GASKETS, AND VENTING
5.1.1 Wave_4_des
Selectlon: The waveguLde assembly designed, fabricated, and tested
in this program operates at a frequency of 8.36 GHz, and was designed to
simulate a system as would be developed for 12 GHz, with results extended to
_# 2.6GHz. Figure 5.1 shows the three bands considered and how they relate on
a percentage basis. All operation would be near the center of the recommended
frequency range so any differences among the three in terms of band location
are not significant.
_ . The 8.36 GHz was selected because of the In-place 5 kN testing facility
. associated with a vacuum chamber. Different phenomena, particularly electrical
breakdown and thermal effects, will vary with frequency and wavegulde dimensions
so scallng factors are necessary to predict accurately the effects of these
phenomena at the two final design frequencies of 12 and 2.64 GHz; these are
discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 5.9.
Standard wavegulde sizes are used in all cases:
Centimeters (Inches)i ii J lql i
' 12. GHz WR75 i.d. = 0.952 x 1.905 (0.375 x 0.750)
:_ : 8.36 GHz WR112 i.d. = 1.263 x 2.850 (0.497 x 1.122)
i!li 2.64 GHz WR340 i.d. = 4.318 x 8.636 (1.700 x 3.400)
,l)
•: i Compensation for the dlfferant helght/wldth ratios is Included in the scaling
".i I functions of Section 5.9.
....i
. " The basic wavegulde used was of 6061-F alumlnum alloy, to EIA Standards
• _ ., RS-261A except that an interior surface finish of 0.254 microns (I0 mlcrolnches)
': _ RMS a_d an interior tolerance of _ .0254mm (_ 0.001 inch) were specified. In a
flight system, 6061-T6 would be used for its better mechanical properties as a
result of heat treating and aging. The availability of beryllium copper waveguide
in 0.4 mm (1/64 inch) thick walls also was checked for possible use where aluminum
may encounter difficulties. Both types are available in 6 to 8 weeks ARO. Nei8ht
reduction by milling the waveguide external walls is not necessary at 12 CHz where i
the guide weighs 0.298 kg/m (0.2 lbs./ft.), but may be desirable at 2.64 GHz where i
components are much larger.
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" Bovoral motorlnlA w.re connldorod to identify preferred rmcn fo'_apace wavn-
guido _ubsyntom_. Bor_lllum show_d the b_t chornctorintlcn, but In w_ry dlfflcult
to work nnd won rejected, Aluminum in on excellent cholco when ell fnc_orn n_o
" connidor_d, and _ silver or coppc_ platlnfiroduco_ the ionno_ ¢onsldorably. Copper
In also a Rood cholco and would not require pla_In_, Table 5.1 llsto chnrncter-
if_tlcsof various matcrta1_. Znvar with a silver pla_o Is required for the cavl- ',i
tlcs of the dlplcxor which roqulro extreme mochanicnl stabillty _o aw_id _or_ouo i_I
dotunlng as temperature varlos. The rectangular wavegutde connected to _hc ;
diploxor cavities should also bo of invar, silvorplatQd, to ovoid sovoro thormol i._:
stresses. A rhodium or gold flash is applied owr the silver or copper to retard _,
corrosion in the atmosphere.
I!
Plating: Silver or copper plating can be applied by electroplating of an /_
electroless method; the latter is particularly useful in intricate configurations. l:
Elect_opollshing prior to plating will result in a smoother and less lossy
_ interior, but it was not significant in this program because the waveguide was
| obtained with a 0.254 micron (10_in) surface roughness, considered to be a
• > _ reasonable value. Plating thickness should be at least three skin depths. The
i_.." oue-$ ski_ depths for aluminum and silver at the three frequencies of interest are:
"  Al,Cm(,,,in) A ,cm(,,,in)
;'f 12 OHz 7.4 x 10.5 (29.1) 5.7 x 10.5 (22.4)
!.i"_.... _ 2.64 OHz 16 x 10-5 (63.0) 12.4 x 10-5 (48.9)
_. _ 8.36 OHz 9 x 10-5 (35.4) 7.0 x 10 -5 (27.6)
i : Thus three skin depths in silver is 1.71 to 3.72 microns (67 to 145 pin). A rough-
.... hess of 0.254 microns (I0pin) Sncreases the loss in silver by approximately 6% at
• ?,
''_: S-band and about twice that at X-band over the theoretical perfect case. These
!:; ' losses are considered acceptable compromises when comparing loss against finishing
: :' i
__% costs for extreme smoothness. Attenuations for the three guides with silverplatings
.... and a 0.254 micron (lO pin) roughness are listed in Table 5.2.
":';_"".I
'i _ i Assembly Methods: Fabrication techniques to be used are those available ;_
"":_: ,i; _or precision work with moderately difficult metals, particularly aluminum and ,.jL._,W
__.... I invar. The general methods to be used are as follows:
• .I
i __ ' _ ' _,
_j,,. .} Aluminum: Dip braze or vacuum braze, follow with heat treatment.
_i Electron beam welding also can be used but usually is _ "'
i'..':"'J _ not required. '
i- Difficult Situations involving dissimilar metals and/or critic_l i_i_J"
dimensional control: Electron beam welding.
-_ Silver Plate: Electroless process - glv_s uniform coverage up to a
; depth of 5 x 10-4 cm (2 x 10-4 in) for intricate !
il " assemblles;useat leastthreeskln-depthstominimize !diffusion effects between A1 and Ag and to minimize
_!. resistive loss.
I'," ',.
t,
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Eloetvoplatinl4 munt bo u_nd for plating firaat_r than
5 z lO"/;cm (2 _ 10"/+ in)
fl_-Ivn_' Plat_n Pral_nct;Lanl can uao a nl],vnr-eanvo_ion vathnv thnn Au
or Rh flanhlng
--R Thus _ho _echnt, qu{m available will provl, d_ fo: all _ho fabvlen_lon required
far opg_tmum npaco oriangad wavo_;uido eomponontn,
E!octropol_ah_ng: l_loct;_opotiahin8 won etmoidorod an a monna g,_ roduce rf
Losne_ due to rouBhnena of wavoguido in_erior walls (rof. "_, page 27). Eloetro-
poliaiffng is the reverse of eloctroplating; it removeo material f_om the object,
more from the peaks than £rom the valleys, which reaulto in leas rough surface.
Reducing roughness from .762 microns (30 pin) :o .381 microns (15 sin) will remove
about .0254 mm (.OO1 inch) of surface material, which is usually negligible. This
amount o_ Qlec_ropolishing should =eduCe losses as follows, assuming .762 microns
(30)Jin) initial roughness:
12 GHz - 23.5% :
8.36 GHz - 20.7%
2.64 GHz - 12.5%
A loss test was performed on a .305 meter (12 inch) electropolished section of wave-
guide but no si_nifican_ improvement was observed. The conclusion was that the
' .254 micron (i0 Bin) specification placed on the waveguide vendor was met and further
polishing will l_ave little or no i.mprovement.
Oversize Naveguide: Oversize waveguide has been consldeged as a means for
_educing losses; typical values for two such guides are at the bottom of Table 5.2,
Oversize guide would be relatively lower in effectiveness for the harmonic filter
since there are many more higher order modes possible than in standard guide. The
approach also may be undesirable for accurate power monitoring using directional
couplers. The diplexer design may be impossibly complicated in the coupling irises.
Thus the recommendations for use of oversize wavegulde is limited to the run from the "_
.... r£ assembly output to the feed horn and would be considered only for long runs. The
NR-75 waveguide has a loss of about 3.2% per meter (1% per foot), and a run of some
distance would have to be involved before the oversize guide is conslde_ed advisable. _
From Figure 5.2, a 12 GHz oversize rectangle waveguide, retaining the TEIo ._
mode, could take on the following dimensions for a 1.64% (.0706 dB) loss per meter "_
(0.5% or .022 dB per foot): cm x cm (in x in)
height x width = 1.42 x 2.84 (0.56 x 1.12) (1:2) _" _;'_._:'
= 2.03 x 2.03 (0.80 x 0.80) (1:1)
= 3.56 x 1.78 (1.40 x 0.70) (2:1)
These assumed Rsh_ ffi7.96 x 10-5 for silverplated aluminum. In each case, mode *
control becomes a problem since additional modes can be supported for the funda-
mental frequency as well as harmonics, Even bends, which are about the simplest " "_'_"
component, must be designed with great care to avoid power conversion into
•--.J 54 _(_"
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unwnn_d modo_, T_nn_i_ion _nporn from _nndnrd ni_,owavn_uido to ovnrni_,o_nu_o
tho p,onerat.ian of _pur,iouo modo_, which can b_ minimizod by u_ing _olal_lwly loul_
_nporn. Th_ fur_h_ nmphn_i_o_ _he recommendation _hn_ ov_r_.zo wnvnguido Mmul.d
be unod only for lens runn whore Cha loan roduc_onn would bn ni_niflc_n_ nnd long
trunoi_ton tnp_n are _;olnrab],o,
_t:andn_d CMR t:ypo flangoo wore ut_tl_zod _or d_e, onnoet; put_pooo_ bot:woen
compononto and at: the input and output t:e_mtnals. (%n t:ho fl,_p, ht: ennfigurat_.on,
only end £tangeu should be bolted and al_ others wo].dod aft_r oporat:l_on t.o oat:_t_-
factory.) The OMR £_an_o, a mlntatut'eI_IAreel.angulartype, wee shown in Figure
3.5; it _s snmll and light, and can achieve a wry tight Junction When uoed with a
sealing gasket. The eigh_ bolts with rather close 0pacing can provide a high
compreuuion force between flange [aces.
Other types of flanges considered were the larger CPR version of tho EIA rue=
# tangular flange, a choke/cover and cover/cover type, and a quick disconnect type;
I_'. these types wish their relative advantages and disadvantages are in Figure 5.3.
J 5.1.3 Ga.ske.ts
; ,., Gaskets may be of two types: soft aluminum with a raised cross-hatch con=tact area, or resilient material, a silicone, with embedded silver spheres. The i
first type, which was shown in Figure 3.6, was used in this program. The gasket :i
_lii was of 6061 aluminum, .02 . cm (.010 inches) _hick with a cross-hatch area raised
.005 cm (.002 inches) on each side. The cross-hatch pattern consisted of .0127 cm
(.005 inch) width raised lines spaced .089 cm (.035 inches.) The shape of the
gasket is that of the flange. This gasket requires a considerable clamping pressure
to insure the flange will crush the .005 cm (.002 inch) cross-hatch region sufficient-
ly to make a solid contact to eliminate all rf leakage. Typical pressures required
, to achieve a -130 dB leakage are:
12 GHz 1,043 kg (2,300 ibs.) "_
..,. 8.36 GHz 1,814 kg (4,000 lbs.) ' ,@i 2.64 GHz 10,000 kg (22,000 lbs.)These _re no problem with appropriate sized stainless steel bolts. Gasket fabrl- "_,,
cation used conventional photo-etch methods. Insertion losses per gaske_ were _,computed to be:
12 GHz 0.002 dB ' 'i'_
i. 8.36 GHz 0.0012 dB
!it o0002
Resilient gaskets that may be considered are cut from Chonterlcs1224 material or
i:i
56
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for stability, and loaded with szlver spheres for conductivity. The matorlal is
genernlly acceptable (AppendixZ_) since outgasslng is low after a suitable bakeout
and very little outgassing surface is exposed to the waveguide interior. It has a
computed VSWR of 1.005 which is satisfactory, and clamping pressure is much loss
than for the metallic gasket:
12 GHz 36 kg (80 ibs.)
8.36 GHz 75 kg (165 ibs.)
i 2.64 GHz 750 kg (1650 ibs.)
i
_ These gaskets may be reused, but should be cleaned and baked for use in vacuum tests.
Losses will be three times that of the aluminum gasket because of its greater thick-
ness and tendency to deform, but .006 dB per flange at 12 GHz is still quite nominal.
: 5.1.4
:_ The purpose of venting is to insure that no significant amount of gas or subli-
i matlon particles can accumulate at a point within a waveguide component to cause dis-ruptive rf arcs. The entire wavegulde system is vented to give an "open" effect; a
pressurized wavegulde approach would result in a total system failure if a small leak
ever de_loped. The vented system is obviously more reliable when the thermal
stresses between 193OK (-80oc) and 373°K (+lO0oC) are considered, and the generally
fragile nature of the waveguide windows and electrical connections are recognized.
The task has the restriction, however, that the rf leakage from the vents must be
low enough to keep the total rf leakage from all sources below the specification
of -80 dBW at either 12 or 2.64 GHz. For practical considerations, the total
• leakage from the vents is nominally set at -130 dB, or the equivalent of -98 dBW.
.
Vent Size to Remove OutgasslnR: The initial objective of venting is to
_" insure adequate open area for gas particles to egress. The effect of venting on II
gas particles can be expressed in different ways: a rate of flow of number of
, particles, volume change rate, or pressure change rate. The first approach is
:_ ' expressed by (ref. 5, page 90):
'I dN = I Va.A(n2-nl) m
•,. ' de 4
where dN is the rate of molecule outflow, _a is the molecular velocity (from Boyle's
, Law), _'{ A is the orifice area, and n2 and n I are the number densities of gas _,....
: particles on the high and low pressure sides of the orifice. At the coldest temper-
' ature that might exist, 193°K (-80°C) in an eclipse, the particle velocity is of the -
..... order 20,000 cm/sec (7870 in/sac) for a molecule llke AI203 and 50,000 cm/sec (19,700
in/sac) for a ,#ater molecule. At a temperature of 323°K (50°C), va increases by 30%,
so the Va'S are large in all cases. An indication of the rate of molecule outflow
as a function of or*._Ice diameter is indicated in Figure 5.4. These curves assume
nl is negligible, o" the lower pressure is much less than _he high. .These curves i
show clearly that _;en in the safe operating region of .0133 N/m 2 (i0 4 Tort), an
opening of .127 cm (.05 inches) diameter will pass 1014 molecules per second or 2.5%
" of the molecules in 103 cc (I liter). With ten vents per 103 cc (i liter), the • _ ......
exhaust certainly would be complete in a matter of minutes.
• i
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ITh_ outgaflAing can also be expressod in cubic centimeters or liters per
_eeond per square centimeter, which is a convenient comparison parameter since
: }200 cc (12 liters)/soc/cm 2 is about the maximum that can be achieved with
molecular flow (m_nn free path large compared Co dimensions of component being
:i considered). Figure 5.5 indicates the outflow rate that would be achieved
(Reference 5, page 92), From this data, it would appear that a vent size of
.127 cms (.05 inches) and a length of 1.016 ¢m (0.4 Inches) would result in a
. maximum conductance rate of 20 cc/sec which, again, would provide a complete out-
gassing function in a matter of minutes for most components which generate little
, contamination. A check on pressure reduction rate indicated a .127 cm (.05 inch)
diameter orifice would reduce pressure by a decade in 33 seconds, again showing
'_ orifice size _s not a problem.
i. Outgassing from metal surfaces is usually negligible after a short time
in a vacuum, particularly if heat is applied such as from rf losses in a wave-
guide. Outgasslngmay be slgnlflcant _from oily uncleaned components, organic
: materials, and porous materials such as the SiC terminations used in the system.
I The first item can be avoided by a complete and careful cleaning process for
.: every component and part of the system as assembly progresses. In this program,
_: ,; this procedure was implemented.
, i Organic materials are generally avoided. Some interconnecting wavegulde,
not a part of the subsystem, used gaskets of Chomerlcs 1224 material during
! vacuum testing. If this contributed to the residual gas in the waveguide system,
......i the effect was negligible. However, the com,,_Lsnts for the space-orlented trans-
i mitrer can avoid organic materials.
J
i The porous termination material is not avoidable. But its effect can be
... minimized by baking before installing, and further heating in space for several
"_ hours before full transmitter power is applied
1 Outgassing of rf absorbers is also not well defined. The GE Tube Depart-
_ _ meat bakes SiC at 873°K (600°C) for 8 hours. Outgasslng varies as a function of
I the exponential of temperature, although the expression for the variation is not
" I simple (ref, 6_ page 38). As an order of magnitude, an assumption that the
i simple gas law applies permits equating P/T° for the two conditions, and at 323°K
] would thus appear that an ambient of 323°K (50°C) and a week to permit completion
of the outgassing process should suffice for SiC material. In the test program
:i of Section 6.3.3, outgassing had stabilized at about a pressure of 6.7 x I0-_ N/m 2'I
(0.5 x 10-5 Tort), and was continuing at the test termination.
.._ RF Leakage from Vents: The outgasslng removal did not place any severe i
restriction on the orifices, but rf leakage must also be considered. For the
requirement that the 5th harmonic must be attenuated_ no radiation should be
permitted from the vents at that harmonic. Thus the vent diameter will be
smaller than the cutoff limit for cylindrical wavegulde:
e
6O
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o• 5_f D c.to O I!_2. GHm 60.0 GHs 0.292 cm (0.115 inches)
i 8.35 GlIz 41.75 GHz 0,419 cm (0.165 " ) ii
+,
i 2.6 GHz 13.0 GHz 1.344 cm (0,529 " )
Attenuation is given by:
' c_ '= 2 7F. I/ I " I f j 2 nepers/length,
, i _c -- fc
i_ which applies for a11 cases. Practlcally, whereIKshould be fairly large, f/fc
+| could be set at about 0.8 which would then provide an attenuation at the fifth
+ _+ _I harmonic of 19 dB per diameter of length, but would approach the limit of 31.9
IS i dB per diameter of length for lower harmonic frequencies where frequency is
_+ I much less than cutoff. Thus the maximum vent diametecs should be:
. t 12.0 GHz 0.234 cm (0.092 inches)
+ ++ 8.35 GHz 0.335 cm (0.132 " )
.+i' : 2.6 GI'Iz 1,074 cm (0.423 " )
i The length of the tunnel for each of the orifices determines the attenuation, and• c+
+.,, ,,°, the total number of tubes must be considered in determining overall attenuation.
- , To meet rf leakage requirements, vemleakage has been restricted to less than
":: :i -130 dB. The number of vents used in the wavegulde subsystem was about 40 plus
_ 400 in the harmonic filter. To keep the leakage low, each of the 40 vents tmd a
/ i
+ length/dlameter ratio of 5, giving -160 dB leakage per vent and -143.5 dB for
+_+- ! the total. The harmonic filter had vents with length/diameter ratlos of 7, and
'+: I the 400 vents should leak no more than -197 dB. In experimental tests, no rf
lenkaEe was discernible.
+=.... +!
_..I Vents were generally placed where outgassin8 was possible. All SiC
,i terminations were vented at about one inch intervals. Other components such as
• I straight wavegulde sections were vented only at the flanges. The diameters used,
" I actually .160 cm (.063 inches) in most casts, was adequate as can be deduced from
Figures 5.4 end 5.5.
Vent CopfiRuratlons +
I
. The three techniques shown in Figure 3.7 can be used in whatever form best i ....
fits a given component configuration. The type should be identified before ':
fabrication so any materials to be added, such as the inverted channel of Figure
3.7a, can be included as an integral part of the assembly. Note that the out- _-
gassing rate for the inverted channel configuration is about half that for a
straight tunnel, but this factor 'is not of significance. }i
, G:
f_f_Nf_f_ d "To r-_ A
5.2 _d_0NIC FILTER
: 5.2. I Pe_ for_ance Requirement
: The specifications for the harmonic f£1ter, as noted in Section 2.1.3, were
: to insure a minimum o£ harmonic interference from the transmitter. In addition,
_" the filte_ should have a m_nimum detrimental efgeet on the transmi_ter performance.
r". Pertinent specifications, all of which were bettered, are:
"_' Attenuation: fo = < 0.3dB
, 2fo•, ,_ - > 30dB
_;:,• *3f o = _-20dB
i{_ _4 and 5f° =>lOdB
(These were not measured herein)
, VSWE: f - < 1.05 at center
O
fn " < 1.5
RF Leakage: fo = less than -lll.75dB
i fn " less than-91.75dB
.i
" ii The implication of these characteristics is that the transmitter tube may
: generate at least 5 significant harmonics that may be as great as -20dB, and
_ the filter should be capable of accommodating such performance. _eThis is not a likely situation for the type of tube to be used at 12 GHz, ' W
,, _ which will be either a klystron or a coupled-cavity TWTand usually _itl have P
'I 2f 3f 4f 5f "_'
[ o o o o
Klystro, -30dB _ -40-_* -40dB*
_ _ TWT (Cavity Type) -30dB -40dB - -
ii (_Estimated Maximum)
!t.'
• Thus the attenuations noted should reduce the harmonics weld beyond 50dB _ - _
below the carrier. Only a helix type TWTis likely to have high power harmonics '. and thus would require a filter with greater att nuation.
I
" t..i.
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" The requirement for mea,urlng the harmonic _ffeetlveneA_ of the filter wnA
llmltcd to include only the TEOI and TEl0 modes 0£ the second harmonic. The
,eeend harmonle can .ppoar in five dlfferont mode, with Rignlflcant energy from
• a _ or klystron likely in the TEll and TMII mode. in addition to the TEIO
and TEal, The third harmonic can appear in eleven different modes, although
the fo_r mentioned will teed to predomtnatQ. By noting the relative couplinfi o£
: the various harmonic modes to the harmonic attenuator cavities, the effectiveness
'i at the unusual modes can be deduced qualitatively. This qualitative approach
,: was considered sufficient for the higher and odd modes han_onics in present
j_ program.
5.2.2 Ha.rmoniQFilter Tyre Selectlon
Several types of harmonic filters were considered _ this study. The two
preferred types selected were the standard leaky-wall ty.,eand the "large-aperture"
leaky wall type which were sh_ in Figure 3.8. Others considered but rejected
_' for this program were:
_ Waffle Iro._n- a reflective type which is subject to multlpactlng
! (Ref. 4); absorption is preferred to reflection.
_:" _:! Hel_x Open-Perlodlc - data indicated poor 2fo attentuatlon; wouldi
,! be excellent at 3fo and higher (ref. 2).
• :, Spiral Leaky-Wall - also had poor 2fo perfo_nance but excellent
' _.i h£gher harmonic performance (ref. 2).
_ i _ - physlcally small but high insertion loss; maybe
, acceptable at low frequencies (ref. 7); see below.
The initial preference was for a leaky wall type whlch has proved to be
effective, at least for the second and third harmonics (ref. 2 and 8). A typical
response for this filter is shown in Fig. 5.6; this Figure also shows that the
: _ large-aperture type of leaky wall filter is more effective at the 4th and 5th
I harmonies. *
I---I
tl ,
" ) ::I 1
Figure 5.6 Filtering o_ Leaky-Wall
and Large Aperture Filters _--
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_, But the large-aperture type, ossentlally mada up of open wavegulde ends,
_I would have about 0.5 dB loss at 12 GHz_ compared to 0.2 dB for the slotted leaky
wall type. Thus as a compromise, two short end sections of slotted leaky wall
filter wore separated by a short center section of the large-aperture type.
The latter provides better high harmonic attentuatlon, and increases the overall
loss by only a small amount. An all slotted type leaky wall filter might have a
i 1ass of 0.2 dB; the combination should have less than 0.3 dB. The improvement in
harmonic attentuation at the 4Oh and 5th harmonics, and the probable higher
coupling for other modes of fewer harmonics, makes this approach optimum for the
program. }:
The leaky wall filter for 8.36 GHz was about 45.7 cm (18 inches) in length. I
This translates to 31,8 cm (12.5 inches) at 12 GHz and to 1.45 meters (57 inches) I_
at 2.64 GHz. Since the latter is rather unwieldy and is heavier and more voluminous
F
than desired, the recommendation is to.develop a zlg=zag type for the 2.64 GHz
_= frequency region. The general layout of this filter type is shown in Figure 5.7.
o
" t
,.M.
•
_ ,'i LOSSYATHIGHFREQUENCIES ' .... t
,I Ib . ',
' " GOODATS-BAND
_:! Figure 5.7. Zlg-Zag Harmonic Filter _
'--_'__ Note it is very similar to a folded version of a large-aperture filter in that "'_'J_'
harmonics couple into attenuators through essentially open waveguide beyond funda-
mental frequency cutoff. The S-Band loss was estimated to be 0.25 dB; the unit
i_ would be about 35.5 cm (14 inches) square which is quite reasonable. The attenu-
'. arian of this type at all harmonics of interest is 50 dB or better. It would have
too much loss to be effective at 12 GHz, however, where loss is estimated at
0,55 dB or more.
i" 64
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oFor the 8lotted leaky-wall filter, the qu,litnLtvo coupling for the brondwall
and narrow-wall slats are as follows (ref• 9)" ..
 B10  F,01 1  M11 TE20 1
mmmmmnmm mmmmmmmmm nwmmmmm_m _ mmmmmammm mmmBmmmmmm
i. o Broadwall Medium Low High Medium High Medium Low
_; _ Narrow-Wall LOW High High High Low High High
k_
; ' These show good attenuation for all the modes noted• The large aperture center
_. _ section of the £11ter would generally be higher in attenuation per slot The
i• _ filter length, in general, is paced by the TEl0 mode attentuatlon requi'rement,
_.: i and as long as this mode is satisfied, the otneE modes will be attenuated to a
satisfactory level.
[,• .
_!- . ! A technique considered but not evaluated was to use mode scramblers in a
conventional leaky-wall filter to change energy content of the various harmonic
_i _ modes in the filter to improve coupling te the side guides. The action is com-
:'"_ t plex, however, and not easily analyzed. The above approach using large aperture
_ ._ coupling is preferred.
!i_""" _ The types selected or reconnnended, therefore, are:
_-iiili!.ii:: 12 GHz- slotted tapered leaky wall types at ends, large-aperture leaky
• wall mld-sectlon, 8.36 GHz component scaled to this type.
2.64 GHz - zig-zag type to reduce size and weight.
-'_:i..... :! The slot designs for the end sections of the filter follow a conventional
i design process, similar to that in reference 8. Each end of the filterhas six
'_ rows of 20 slots each, with two rows on each broadwall and one on each sidewall•
._ . } The layout of the two end sections is shown in Figure 5•8, and slot dimensions
,/!_iiii !_ are in the T,ble below•
--- ,,, ° n •
• ,./ 1_.1LJ
H" "
i{" Figure 5.8. Slot Designs for H_rmontc Filter
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Broadwalt Sld_wall
i cm (in) cm (in) cm (in) cm (in)
i .396 (.156) .317 (.1: 5) 396 (.156) .317 (. !5)
2 .470 (.185) ,470 (.185) "
3 .546 (.215) 846 (.215)
4 622 (.245) ,622 (.245)
5 698 (.275) ,698 (,275)
6 774 (.305) 774 (.305)
7 ,850 (.335) ,85o (.335)
..t 8 927 (.365) .927 (.365)9 1,003 (.395) 1,003 (.395)
10 1.003 (.395) 1.003 (.395)
Ii 1.003 (.395) 1.003 (.395)
_i 12 1.003 (.395) 1.003 (.395)
13 1.003 (.395) .317 (125) 1.003 (.395) .317 (.125)Ii #
:_ 14 1.050 (.413) .345 (.136) 1.036 (.408) .345 (.136)
_i 15 1.095 (.431) .373 (. 147) 1.070 (.421) .373 (. 147)
i 16 i.140 (.449) .401 (.158) I.103 (.434) .401 (.158)
17 1.087 (.467) .b29 (.169) i.136 (.447) .429 (.169)
_m_¢' 18 1.233 (.485) .457 (180) 1.169 (.460) .457 (.180):_,Ii
•_, 19 1.277 (.503) .485 (. 191) 1.201 (.473) .485 (. 191)
;i 20 1.323 (.521) .513 (.202)* 1.233 (.486) .513 (.202)*
%'.I
,I * Actually, these were .520 (.205) which resulted in an open end slot, per Fig. 5
_:iI
i
! The slots are spaced on 0.610 cm (0.240 inch) centers, and centered on the inside
•', i centerlines of the narrow wall and half-sidewall. The slot patterns in the first
i nine slots were tapered linearly to provide a gradual transition from the
, unslotted input waveguide to the several slots in the middle which were
I
i resonant at the second harmonic; the translstlon resulted is a relatlvely small
--- _ reflected signal from the early slots. The second tapering from slot #14 to ._
" i #20 was to effect a transition to the center sectlon whlch is made up of open _'_,.
: i wavegulde ends. A sketch of the appearance of this taper is included in ,.
_: Figure 5.9. The height of the NRII2 wavegulde is less than half the width, _, ,.,'i
:'I so the narrow-wall slots above have a different dimension than the broadwall ""
i slots. In the case of NR75 or NR340 wavegulde for 12 and 2.64 GHz, the narrow- _
I wall slots would have the same taper as the broadwall slots. _
1 The center section of the filter consists of 25 slots per row, and these are _
I made up of .0762 cm (.030 inch) aluminum sheet. The waveguide wall looks like ends
"" I of waveguide cut for second harmonic operation at 16.72 Gllz. The configuration is . '.,..v
:' obtained in the assembly of the pieces, and does not involve a separate slotted
piece of waveguide as do the two end sections.
Experimental evaluatLon of slot performance was performed at 3.3 GHz, which
permitted measurements through the 5th harmonic with available test equipment.
The tests used WR-284 wavegulde with a one inch slot on one side of the broadwall.
A test on the large-aperture type of coupling to an open wavegulde was evaluated by
using a section of WR-137 waveguide on the broadwall of the larger guide. The ;..-,-_-.
resulting attenuations per slot for the TEIo mode were:
': 66 _:
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; 2,54 x ,7% cm Slot
" HnrmonI._._._c (I" x 5/16,t) NR137 81or....... mmlmmmr_'t
2 .20 dB •14 dB
3 ,08 .12
4 • 035 • 10
I 5 .022 .08
The effect of the open-waveguide type of slot is evident for the higher har-
monics. The transition slots £n the tapered regions would give varying amounts o£
attenuation and were not evaluated in detvil• A check was made on a 2.54 cm (one
inch) narrow wall slot with the TRIO mode, and coupling was low as expected, about
_ •01 dB• However, the latter is effective for TEon modes, and a11TH modes•
iti _i 5.2.4 T,b and Slot Assembly
The leaky wall harmonic fllter involves a large number of small wavegulde
i.:! sections surrounding the main transmission guide• To build this component up by
_' I any way but dip brazing would be very expensive• The filter consisted of several types
• _"I
[ii"'' of parts which were precision cut, assembled by inserting tabs thru slots andtwisting same to achieve a rugged egg-crate type package, and then dip brazed to
_I electrlcally seal all the seams in the entire component• The initial attempt to
, ! dlp braze the harmonic filter used external Jigs _ather than tab and siot construction,but the brazing did not fill all the seams. This was thought to be due to the
extreme softening and sagging of the alumlnumwhich reaches a temperature only about
5°K below the melting pslnt of the aluminum, and the Jig did not provide a complete
.. :i support for the parts. A second filter of tab attdslot construction worked very
4, well A couple of seams were still open, which was attributed to the minor
_" '' inaccuracies in the cutting of the parts by a nibbler• This suggests that future _
:I filter parts be die cut to insure high accuracy and uniformity. Open seams in
, ,_ many cases lead to substantlal reflected signals. Further, repairing open seams
.q I
..: satisfactorlly is very difficult because of the small openings and deep tunnels
iii formed by the cell type of const_uctlon that results.
_"' '! _...... The filter, shown in Figure 5.9,. Is made up of 66 cross sections llke the one
i shown in the flgure, which hold 10 slde pieces in placeQ In addition, two sections ,i _ of NRII2 wavegulde are used for the tapered-slot section at e ch end of the filter.
Ii " i Dlp brazing was then performed; this preceded the inclusion of the absorbing termln*
'_-:,_ atlons used in each o£ the side waveguldes. A cross section of the center section _'_....
t where the propagating wavegulde is formed _y the cross plate and side piece edges
is shown in Figure 5.10. Included are the 20 tabs used on each of the 66 cross
section members•
"i! : I-"/- I
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Figure 5.tO Center Cross-Section of Harmon£c _itter
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' 6.2.5 Terminn_iQn l)f,_ign
! 'the hnrmontc filter required a totnl of 390 torminntionn far the nndn af the
" ntde Ruidon that absorb the harmonic power, Single terminations such as l_Aod elf_o-
! wht, ro in tile system .nod ind_v_dual SiC npcarn, moralized and affixed with a bolt.
'1'1)t.1_would be prohibitively expensive for the harmonic filter. Instead, _ho npoart_ i
w_,ro e.t _n _roupn of 11 bofor.o firing, and ghun o_¢h wan able to provide the
_t,rminaCion req,.t_ramentn for 11 compartments. Actually, the 8_._ distorted somewhat J
dttrin_,, curing, and some Couchup with a diamond wheel was necessary. Some of tim I
p_ece_ separated, so pieces weren't all 11 units in length. However, the technique :,
,-_till permitted a mechanical arrangement whereby the fltO pieces were fitted into !i
_l.otn in tlle crosapiocoo| ,,eta the slots at the extremities o_ the cross section
pic_ct, s of Figure 5.10.
_ A typical piece of the SiC termination material is included in Figure 5.10.
. 'rht, se pieces are held in place in th_ eBg-crate assembly by 0.8 cm (5/18 inch) ,,
':_, thick c.ver plates, with an intermediate beryllium-copper strip spring. Fur a
,_ "i flight model, the latter would givu better thermal transfer if it were brazed to
the cover strips. The thermal absorption is relatively small in each anyway, so
"_'_:' "#"_:. this is not a critical factor.
_ i '['henmterlal used was type SP silicon carbide which was found to be entirely
'i adequate. No baking was performed, and a small amount of outgasslng persisted
• ! during the tests in a vacuum. Usually, for high vacuum use, the material [s baked
for several hours or more at 873°K (600°C) which would be recommended. The
' material is used in vacuum tubes and so is suitable for a space wavegulde component,
'! particularly when vented. Venting, in this case, involved drilling .12 cm (3/64 '
l- ]; inch) holes in the cap strip, one for each compartment in the egg-crate configuration.
• ' i
I Other materials considered for the terminations were:
' _ Eceosorb ZN and NZ ferrlte material
, i
u ; Silicon Carbide, Norton Co.
' i EMAiron
: , ,_ EMA-9030 and 9040 :.,:
" t
"i The materials used in formulating some of these weren't known, and the_.e was
little outgasslng data. However, tt appeared that they should all be applicable with !i""
• "i a bakeout The decision Was largely on moulding capability for ..'.ekea number of
" i spears in a single pl. ece to facilitate installation as well as to minimize cost.
i 5.2.6 impedance Matching
I The filter as constructed showed a remarkably good VSWR, about 1.02, but at a
)
.-J..... frequency near 8.2 GHz. At 8.36 GHz, it had increased to about 1.12 which is not _ .
! ' within tolerance. The assembly did not lend itself to adding metal irises as required,
!
! b_r the main points of discontinuity were identified as being the translation points
,_. between the slotted-leaky-gulde sections on the ends and the open-wavegulde large __
i
, _:
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_p_r_u_ c_nt_r ,oc_OUo Th_ recouna_ud_C_onin Chi_ c_o we, Co cov_n Ch_ length
!' of _h_ conto_ settles nnd _o build th_ _apored _1ottod _cClon_ in copper _o .
h_ doto_n_nn n bon_ _o and nrrangomon_ o_ oloCn to m_n_m£_o rofl_ctlan_. In nddlt_on,
r
iri_ m_y be added in th_ initial £_bricocion. nnd reduced in ,i_ to nn optimum
value during comFoncn_ Co_ing. For the current _l._cr, _¢o small boron nitrido
pangs wore added to achlov_ n roaaonnb[o impcdnnao ma_eh. Th_ Einnl V_R peaked at
1.03 aC _.45 OHm. The matching protean wao adjusted Co ,how a 1.00 VSgR aC center
_requcncy on Chc d_play, which ia nubJoc_ only _o m{_aauromenC equipment variation
which may be 1.02 or 1Oaao
5.2.7 Per_ormoneo
!,
The harmonic filter requires two sets 0£ performance data_ the ability to
attenuate harmonics, and the ability to avoid attenuation og the fundnmOntalo In
:_ all cases, _he VSWR should be low since TWT amplifiers are quite sensitive to ro-
flec_ed signals at the output davity, which can cause serious distortion in the tube.
: Second harmonic atienuation was as follows_
"_ TEl0 mode¢ more than 60 db over the band
TE01 mode: 45 db at low end, 39 db _ high end of band
The VStqR's for the second harmonic peered at:
!i: TEIo : less than 1.12
TE01_ less than 1.05
These are all well within the specifiea_ions of Section 2.1.3. Extrapolations to
higher harmonics indicated that all harmon4es will be heavily attenuated,
_ based, for example, on the response of Figure 5.6.
Attenuation of the fundamental was also found to be low, varying from 0,16 dB
at the low end, to 0,22 at center frequency, to a maximum of 0.25 at the upper
frequency limit of the band. The VSWR, as mentioned above, was zeroed on the
" indicator of the measuring equipment at carrier, and measured 1,015 at the low end
" of the band and 1.03 at the peak near the upper end. A measurement of the complete
• wavegulde assembly VSWR confirmed that an excellent match had been achieved.
NNNNNNNI_T_tA
,.................
implementation of the high directivity waveguide coupler was Co implement a multi-
aperture array design with high dlrectivlty and good broadband coupling
characteristics. In the reverse power couptet, the ?ORWARDWave signal
is coupled into the fourth port termination at a level 32,22 dB higher than the .
: P.EVERSEsignal coupled into the detector port. The intrinsic directtvtty of
the coupler can be altered adversely by the reflection of this forward signal
sample from an imperfect termination. This problem was countered by controlling
two factors. First, the VSWRof the termination was held to a low valve consistent
with the directivity of the coupling array. In fact, it was selected so that the
reflection from the termination was approximately equal to the component of the
component of the FORWARDsignal coupled to the detector port due to imperfect
coupler directiVity. Second, the termination position was determined experimentally
_ where the approximately equal "reflectiort" and "directivity" components due to the
forward wave are out of phase at the detector port at band center, thus, improving !
i the overall midband direct£vity somewhat from that attained with the array alone, i
,i A long double tapered (pyramidal) slllcon-carbide load wlt'_VSWR_ 1.02 was used. !
_'_ VSWR of the coupler at all three port_ was m/n/_ized by inductive iris 1
_ tuning at the signal input port and by optlmum spacing of termination and detector
i_ _ port miter bend in thedecoupled waveguide portion of the directional coupler.
The detector nominally measures 0.9 milllwatts under the optimum condltlo_.
This power level would rise substantially if a large reflected signal is encounter-
ed, and with a VSWq_of 1.30 as might be expected with a dlplexer in the 12 GHz
region, this power level becomes 25.4 milllwatts. However, with an arc or other
breakdown at some point in the guide, the reflected power may approach the entire
signal, which would produce a signal as high as 1.5 watts, for a 1.5 kW transmitter.
_'oprevent this power level from damaging the diode detector, a llmlter should be
included. Representative solutions to this requirement are (I) a combination unit
' such as offered by Airtron which is rated at 1.5 watts, wlth limiting starting at
20 roW,or (2) the HPA 33800 detector which is rated at 0.i watt (a little low for
: this application) combined with a llmlter such as the Microwave Associates MA-
:] 8444-X75 which is rated for up to 2 wa_ts average. This consideration also led to
the selection of -30 dB for the coupling in the monitor since this results in
conv_nlent signal sample power levels under normal operational conditions, and
! implemen_ation of detector protection is reasonable under fault conditlon_.
The bandwidth of the reverse power monitor is not a problem. Matching the
unit to achieve the very high accuracy required is of concern but proved to be
achievable with the design that evolved.
___.....__._, 5.3.1-2 Des ign Approach
The design method used for the reverse power monitor followed the method of
Levy (ref. 9 ) which showed the general design approaches and typlcal results for
a NRgO unit. This was scaled to WRII2; and the hole sizes were designed to proxlde
the -30 dB coupling required. A sketch of the resulting hole pattern on the wave-
_ulde broadwall is shown in Figure 5.12. This coupling was placed between the two
waveguldes of Figure 5.11; flanges were affixed for the input, output, and detector
terminals. The latter two ports required elbows to provide a means of achieving a
compact two transmitter layout.
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!;,! The output is attached to the next component in the chain, the harmonic filter, and
__ the detector port has a detector module attached. The fourth port is terminated asi
discussed previously. The predicted performance was 30.65 dB coupling and dlrec- :"
,: t_vlty varying from -48 to -'61dB over the hand, using design and performance data "
similar to the WEg0 coupler data of Figure 5.13. The measured performance was
, 29.6 dB coupling and variation of about +0.5 dB over than band; directivity was m_re
_' than -50 dB. The unit was designed to have a total of 12 vent holes, 0.32 cm (I/81
inch) diameter, distributed along the exermal broadwalls of the waveguide used with
k l
_iii ii a spacing of 1.724 cm (0.679 inches).
The termination was a 16% cm (6_ inch) long silicon carbide epear tapered in
both dimensions. A threaded insert was fastened to the large end so it could be ' ,f
_ii i bolted to a bracket which in turn was welded ivto the end of the wavegulde. Before P J
welding, the spear was positioned along the gulde.to give optlmum dlrectlvlty. It _is a stock item nd vailable from Eiectronautlcs
I _i ,_
• "I, 5.3.1-3 Assembly _
The two major sections, Joined electrically by the 6-hole-pair coupling ..
-i region, were of WRII2 aluminum waveguide. The broadwall of the secondary section ;'I_Z
(detector and termination port) was cut so the coupling area would only be a single
_l waveguide wall thick, .1625 cm (.064 inch) for the WRll2, The flanges were the
_1 CMRlI2 types. The two elbows, at the output and detector ports, were MDL-112BE32
_1 90 ° miter E types. These are the largest standard elbow of this particular group,and have a distance of 2 144 cms (0.844 inches) spacing between the enterllne of t-
' wail was removed to adapt to the single-wall between the two mala guides. Bolting
: 73
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flanges to the thermal radiator used 8-32 bolts spaced 2.54 cm (one inch), and
•..averted-channeltype vents were installedfor outgassingcontrolwith 4 holes in
the main guide and 8 in the secondaryguide containingthe SiC term£nation.
: _ The entlro unit was tack welded, Jigged, and dip brazed. For dip brazed
-_ components,flangesused were the butt type, so the waveguldedid not projectall
'_ : the way throughthe flange. Thus therewere no breaks in the flange face. Aluminum
; was 6061. A small amount of warpage along the length of the component was noted;
" ' _ this was faced off to provide a flat, tru6 surface to insure good contact for
' thermal purposes with the mounting plate.
!i 5.3.1-4 Testing
; The initial tests were to determine VSWR with a matched load. The unit
! required a small iris at the first elbow location, due largely to the reflections
,=_..,,___.i from the second elbow. The impedance matching was accomplished by a slight narrow-
ing of the wavegulde by small indentations in the narrow wall. Only a slight ,,
reduction of width was required, and this was more effective to implement than
placing a metallic iris inside the guide and adjusting to size by filing. The VSNR
resultingwas under 1.01and the insertionloss less than .02 dB.
Following this, the termination spear was located to provide a minimum
reflected signal to the detector. By using an extremely well matched load on the
output port, the effectof moving the terminationwas observable,and it was placed
7_
iLI i'_Jk
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• where the reflection was n minimum at the detector, i._. maximum dlr_ctivlt_ at
midband. The torminatlon mounting place was then welded in place.
" . As noted previously, tllecoupling was slightly b_low the 30 dB objective,
but coupling is not critical as long as it can be measured accurately. The
.., dlrectivity was also acceptable, with a level below -50 dB.
5.3.2 yorw_!rdPower Monitor
5.3.2- i Requi _ments
,I
i
! The forward power monitor is required to measure transmitter power following
i the harmonic filter• An accuracy of 0.5 dB is required, which was found to be
attainable with a Moreno cross-guide coupler. This is a relatively small component,
:! and has no critical parameters. A forward coupling of -50 dB was selected to place
._._J the detector input signal at 15 raW level which is well within the linear range of
the diode to be used. There is no danger of diode failure due to overload in this
?71
_,?,, component because of the very light coupling set for coupling to the high power
_ii forward wave. Effect of reverse power coupling on the FORWARD power sample is
negligible but a short termination of silicon carbide provided an _dequate absorber
,.j 5•3.2-2 Design Approach
71 The major design problem in the cross-guide coupler is the hole designs.
" iI These are shown in the form used in Figure 5.14 and were designed along the lines
: of those in standard literature (ref. 3, page I19_ for example). From the guide
i::i wavelengths, the quarter-wave spacings in the direction of propagation for both
: : the main and cross guides were:
_ 8.36 GHz 1.153 cm 0.454 inches
":;i 12.0 GHz 0,739 cm 0.291 inches
:! 2.64 GHz 3.88 cm 1.527 inches
° _ The lengths of the slots and widths were computed from coupling equations developed
_:; by Bethe (ref. I0 ) which led to a determination of the lengths and widths of the _[_
._ crossed slots. Using two slots in the manner of Figure 5-14, the FORWARD
If
_ coupled signal travels in the direction indicated where a detector is mounted to
observe its magnitude _i l
! The slots were designed to provide -50 dB coupling, and results were slots "i with lengths of .394 cm (.155 inches) and widths of .079 cm (.031 inches). These
I take into account the thickness factor in determining slot dimensions. The _
_.I' dlrectlvlty of this type of coupler is theoretically -26 dB. ;_/_":',, {_,
5.3.2-3 Assembly
I
The Moreno directional coupler shown earlier in Figure 3.11 was machined from i
two sections of waveguide, cutting a section of broad wall from one piece such that . .....
the coupling holes between the two sections were reduced thickness wall, .051 cm
(0.20 inches). Flanges were placed on three ports, and the termination was placed
at the fourth. Again, the termination was silicon carbide, but a piece the _-_'_-
• size :_
: 75
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i:! _ size of the wavesutde interior was used with a quarter-wave input matching section
_ii_] formed into the material to _Lnimize reflections. As noted, this termination does ,_vnot have the severe VSWR requirements of the reverse power monitor,
The monitor was assend_led by electron beam welding. Some distortion along _, *':
transverse weld lines was noted (resulting in capacitive discontinuities). This .
distortion may have been aggrevated by the use o£ 6061-F aluminum alloy _hich does i
not lend itself to electron beam welding. A.preferred material is an 1100 alloy. ,_
For future assemblies, dip brazing would be adequate, with electron beam welding
being reserved for cases not covered by more conventional fabrication methods. The _
bottom o£ the coupler was faced to Insure a good contact for thermal purposes with
,_, the mounting plate, A two-hole venting design was adopted for the s_condary guide _:_,
holding the silicon carbide termination; venting of the short main _uide was
through other components although a vent in each flange would be suggested as extra
egress points in case o£ excessive o_:,tgassing in the system at any point.
The detector can be the same as for the reverse power mania.or except no i ......
limtter is required. The termination was a_ain adjusted to give a minimum reflection
at the detector and was then welded in place via bolting to a flange which fit
inside the waveguide. _----_-
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• 5.3.2-4 TontJng
To_tB ell t|l_' tlIl_t_lhow('d,,t(,upllltgl'l "52 dB with a dlrnctlvl_y of -20.5 dB.
. Thus tile slot_; t_houtd he _[lghtl.y lael,,(,r lh_r ,d,ta,[ning n -50 dB coupl_n_l, but _hi_
small, differo_nco i_ no part_.cul._lr t'_l|t_,,lUUt3c_ ;|S lent:;_iflitf_ value In known
accuratol.y. A low VSWR, low It_ss, and 10% btll_t_wJdth woco all adequate go., produce
no limi_agJ.on o11 the ,)vora ll nubJ_yr_tom op_rnt:l,_n.
5.3.3 Other Types ,,f t:.up,ler,!!
The demanding specifications l,,>rthe reverse power monitor led to a general : .,,:i,i,/
evaluation of directional couplers. The type selected for the reverse monitor,
the multlaperture coupler, was found go provide the best pe_formance_ but is quite
; large for lower frequency operation. Thu component at 8.36 GIIzwas llbl cm (14
,/
inches) in length, which would be about i.I17 m (44 inches) at 2.64 Gllz. The
:.: cross-guide coupler could be used, hut has a poor directivity. Five other forms of
.; directional couplers were considered but generally not considered adequate for the
i reverse power monitor if the accuracy specified in this system is required. For the
forward power coupler, the Moreno type had about the best combination of bandwidth
'i and directlvity. The several types are shown in Figure 5.15; the pertinent per-
.. formance data is as follows:
Bathe-Hole: Bandwidth 4%, D_rectlvity 36.9 dB max. for basici
design, small size and weight, bandwidth and directlvlty
_I mad lee re
! Loop Coupler: Bandwidth 7%, Directlvity 36.9 dB max. for basic loop
i to wavegulde design, small size and weight, consldered
-_ suitable where size is important, and generally
• i recommended for 2.64 GHz if requirements on reverse . '"
_ power coupler directivity can be relaxed.
: i SchwinRer: Bandwidth 10% but Directlvlty 25 dB, latter not good. ._
:_.;. Riblet-Saad: Performance same as Schwinger, Directivlty considered " N
! poor for single hole-palr _:,
i
- ,: Two-Hole Sidewall: I% bandwidth inadequate
" The loop coupler is th_ best type_followlng the multiaperture type and the Moreno
cross-guide types. It is preferred where weight is critic.'.lsince it requires no
secondary wavegulde but the sigt_at comes off on a coaxial llne which may be the ....
detector/mount. C"'e ""
The loop ty_e coupler has a disadvantage in some applications in _hat its
sensitivity increases with frequency at 6 dB per octave. The I0% bandwidth of the
2.64 GHz band therefore would have about 0.6 dB difference in sensit_vlty, which i.
would place a corresponding accuracy limit of __0.3 dB on the measurement. However,
'v • since this error is predictable, it can be biased o_t later in the data interpre-
tation.
-_-=_',? 7- -.........
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• s.4 DZPLEXRR ii
L:
5.4..1. Requirements iz
The diplexer is the component which permits two transmitters on different
frequencies to function with a co,_on antenna, and without mutual interference.
This is accomplished by the use of a four port device incorporating a directional
_ filter. The latter is so arranged that a signal at one en_ of the filter will So
to only one of the two ports at its output and not t_ other. Also, a signal in
the second port at the filteris output passes by the filter anl_ goes out the same
: ' port, providing og course it is outside the bandpass o_ the fLlt¢.r. The sketch
of Figure 3.12 showed the operation. A fourth port c_ the d£piezeL" is terminated
_n a matched toad to absorb leakage power, l_reven_._ug _e_lectio_ to the input ports.
_ _ The initial filter specifications of this program were for a 30 MHz band-
i_:a:_,_ width at 12.5 GHz at the -0.2 dB points; t_.e2.64 GHz requirement permitted a 25
| ::i MHz bandwidth. In the 12.5 CHz case. _he bandpass skirt was to be 25 dB down at
ij. I 50 MHz from the band edge; the 2.64 GHz case was to have the same dropof£ in 25
_ 1 MHz. Figure 5.16 shows the 12.5 CHz requirement, and also the theoretical
_! performance of the three cavity filte__ originally proposed. A 36 MHz bandwidth
! _i i is recommended (and shown) to permit so_e detunlng from thermal and critical
• :. _.i tuning considerations.
•ii_.....'_i'::!"i 0 dB ....... __'_M 'I'; , -lO Inlmum
" " Computed _'_ X\ _Requirement
:. -20 - _0.2 dB Ripple\\ __
-30 ,,, .,:'.,'"
_i 12_44 12.47 12.5 12.53 12.56 OHz .,
_ . ,."i ¥tgure 5.16. Diplexer Bandpass Original 3-Cavity Filter il_-I
It The banJpass requirements subsequently were changed substantially to have _i_i-';
a 0.2 dB ripple bandwidth of 120 Ffltz at 12 CHz, a 150 MHz bandwidth at the -3 dB
po'/nts, and a skirt slope dropping tv -30 dB at 90 MHz from the -0.2 dB point.
I_: both cases, the nominal insertion loss was to be less than 0.8 dB at 12 CHz
and 0.4 dB at 2.64 CHz. Figure 5.17 shows the bandpass required and the theor-
, ,.,;.ical bandpass as computed. The bandpass of the 8.36 CHz filter as fabricated _ . _
_a,_ scaled to show an equivalent 12 CI_ performance although an exact correspon-
. de ttce is not likely in practice. The latter would be improved with some
additional trimming of irises and changing the dielectric loaded end irises to an -'"--
• open type. This will be discussed in n_re detail in Section 5.4.4. ,
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, -20- // Computed /- "_ \, ExpertmenCat/ / - 4 cavity \ \ ,,
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. , 11.9 12.0 12,1, 12.2 Gasa,.
.i Figure 5.17. Diplexer Bandpass - 4-Cavlty Filter
•"_. Other requirements for the diplexer include the ability to maintain tuning
over a substantial temperature range, and survive repeated temperature swings to
' 'I 193°K (-80°C) up to well over 373°K (100°C). lnvar is required in the fabrication
to insure accurate cavity dimensions over a reasonable range of temperatures, even
" though it will not have to operate at the low extreme of around ,93°K (-80°C). The _,.-,"'.'
device, with an insertion loss of 0.8 dB, will absorb about 250 watts, which puts a
considerable demand on the thermal mounting for the dlplexer to get the heat to the
": :: thermal plate and distribute it as well as possible. The expected insertion loss is
-, .., about half this amount, which will not present any difficulty. The invar must be
ii silver plated to insure high Q cavities in the f,Llter;invar by itself has extremely
!i poor conductlvlty_ about 1/40 of silver. The ma3or problem in mounting is to devise
i a compressible member to take up the wide difference in invar and aluminum expansions. ._
_! Initial calculations showed either the invar or tl_ealuminum would fracture over a
"I 453°K (180°C) temperature excursion if no specific relief element was included. I
, ,; Specific designs are postponed until Section 5.¢.6 at the end of the diplexer
:i discussion.
, _I
il 5.4.2 Des iRn :'
• 'i _arrow-Band Design_ The initial design for a three-cavity directional m._
_:I filter form of diplexer w_s developed over a period of time, and was reported
.....:i some time ago in literature (ref. 11) The general desJsn involved two rectangu- 'i:
,: _ • /' ._,
---_" lar wavegutdes having TEIO mode propagation coupled through three series cavities
with TEIll modes. A circular iris couples the rectangular wavegutde
TEIo power to the circularly polarized cylindrical cavities through an iris so
placed in the rectangular waveguide that the Hx and Hz components are equal.
Ideally all of the energy transforms into the TEll 1 mode within the cavities,
which are coupled by circular irises. Each cavity has four tuning screws to
permit fine tuning to compensate for small variations in analysis approximations
and dimension tolerances during fabrication. A sketch of the equivalent lumped
circuit for this arrangement is included in Figure 5.18, showing the series-tuned
8o i
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i_':I version, _hi_h can al_ bnarranged a_ a parallel cu o._
..... _ . cirnuit. The constants are usad
' a in the equatione o£ re£orenae li.
The original development wasInput #t _ TermineCton incorporated into a computer
'} - _,_ program, but was reed £££ed B_neaQ_I the diplexers equations wore for
response which turns out to have
_I __ qa} poor skirt selectivitY.steeper The
• ; 2 Tchebycheff response used had
r _ considerably slopes at
. ', j ( . the hand edges, and could operate
_._,.:_ 2 well withi_ the .+0,2 dB ripple
t' __ limit for 12 _z. These-- _ Qrd3 equations and computer program
,[_"'i J( " I/qCl the requirements changed and a
= o ..... ._ " necessary. :,
Input #2 "'
i_ ; ........ _ , ., ,
i!_. ' ',_ ........................... _............ .
,-.ii Figure 5.18. Equivalent Serles C/roy.itl;I o£ Directional FiLter .
T_t!!:i-'_4 Typical design values from the computer program for £o " 12,500 NHz were ._
__. _, as follo_s: , °,,
r::?:: Band Edge Skirt Width at-25 dB ,.._
_::_! Fi_ter Bandwidth RiDDle Attenuation* from _ Edge ,, ,:,
-" 30 _ -+0.2 dB -0.4 dB 50 MItz(6$ _ £r_m Center) _.
i/,i ObJecttve
' ; Butterworth 30 0 -0.4 42.3 (57.3 from Center) .
.,..: 3-Cavity '"_:"'
,i:! Butterworth 36 0 -0.2 53 (71 from Center) ::'_._,",'
=_.! 4-Cavity
o:, Tchebycheff 30 .+0.1 -0.2 4_ (60 from Center)
. 3-Cavity
• Same 36 .+0.2 -0.4 26 (44 from Center)
_!i'" ' " Same 4S .+0.2 -0.4 34 (56_ from Center) '
°i'!" ' (*Does not include in_ertion loss) ....
.
)% . : _
i!. st
I'/:[
OOIllll I-T. lII
:i
_: ii
i
I _eAe typical combination_ o£ parameter_ .how that the Butterworth ba_
,I
r broader slopo_ at the bandpa., edSes, and _hould bc avoided. The Tchebychef£ can
easily provide the low ripple desired, .+0,2 dB, and provide very steep edge _lopea .
! while performing with a larger than minimum bandwidth. The 36 Hlt_. bandwidth is
considered a minimum desirable level to tolerate a em.ll amount of thorml drift,
' The computer program foe this calculation can be derived from the more
:i complex version used in the tout-cavity version required for the wider bandwidth
of Figure 5.17. The basic equations in all cases were extracted from Dishal's
and Cohn's papers (ref. 12 and 13), combined with Williams _ Butterworth filter
ar_.lysis (_oF. 11), with added equations relating to the coupling of the TEIO
rectangular mode to the circular TEll 1 mode as extracted from papers by Nelson and
Young (ref. 14 and 15).
i
_ _ Wide-B_nd Design: The design of a four cavity directional filter is quite
_ complex relative to the three cavity type. The computer programs were developed
., for the designs of the cavities, the coupling irises, and for thlck-lrls
i corrections. The programs evolved directly from the equations of the several
filter papers of literature, with an assumption of symmetry and very high Q
,, cavities incorporated. The programs are included in Appendix III, and are in
BASIC language. These specifically are:
!}':i III.A - Circular Wavegulde Tchebyeheff Filter (CHEBFIL 2)
III.B - Directional Tchebycheff Filter Design (CHEBFIL 3)
III.C - Irls Hole Did. Correction by Cohn's Corrected Eqs. (HOLCOR 2)
A typical result printout is included in each case; the designs were prepared for
• : the 8.36 GHz operation (calculations at 8.35 GHz which was not a significant
• difference at this point). The first program describes the bandpass, ripple, and
i phase characteristics of the filter. The result was used to plot the curve of
Figure 5.17 at 12 GHz. The second program led to the design of the filter in
terms of the two different cavity lengths, the three irks dimensions, and the _e_
t offset of the end irises in the rectangular waveguides. The third program was
then used to determine corrections to the iris diameters required because of the
.....,_':_i thickness and large size of the irises. The data was derived in terms of selected p i :
_ initial diameters and interpolated to obtain a final design. The iris diameter
: i correction was about a 17.6Z increase over that determined from the design
1 program. _.,,..
!i The actual iris diameters used were slightly different from calculated; _
:i they were based on an earl let less accurate program. However, the result was a
somewhat broader bandwidth than required, which is not a serious problem, and a
i little greater loss, about 0.4 dB worse than specification, in two small regions
_:I} of the bandpass. The use of the newer design should eliminate this situation.
_, 5.4.3 Fabr icatlon
!i, The entire dlplexer was fabricated of Invar, furnace brazed, and silver "
il plated. The two rectangular waveguides were of invar to reduce the possibility . .. _,_,_ !_ of thermal stresses at the Junction with the cylindrical filter sections. Theflanges were also made of invar. " !
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Th_ rectangular w_wRuid_ was dr_wn from a place of invar wlChouC e]a_, ._,
+ nnd nilvor plated after t|,_unt_ was aa_ombl_d, Thn cylindrical f11Corn wPr, -ut
from cyllndr_cal b_r o_oek nnd notched arou__ _ho p_rlphory, The flue Iri_ latin
wcr_ from _lat _ock and f1_cd bL_tw_n uach _nlr o_ parts of the compm, ,_ .
' Groovon ,254 mm (,010 Inchcfi)t_qua_ w_t'eplaced a_ all Junc_ionn for _h, razl.nR
material. The nsn_mblod unt_ wn_ even b_+_,_d,
A removable bushing w_s pl_cod _ the _:u_,do wall oE the roctan_,,u_rgu_de
thac was on the input end o_ the dlplcxor, and _n optic_1 d_odc wa_ mounted in tlm
I opposite rectangular guido. These wore a_tgnod with the axle of the cy_indrlca_
cavities such that when they were removed, a gold or rhodium rod could bt_ prated
through the entire unit after assembly for flashing the silver surt_ace. The optical
diode was used to observe electrical breakdowns within the diplexer if one should
OCCUr,
In addition, a multlpactor probe was placed in the wall of each cavity to
". provide a detection means If a breakdown should occur. The probes were small
_.. coaxial by-pass capacitors trln_aedsuch that the probe is _lush with the Inslde wall
+ _ of the cylinder. The probe was .127 cm (.050 inches) diameter in an opening of .178
_# i cm (.070 inches) diameter. A typleal by-pass capacitor is the Erie 2425-001-XSU-IOIAA;
i .,. this particular o_e w_s i00 pfd. The capacitor was in an invar tube, and has a one
_r+ _i inch section of RF_ absorber su#rounding the output lead. The probe has a +15 volt
_, ! bias, and current is measured by voltage drop across a i00,000 ohm resistor in series
_' with the probe.
• _ The problem of RF leakage was considered to be minor. The probe opening will
couple a small amount of power since tlleassembly acts as a coaxial probe, and wlll
conduct all frequencies. The coupling should be less than -80 dB (ref. 3) and the
RFI material was expected to add about lO0 dB. However, the material was found to
J
provide only about 40 dB, but no rf was detectable in leakage tests with a sensitivity
of over 120 dBw. Future systems should use a little more RFI material, perhaps two
_i inches, to add a margin of insurance. The RFI material used was manufactured by th_
+i Lundy company, and shows excellent performance at 8.36 GHz and all higher frequet_cies.
_ Attenuation is less at 2.64 GHz, about half as many dB per inch (_ee Section 5."/)
_:++ _ and multipactor p_obes should have perhaps I0 cm (4 inches) of material on the probe
leads.
.,,...
i The optical diode was mounted to look through the cylindrical cav_+tles. This
_'! was one of the three included in the assembly. Refer to Section 5.6.2 for details.
%
+,_i After complet_o_tuf the inltla£ deslgn_ operation was found to be different
from expected, and a subtle typographical error was discovered in the literature.I I
', After correction, the input and output iris diameters were computed to be 1.726 cm
.++. (0+68 inches) while the space available within the rectangular wavegulde was only
_.... i 1.244 cm (0.49 inches). Thus some method for obtaining an electrical aperture
" larger than the physical aperture was requ.red to obtain sufficient coupling at the
two end irises. This is covered in a separate section which follows because of its
: relative significance to future dlplexers.
i,
?
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Thi_ program wa_ the _i_t tn whJ.ch_ fcur-ca,'Itydire_tio._l _iltor _,a_
d_velopod. A_tor a_o_nbly and Inlt_l tent, it wan do_ormlned t;h_qf:a circular
trio _ould not be largo enough to provide the coupling required, at.Ic_at with _ho
npo,clflcatton_ on bandwldth and ripple o£ this program. Thin ¢trvumtanco
required that one of three ac_$ono, or combinations thereof, be taken:
r . the and tribes could be loaded with a diolectrlc to increase coupllng.
, the wavegulde height could be reduced to about .127 cm (.050 inches),
which could change impedance end coupling to a correct value.
, The coupling iris could be made up of three slots, each cf which could li
i_.> be longer than the circular iris diameter, and dual slots could be used !
' in the z direction to achieve addition_l coupling.
#
_'Z, ._. For this pro_,, Lm, time and resources were limited, and the dielectric load-
" i; inch) thick disk of boron nitride in eac5 of the end irises. Tests were conducted
i _ and good results achieved; these are described in Section 5.4.5. However, a
problem appeared when high power operation was attempted.
_ . , This problem involved heating of the boron nltrlde dielectric aS a conse-
quence o£ a radial or circumferential resonance mode. The small air gap between
_" the dielectric disk and the iris is Just about one wavelength in circumference and
is effectively two wavelengths in the dielectric. Without t_e dielectric, this
:_ resonance should not be significant except to heat the iris somewhat, an expected
problem but of no detriment with a good silver plating on the iris edge.
_" The heating of the iris was such that the optical diode would trip off when
Lhe input power reached about 300 watts. The iris could be observed through the
:' bushing in the rectangular wavegulde which had a .16 cm (.063 inch) diameter hole
'". _i for outgassing venting, and a definite red glow was seen to start at about t_e
'_ 200 watt level.
i: . The recomuendation therefore is to use a combination of the other two
_.
,_.... techniques. Three slots would be cut into the waveguide instead of the single
'_ circular iris for each end of the filter section. The requirement is only that
_";. the Rx and Hz components in the cylindrical filters be equal. The initial effort
, would be to determine the sizes rcquired Cot the x-slot _nd z-slot(s) to provide
_" sufficient coupling in each of the dimensions. With the independent slotting,
the cylindrical cavities may be centered, which could ease the mechanical problems
....... in construction and cooling. Practically, it is necessary to keep the couplingaperture smaller than the cavity internal dimensions. This ma) turn out to be a
:/ problem also, so a preferred approach is to design slots for more coupling than[ with the 1.219 cm (.480 inch) diameter circular iris, but smaller than the
_. _ equivalent 1.726 cm (.680 inch) diameter required. Then the wavegulde height
iI' about the iris could be reduced using the technique set forth for the special
breakdown test section of wavegulde, Sectlnn 5.7.
i:; 84
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The wavegu_de hoight with aa elmage in _he presentiris (in air) would
_oqulr__n hoi_h_ o£ nbout .127am (.050 inch,,),which i, , J_unctlono£ (Rold/
'::_: Roold) u. The old radl_ ia 1.219 cm (0.480 inahes) and tho roquirod In 1.719
• (.70_),the value _romAppondlxZIIB wlCh some corrccClonfor Chlcknoe.end s_zo
from AppondlxZZIC. The impedancen_Cchln80£ a 1.219cm (.0_0in_h) height
wavosuldowould bo qulto di£[icult,_o a _ecommondodapproach18 to uoo a wavoguldo
height of .508cm (.200 inches)which would roqulronu oqulvn_onCirl, _lae o£
1.422 cn_ (.560 Inches). Thls shouldbe o_,¢lyaccomp_iBhodwith the throe-slot
orrnnsomonC. Such an arrangomonC my b_ as indicnted in ¥isuro 5.19. Fnbr._cation
and testingin brass will glve the exact dlmonQion8roqulrod.
' Low Height
3-Slot Pattern /_/2 Section
. / Inpuc 1
I Inpu / .....
" ..! --" ....... Z .Matching L_'_
"i Ii
5.4.5 TestiS8
i', The diplexer was tested in terms of bandpass, insert_on loss, VSgR, and
skirt slope for inputs to both of the input terminals of the diplexer. The
overall bandpass characteristic for the frequency within the bandpass was sho_m
in Figure 3.14. This is wider than required, but indicated bandedge slopes to th_
: " -30 dB pelnt of about those desired:
Spee t£1cation Upper .Skirt Lower. Skirt
75 NI_ from-3 dB point 85 NHz 61
90 MHz from -.4 dB point 99 MI.Iz 73 NI_ "
/ -,'!
i No attempt was made to improve these. As can be noted, ';he tests should be per-
formed with a larger test signal than available, but this was not considered of '
consequence for this program. The redesign of the end irises without the dielect-
ric disks is expected to change the characteristics, and should provide s topes
at least as good as indicated, and probably better since boron nitride has a smaI1
loss and would tend Co reduce the _'s of the end cavities.
,_'i Additional test results with signal in the bandpass region are indicated inFigures 5.20 through 5.22. These 'indicate the signal levels in the three ports __.
:_,_ . for a signal in No. 1 port. The these in order are the terminated port, trans-
.......#_
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Figure 5.21. Output
to Port 3 from Port $
(TransmlCter #2 Input) i'
l
i,
)
?,
,=j, Figure 5.22. Output _ W
Co Port 4 f_om Pol:t 1. i',}"_.
(CoAntenna) ::,
i Dtptexer Operation ........
I
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mitrer _2 port, and the output pore. These demonstrate that in the center _£ the
band, excellent performance is obtained. Figure 5.23 indicates the reflected
• signal to the input port, leading to VS_ calculation of 1.12 at 8.36 Cl_ and
varying between 1.06 and 1.2. Insertion loss was det_rmined to be about 0.22 dB,
s_,btracting the losses or reflections noted at the filet throe ports from the
loss shown at the fourth port. Reflection co port 3 would appear to result in a
VSNR of about 1.04 at center frequency which is more than ultimately desirable
but is not considered a critical factor.
A check was also made on the performance of the diplexer for a transmitter
signal into Port 3, the second input port• In this case, the transmitter
frequency is outside the bandpass of the filter, and performance is determined
on tha_ basis. F_om results, there is no essential difference between frequencies
_ above and below the passband. The stray signal reflected back to port I. The
= _._ first transmitter input port, from the port 3 signal is shown in Figure 5.24.
L__ i This is about -30 dB at center frequency, equivalent to a VSWR in Channel #l of
" _ about 1.066. This is higher than the specification, but not seriously so. A
_! further design effort to change the end irises of the diplexer would be expected
to improve on this somewhat. The upper frequency limit VSNR approaches 1.29
which is quite large, and would be reduced by design refinement. Insertion loss
here is very low since the signal does not go through the filter, but only through
_:_ the section of waveguide. The losses in the channel are largely those of the
extraneous signals coupling to ports 1 and 2 and the reflection within the channel.
i_, For testing in the assembled wavegulde subsystem, tests Were run near the
_ center of the bandpass spectrum. This still led to the high beating effect. In i_
I air, the two end irises exceeded 373OK (lO0OC) with water cooling while the other I• I components were operating in the vicinity of 323OK (50oc). Normally, the center
of the diplexer should have the highest temperature, There was little thermal
:io .._ contact between the dielectric disks and the metal iris, so the heat was removed
','_i largely by radiation and somewhat by convection. In the vacuum, the heating was
i observed visually. Iris temperatures at the ends of the f_lter also rose heavily
'_i in a vacuum, and was around 373oK (lO0OC) with water cooling and about 200 watts
_._I input.
....} The test equipment used in the component testing is shown in Figure 5.28. " ' W
:i This setup permitted simultaneous readlngs at all four ports. In the assembled _. -:
,/i waveguide subsystem, similar measurements were made, as considered in the discuss-
....../iI ion of bench testing, Section 6.2. ._
i" harmonic filter. The test was performed with a Tgl0 second harmonic signal, and
_i!._!!i attenuation exceeded 60 dB, the 1Dnit of the measurement system as shown in Figure ".
i_l '';''_ 5.28 with the appropriate 16.7 _ equipment utilized. Thus the diplexer can be _._..
used without the leaky wall harmonic filter where the diplexer is required in the
selected syst m configuration.
i.... , 5.4.6 Therm_l ControI and Mountln8 ......
_Jl_I .. The major thermal/mechanical problem in the program is a consequence of the .
i • rf losses in the diplexer which are expected to be as large as all the othe_ ''_-Jl
_ components combined, and which will be generated in a small concentrated space.
__=, , • . •
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,_ Figure 5.24. Output to
, Port I from Port 3
(Transmitter #I Input)
, Figure 5.25. Output to qm
Po_:t 2 from Port 3 ....
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Previous 3-cavlty diptexers showed losses up to 0.5 dB (ref. [i) although 0.2 dB
at 8 _ GHz and 0.3 dB at 12 GHz would be likely with carefully fabricatod and
ndJu. ;d units, The loss in the diplexcr is assumed to bo in tho gonoral ran_
o_ 70 to I00 watts. A best radiator _urface then would require over I[61 cm2 (ILO
" square inches) of area to rojact this amount of heat to the space sink at 373oK
(100°C). The larger problem is to conduct this heat from the dlplexer itself to
the radiating plate used also to support the waveguldc assembly. The effects of
this heat source on overall thermal operation is in Section 5.5; here the concern
wlil be on the construction of the dlplexer and developing an efficient heat transfer
t technique.
Diplexer: The dlplexer is of invar, whlch has a very low t:hernml conductivity,
around 0.1152 Joule/sec/cmZ/OK/cm (80 BTU/hr/£t2/°F/in) compared to a constant of
,i 2.16 (1500) for aluminum and 4.176 (2900) for silver. Thus the iris disks and the
, barrels of the dlplexer are marglnal heat conductors, and as much surface must be
contacted as possible by the high conductance material of the mounting to carry
the heat to the radiating plate.
Silver or copper cladding is recommended for all parts of future diplexers
"_ to improve the thermal properties. A calculation of heating of the inner iris is
enlightening on the poor conduction effect in Invar by itself. The iris has inner
_} and outer diameters of 0.881 and 3._26 cms (0.347 and 1.310 inches), resvectlvely,
;i and a _hickness of .076 cm (.030 in_). An estimate of the rf loss in the center
iris is 1/5 the total diplexer loss, or about 20 watts. As a rough approximation,
. .: the cross section is assumed to have an average d_ameter of 1.700 cm (.670 Inches),
i or an average cross section of 1.600 cm_ (.063 in ). These conditions result in a
i temperature drop of about 300°K between inner and outer edges of the iris. This
assumes one-half the power is lost on the inner third of the plate diameter. The
, calculation may be refined to include how the current distribution tends to heat the
' iris, radiation losses which will contribute, and other factors, but such would not
likely change the result by a significant amount. Adding the 300°K to a barrel
; temperature of the filter cyllndecs of at least 373°K (100°C) gives an iris temper-i
I ature of 673°K (400oc). However, if more power is lost at the iris itself, the
: temperature wil_ go up considerably; all the loss at the iris edge, unrealistic
but indicative, would give a temperature drop through the iris plate of 520°K1
expected temperature is somewhere between this and 300°K. Temperature drop goes W
I up directly with power loss, and would be worse if insertion loss increased. There
is a definite advantage in cladding the iris with silver to reduce the Irls tempera-
i ture,
I The temperature drop between inner iris and outer dlplexer barrel would be
i only I/6 of the numbers noted above (50° to 87°K) if the iris were made up of .152 cm
(.060 inch) trivetwith .0127 cm (.005 inches) of silver clad on each side. The
: thicker Invar is desirable for mechanlcal purposes since silver tends to expand
faster than invar by a factor of 25. The combination of lower temperature differ-
cntlal and heavier invar results in less dlstor*:ionthan the .076 cm (.030 inch)
invar presently used. The possible conditions of separation of silver cladding
tram the invar was not evaluated.
-- t'
Silver cladding is also recommended for the invar cylinders of the cavities.
This is because the thermal clamps to transfer the heat to the radiating plate
cannot cover the entire filter because of the 16 tuning screws, and also the
• muttlpactor probe cylinders. The diplexer would then have a more uniform and
91
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i! somewhat lower thermal exp_nnion, °
:t
_i _o_q.E_-O_{&_.R: A mechanical clamp is used to provide a tight mechanical
:i conncctlon, rcqui_cd for good thermal conductance, go the mounting block, A
_ketch of the clamp and mounting block arc in FIguro 5.29.
Ctamp
_."_ Screw, "r Sb' Diple×er
!i " __I! Rectangular #_'"
! Gasket_, Wavegu_de I k
; Di '.Jr
• _ TherraalPlate ) ' Thermal Plate{ - _ Z - --------'Mounting
l{ BIock
:l
i:" I Figure 5.29. Diplexer Mounting Block and Clamp
0
,¢
i For thls program, thls mountln8 was considered adequate at the scaled power
:".....,i for 1.5 kW at "" Gliz,which is about 2 kW at 8.36 OHz for comparing on conduction
i effect of heat. This is more than adequate for most other effects considered if
,I the heat is generated equally around the cylinder periphery, and good thermal
I transfer is achieved. A calculation of temperature _t the top of the clampshow it will be 46°K greater th n at the mounting block. This is a little _.
": _ higher than ultimately desired although It is not critical The tle-down clamp , .s , ,
i ._y be of silver, soft copper, or heavier aluminum to reduce this temperature W
• _1 _£fferential. P'"
Jl
The major difficulty with the dlplexer mounting is the large differential _-
thermal expansion between the Invar and the aluminum mounting plate; an interface _,j
:,_ { is unavoidable, and It must have some flexibility or fracture will result either _
• } in the aluminum clamp or in the invar itself. The technique employed for this
program is adequate, and Is adap'cableto space. A silicone material was used .:..
._ (Chomerics 1224) even though It will outgas to some extent.The significance of _t_.'
this outgassing will depend on the presence of other gas sources and sensitive
circuits which may be susceptible to arcing. The Chomerlcs material was baked
?"i! at 4'23°Kby the vacuum gauge attached to the waveguide during the tests. Measurements
_,,':!_, also indicat_ a relatively small outgassing would be observed, but well below r- ....
--::il a dangerous level (Appendix II). The material was cut to completely surround the
_o_-_'i_ diplexer barrel with cutouts for the tuning screws and the cylinders holding the i--.
I. ,_tipactor probes. The material is a sandwich arrangement of copper screen and
• / I
i -. .!
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_nmll sttvor sphores imbedd_d in the _tlicono. The thermal conductivity of Oh,
comblnaCton i_ about .0029 3oulc/soc/cm2/OK/cm (2 _TU/hr/_t2/oF/In), which ro_ulcn
in about _ 6OK drop through the m_terlnl. The two _Ido_ o_ the m_Ceri_l Inter-
m
latin8 with the _tltcr and clamp, re_poctivoly, would have Ccmpozaturo dzoo_
o_t_n_ted to be about 7°R at the bottom of the cyt£ndor and about 17°K ac the t:op
whore more material had been cut away to accommodate the multipacto_ probe cyltndorQ.
An alternate concept, evolving late in the current program, use8 an aluminum '
bollow_ type of gasket which would be brazed in place rather than operating under
,u_chnnical clamping. This would eliminate both the silicone and the contact
tntergaces. A suBsestion on implementing such an approach is sketched tn Figure
5.30.
EB Veld
"_: % Braze
\,il.r -/cz.mp
' 025")
- Figure 5.30. Coetpressible Thor/B1 Altminl Gasket
.; The corrugated bellows would be electron-beam welded to the invar cylindrical
/ !, filter (or to the silver i£ cladding is used on the outside) since these are
" i dissimilar metalS. The resulting assembly would be placed on the mounting block
" and clamped. The block i0 bolted to the thermal plate and then brazed to obtain _
_:' _ a good thermal path. Also, the bellows peaks can be brazed to the clamp at the
" ' _ same time. This approach will require additional thermal engineering to insure
i no fractures between the brazing temperature and 193°K (o80°C), but this does not
_ appear to be a problem with the configuration used. The effect is to eliminate all
' contact interfaces and provide optimal heat transfer from the dip.lexer. The
_/ ....' corrugated bellows typically might be of .013 to .018 cm (.005 to .007 inch)
aluminum formed with a peak to peak spacing of .127 cms (.050 inches) and a height
:" ' of .064 cms (.025 inches), t"
=i....... ' However, a stress/strain analysis is required to determine an optimum design. '
i The compres_ion of a perfectly elastic gasket with the invar cylinder and the
i aluminum clamp enclosing it show that it would be required to change thickness
'_ from .064 cm (.025 inches) at 373OK (100°C) (assumed) to .0305 cm (.012 lhches) at i
i_ . 193°K (-180°C), The approach then must consider a moderately compressible gasket _
t. where the sine-waveform of Figure 5.30 is compressed such that the bulging tends
! . _oward a squarish pattern. The limit in how far the gasket can be compressed with- _.
_: out exceeding the bending limit is to be determined. This will be a function of the
thickness of the gasket material and of the specific allow used. :
'i" 93{e-
. _....... . . .....,_,.,o_--_._..,.".;,i-; _ _:;-.:_,._,_,.0,_ .., ,, :__ _,,,_ _ _;"::._-.=.--_:,..._._ - ..
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ii Thn n_rnna/nrrain relat£onn in thn gasket c_n hc £n_egrate.d with th_ stream/ "
atra_n rolattonn and l£mita in I:ha tnvar cyl£ndar and thn alumin.m clamp. Ideally,
::_ the deaign will balance the strossna in throe members .o the burden will ha
,I proportioned according to compressive and tonntln limits. Thn lnvar will ha
trader compreaaton from the gasket/ciamp, and has half the _Inear d'Lnplacemont of
i aluminum. The gasket will be under comproo_on for the moot part, while _ho
clamp will be, under tension from the resistance of the other two mombars, A
computer program should ba generated to arrive at an optimum balance. C£rcum-,)
, stances did not permit a detailed design. _,
i Mountlng Block: The mounting block was solid alum.lnum with openings to :
permit access to the tuning screws at the bottom part of th_,l'llterbarrel. Thr,
thertrmlmounting plate is also required to have holes drilled for this access.
i The upper part of the block is cylindrical with a dlamott,.rof 3 81 cm (1,5 in). The
filter cylinder has a diameter of 3.6_3 cm (1.450 inches). The .127 cm (0,050 i
inch) differential was taken up by compression of a .076 cm (.030 inch) thick _asket _| '_' to ,064 cm (.025 inches) on each side. The block was bolted to the thernml plate !
'_ for the 8.36 Glaztest component, but should be brazed in a flight configuration,
I i
.[ particularly ae 12 GHz where the thernml flux density is much higher. ,_
q
f', iI 5.4.7 Termination
i The unused port of the dlplexer, deslgnated as #2 port, was terminated with
I :I
, a SiC load that could absorb the power that might bypass the diplexer and also
_....' i have a low VSWR such that reflected power was negligible. Note that reflected
'i power shows up directly at port _3 which connects the second transmitter• Thus i
i to keep the second channel VgNR low, the termination must be well matched. The
>
component developed is in Figure 5.31. Baslcally, it is a seven inch double-
" spear of SiC affixed to the end piece of the wavegulde wlth two bolts Four
i! venting holes in the wavegu£de wall lead into an inverted channel type vent. The
: ,_' component Is bolt_d to the thermal plate after facing has insured a firm physical ,_
,,' contact. The termination could absorb as much as 38 watts at center frequency , ,
_ ;I with a 3 kW input, but substantially more would be absorbed near the bandpass
,I e::tremeu. With the dlplexer characteristics shown in Figure 5.20, the Input t_
i_ the termination then would be much higher th_n permissible, emphasizing the need _'
!i for trimming the diplexer operation to eliminate the outer dlps In the bandpass
• ii clmracterlstlc. No problems were encountered In the low pow,_rtesting with the
dlplexer. The termination was not required for the testing with the dlplexer _'
-_i out of the assembly. '1_'
.;: 94
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Figure 5.31 Diplexer Termination
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i 5.5 THER[_IL _ONTNOL
Th_ _.hor_n], eon_r.nl tnnk wn_ l_rF,_ly concornqd with the rnd_a_.nl_ a_n,
offoet_vnne_, nnd temperature of,, the mounC_nfipZnCc_,_nd _lw m_unr,tn_ _ehn_.quon
for tim _ompon_nts, Th_ eale_ln_tonn wore d_re_d _r rim 8.36 C,l-l_,_xporem_nr_l
_uhny_romwtrl_ext_notonn ro the t2 C,_lze_me, The _nr_r 3,64 Ctl|l_eamponm_r_
make this frequency region loan of n _iwrmnl problem and more of n _,o problem,
i
_.5.1 [tountinl_ Plate ii
_,5,1-1 Temperature ,i
/
The losses in the waveguide subsystem are liated in Table _.3. The 8,36 Gllz i;
, vnlues are about those measured except for a more optimum d_plcxer, _,. the 12 C,Hzi
, data are prod_.eted based on enBineer£ng estimates for the harmonic t_l_er and i
:'. diplexer. An average temperature on the 2 ftx 3 ft p_ate ean be obtained by as- _
! sumlngall heat is radiatedfrom a constanttemperaturemountfng plate into spice !i!
at near 0°K, and to the satettite interior at 323OK (50oc). For the 8.3b GHz case
i using an optimum surface aluminum plate' i'
!
;_, ,_ 358 W ffi0.8 (.610m x .915m) (57 x 10"9) (2T4 - 109 x 108) i
ffi 0.8 (24" x 36") (36.8 x 10"12) (2T 4 - 109 x 108)
' or _I
T° _ 334°K (61oC)
The external side of the plate radiates at T° to near 0° of space, and the !
inside surface at T° radiates to the vehicle i._teriorat 323OK (50°C). This is
the condition used in the estimating of the temperature contours on the plate.
:i ii i i lli illli i, ,= ,, i , i i,i i ,,,, i IlL _ _'
oi Table 5.3. Losses in Navegulde Components ,I
Cornonent 8.36 GHz t2 GHz ....
ii _ Loss 3 kW P 1.5.kW
, _ Watts % Watts
_!. ,i';:I Reverse Power Monitor & Elbow 1.0% 30 1.35Z 20
" "I Harmonic Filter 4.5% 135 9 % 133
. j Forward Power Monitor & Elbow 0.3% I0 0.4 % 5
-_-" Diplexer 4.8% 135 I0.0 Z 134 "_"'
Diplexer Termination I.I% 30 1.5% 18
.!i_I Wavegulde O.770 18 O.9?0 11
Output
Power Lost 358 321
'_i" RF Power Output 2642 l17q _-
)!
i!"....
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, Inp. 33@ ., m.0  39o26°
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-!
3270 332° L335c 327° 315°
(54o)09°)i62°)(54°) (42°) ,
J
326° 330° 'f341c 329°
(53°) (57°1 _68 °) (56°?
_ LJ m
I 343o"34o 3260
326? _(70 ) (68°) (53°) (50°)
,-. (53°)
,_34_c 336° 33t° 323°
;--_ _(72_)(63°',(58°)(50o'
m:i 13440 346° 341o 340°
. __7t°l (73°) (68°) (67°)i
346° 370° 353° _5 °
_ " I 3250 (73°1 97°) (800) f_e3e
•':,".! (52°) 343° 366° 352° 355°
i.. ' I, (700)] (93 ° ) (79 ° ) (82 ° )iI
) 337° 347° 346° 347° ,:_-
;,.i (64°)! (74 ° ) (73 ° ) (74 ° )
q
i-.. :i Figure 5.33. Temperature Distribution EstimJte
...._ ! oK
.., ,_ for Mounting Plate = (°C)
::":'I Material Pure Metal d=_e .
: , " "_ Aluminum .07 .75w
' - ,i Copper .lO .70
!_ Silver .07 - _. i
•>. _ _ickel .10 .37
i'-!i Stainless .08 .79
:: i! * For 7 x i0-4 cm.(2.76 x IO-4 in) thickness; .... 4
Specific values will vary with temperature and surface preparation but these
. are sufficient for estimating ranges of temperatures.
A near optlmum.plate would have an aLumlnum=oxlde surface finish, more than
7 microns (2.76 x I0 _ in) in thickness (anodized), For the 12 GHz case, radiation
will be quite important since the power dissipation is nearly as great as for 8.36
Gltz, but the effective plate size Is about 2/3 as large. With a .406 x .610 meter _-_--
(16 x 24 inch) mounting plate, and an _ of 0.75, the average temperature is 378°K
1; .. 98
NNnAnnng:rc_nd
rI
1,I . _ :_
• (105°C). Th£_ ia a high but tolerable level, The maximum temperature at the !!
diploxer for th(_ asaumed coud£tions would approach 41301((140°(:), high but st£11 I
not an unreasonable temperature. Special care would be required to keep the i
' photodiodes su£ficieutly cool. Alternately, a larger rnoutlting plate would be
dcsirable and should be considered.
The plate used in the 8.36 OH_ program was o D.635 cm (I/4 inch) Chick
aluminum plate (a Jig plate for flatness). The calculations leading to Figure 5.33
were based on this Value. Temperatures on a 0.318 em (1/8 inch) plate would be a
little higher near the components and a littla lower at the extremities. The
average power radiated is the same, so the temperature variations w£11 not be very
significant. If the satellite structure calls for less than 0.318 (1/8 inch) plate,
the temperature distribution should be recomputed to ascertain feasibility of
:_ obtaining adequate temperature control.
5.5.1-2 Water Cooling of Plate
Assume that a water temperature rise og 20°K is pernLttted, and the cooling
i pipe is arranged appropriately on the thermal plate to correspond to the contours
;i got radiation cooling. The data og Figure 5.33 w_s used to roughly de_ermine
thermal contours of Figure $.36 which are equivalent to those to be encountered
;
! ,
Iaput
, I°K
t "
!:; i 1 [
.,_ 333OK ,,
" 70%) 343°K -
, 353°K _
Output it L
' //" _O°C) 353°K
\ .
(5o°c)(60%) o°c)
• • 323"K 333°K 363°K
I Figure 5.34: Approximste Teeq_erature Contours on Plate
I!,
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in space, Power consumption (12 glLz)is 321 watts (Joules/set.), p_r table 5.3
(18.25 BTU/mln). Th_n a water flow of 3800 cc (one gallon) per 15 minutes is
adequate. The flow rate would be twice this to hold the water temperatur_ rise to
10°K. The cooling problem then becomes one of using a smsll enough orifice to give
a steady rellable flow rate of 15.2xi0° cc to 30.4xi03 cc (4 to 8 Gallons.)per
" hour,
_i The coollng pipe used in Lhe 8.36 CHz _qulpment and shown in Figure 5.35 is a
0.635 cm (i/4 inch) copper tubing affixed to the underside of the mounting plate.
Copper and aluminum is best Joined by electron beam weldlng. The alumlnum also
can be silver plated, and soft solder used for a temporary setup or mockup.
Conducting epoxy has also been used for mockups but tends to be brlttle, and must
be well cured before using in a vacuum. _%e latter was used here in the absence
of any _ediate mechanical requirements.
r--,i,
i 'lJ_.
I.
[
Figure 5.35. Mounting Plate Wlth Cooling Pipe
The coollng pipe in Figure 5.35 was placed to cover the highest temperature ,
i region. A different pipe routing might better simulate the equivalent of space
: radiation by estimating water temperatures along the pipe and relating this to _,
"_i' sources and contours. There will be some restrictions on the coo_ing pipe location .
: because some components, particularly the harmonic flltez and cross-gulde coupler, ,
..: project through the plate. Access to disconnect flanges must also be maintalned,
Temperature control can be improved if a more consistent valve for fine-struam
:_,_......_ water control were included as an external component to the testing system.
5.5.1-3 Air Cooling
Air cooling can also be effected quite easily and would only require an
!I......
adjustable deflector to vary the air rate on the equipment, It is of no value in
vacuum tests, so a water cooling capability is still required. _ l[quld nitrogen
wall could be used if available.) For atmospheric cooling, values may be: _---
-1
b
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" 321 Joules/ado (18.25 BTU/min)
AT = S°K(9°F)
_to- 3m_/min (105 elm.)
This can be accom]_lished with a 190 W (I/4 HP) fan motor if the back-pressure ::
is less then 3400 N/m" (one-iach HS) (rof. 13). Practically, the pressure drop
should be only a fraction of this, and a much smaller motor should suffice. A
disconnectable tube can carry the cooling air against the radiating side of the
plate. Control of temperature contours would be • problem in simulating space
operation.
5.5.2 Thermal Mount£ne .of Components _
5.3.2-1 Temperature Effect
Most of the components will be adequately cooled if Just clamped tightly to
the thermal plate. The temperature drop across a clamped Junction varies, but
_,, with _illed fiat surfaces and using one to two bolts per effective 6.45 .cmL (square
ii inch), the teJnparature differential is about 0.56oK per watt per 6.45 cmz (square
_ i inch). Typical temperature drops for the several components are listed in Table ti
5.4.
i i
i;i Table 5.4 Temper ture Control Effects fo Clamped Components
e.36 12
L
: Power Monitor, etc., 0.51 (3.3) 1.84 1.63 (10.5) 5.9
Revarse
/," Harmonic Filt'e:" 0.93 (6.0) 3.36 1,83 (11.8) 6.7 PPower Monitor, 0.71 (4.6) 2.57 0.67 (4.3) 2.4 -_
_o Forward
i Diplexer Termination 0.81 (8.0) 4.5 1.47 (9.5) 5.3
• _lavegui(te, Other 0.45 (2.9) 1.62 0.54 (3.5) 1.96
i t t tl Hit i
Obviously the diplexer is of greatest concern, particularly at 12GHz. The
other components may be clamped _th no concern over temperature differentials _i
across the Junction. Scene components, the harmonic filter in particular, will
lose some heat by direct radiation as well as conduction to the thermal mounting
plate because of its large surface area.
I_ 5.5.2-2 Diplexer Mounting _ - --
. The 8.36 _ experimental dtplexer had three mechanical contact interfaces,
• " which indicated a likely operating temperature of 413°K (140°C). This could be ,,_-
reduced if two of the Junctions were brazed resulting in about a 386°K (113°C)
lOl
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final diplexer temperature, AC 12 Gltz, the temperatures would be higher, although
the shorto.rthermal paths will compen,ato somewhat. For a single interface with
the other two brazed, the temperature at 12 Gl_zis ostlmated te be about 400°Z
(127°c) based nn onn-half the transfer area of the mounting bloek.
The dlplexor thQrml design was covered in 8ectlon 5.4.6 in which an alumln,_m
block provided the thermal path to the mounting plate as well as the mecbAnlcal
support for the dlplexer. The dlplexer is best brazed or electron-beam welded to I
a compressible member such as a pleated aluminum gasket which is brazed to the ,
block which in turn is brazed to the mounting plate. The problem that results is
the dlfferential thermal cxpanslon between the invar and aluminum. The pleatc,d !
aluminum gasket, adequately designed, will perform this function. However, the i
thermal problems should be reviewed on an overall basis, considering the practical .
aspects of fabrication.
,, 5.5.3 Thermal Distortion
A11 parts of the wavegulde assembly including mounting plate are aluminum,
, except for the invar.diplexer. Consequently, there should be little mechanical
stress as the temperature varies over a wide range if all parts expand and contract
equally. The nomlnal range for the thermal plate is about 453°K (180°C),from 193°K
(-80°C) during eclipse to perhaps 373°K (100°C) maximum during operation. The
"__ d _nenslons for the wavegulde as_bly and mount lag pla_e for hot and cold tend It lens
are shown in Figure 5.36.
;J
.: The dimensional changes of 0.4_ for the 180°K range would overstress conven-
tional aluminum if it were dimensionally constrained. The tensile force would be , ,
_ 2815 kg/cmz (40,000 Ibs. per In.2) which is about the ilmlt for _empered aluminum i
and over four tin_s the limit for soft aluminum.
A waveguide assembly which has sufficient freedom requires that the connecting
waveguide should be oriented to permit some lateral bending to replace the longl-
tudlnal contraction during the cold eclipse periods. Possibly, the antenna end
would go to 193°K (-80°C), but the _T end wo'._Idnot. The length and width of the "_
assembly at the waveguide terminals c_=nF,e by .241 and .264 cm (0.095 and 0.104
"_'_ inches), respectively; these contractions must not overstress the wavegulde comport- • '_ 9#
ents nor must it overstress any conn_ctlng components including the TNT window. A P _-_
_ conventlonal dlsplacement/strass calculation shows that connecting wavegulde should
, have a free length equivalent to a cantilever of 5 to I0 inches in length, depend-
ing on the strength of the aluminum used and whether stress relief is at both ends. '_,
The stress in a flexed plece of wavegulde is _ :
S _ .------Mc
where
ld _ newtons of force x length,
c = distance to worst case point in cross section
0.794 cm (.3125 in) for WR 112
II"
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r ........... i
Input I
! :
, tOO°C;,
..,_ ,60960 m (24. in) at 3 3°g (
.60716 m (23.904) at 193°K (-80°C)
•i [ Strain
"i Relief
" j/ Output
:i i
d 'i
!i,_' _166040 m (26. In) at 37301( (100°C _657758m 5.896) t 19 °E -80v )r I
!i"_ i_ Figure 5.36. Thermal Distortion of Mounting Plate . '"_.
_i_"" i I " .oment of inertia .583 cJ (.014 in*) for bending In the P' "' ,j,
narrow wall direction. _ .
i! s = 632.3 kg/cm 2 (9000 psi) for soft aluminum, 1;64 kg/cm 2
• _I (18,000 ps=) for average aluminum, 3161 kg/cm _ (45,000 psi) _/i
'i for annealed aluminum.
- _ With this range of stress the PI range is:
°' P. 1 - M = 460 kg cm (400.1b in) minimum
_! - 2300 kg cm (2000 lb in) maximum
This is then used in the deflection equation for a cantilever"
i,_ y = DI3 _
i_!,! " 3R_.
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owhero E is the moduluso_ elasticity, equal _.o 107 , this gives
P 13 " 74,200
Then using the previous mai£mum and minimum values of PI, _
1 - 25.4 em(10") _ximua i'_
i
1 = lO em (4._") minimum I'
An 18 em (7") free length tuay be used at one or both ends of the assembly to provide
a good margin.
Alternately, some form of temperature control may be considered, such as
thermostatically controlled louvers to cover the plate during cold periods and
retard the outflow of stored heat. This approach would be considered only after
a thermal evaluation of the entire satellite shows problems would be encountered
due to unequal strains in the waveguide assembly caused by Some external component. '_:
104 .......
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5 ,h, ! .!!!:,_ui rcmant:n
The bnnic requirement of the sensors in to provide a n_ann to ponit_vply
dct,_ct an rtec_rical fault in tha waveguido which may bo a multipnctor brc_akdowa
,_r any of several types of arcing, and provide a suitable signal which can turn off
thu rf before the breakdown can cause pcrnmnent damage to the transmitter tube or
some critical component. The sensors should be sensitive to a small breakdown, or
preferably to the start of a breakdown which would avalanche into a major operation
fault.
; Three effects can appear from a breakdown: a largp reflected signal appears
which can be detected by the reverse power monitor, an arc with visible light
output appears in some cases which can be detected with a photo diode, and an
'_ I electron or ion cloud forms in some cases which can be detected by a Faraday Cup
_: / (a biased probe). The three approaches were evaluated first in a special breakdown
• ., test section, described in Section 5.7 which follows, and the results interpreted
_i to determine how the sensors could be best integrated into the wavegulde assembly.
, 5.6.2 Optics! Sensor
,, : The optical sensor is a photo diode, suitably biased, and with output to an
I ampllfler/trlgger circuit which can trip a gate in the rf drive circuit. The
: diode's physical integration into sections of wavegulde can be seen in Figure 3 15,
i and in the sketch of Figure 5.37 which extracts the parts used. The diode support
. , configuration must tolerate certain other system requirements, including no deteri-
oration to the rf signal in the wavegulde, low rf leakage paths, low outgassing,
:": and rugged construction.
- Cap
' _.. I /_ Washer
. / RFI Boron/
[ [ _ l '_ _ [ _ Cushion Absorber _ Photo' .: . . Nitride
! _/'/ 9 - . " cup Quart,
,. _ "" Light
i"i " Gulde
! I Wedge Flat
.... Figure 5.37. Photodiode Assembly Parts '_.-] .
V(See Figure 3.15)
l_ i seats . _ ' ,_" _ 2__ ---' '
lo5 t
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Th_ diodo um_d wa. an l_G_G _GD-IOOA photod_.od_, The dlodo ir_moun_d on a
quartz rod light guido affixed to itn window, The far end of the. quartz rod in
placed on or inntdc the inner waveguide surface, using an approp_-iat, arrnngcmont
; to obnorvo the regions required, For looking both wayn along ft ntraight waw_guido,
: the quartz rod has a wedge ,impo with anglos of 38 ° between the w,Mge aide and rod '
axis. Any light present would then be deflected trite the quartz rod anti to the
diode, The rod was stmtod in a hole into th_ wavogutdo having shouldorn to prt_vont
: it from dropping into the guide, In the 8.36 OHz Coot equipment, n ,318 em (.125")
rod was used with a ,254 (.100) opening to the guido. The shoulder is ohown in
Figure 5.37; the wedge point required a square halo which wee milled, uoing a .08
cm (1/32 inch) mill for the corners, so thaC the flat s'/deo of the wedge will have
a full suppotL, Tim length of the rod was determined by the moating dimensions,
; the thickness of the wavoguide wall,,163 cm (.064 inche_) here, the depth of,. the
end of the cylindrical holder, and the boron nitride cup used at the upper end of
; the rod for firm mechanical physical positioning against motion from vibrations I:
and accelerations. The boron nltrlde was requJred to insulatQ the diode which has
a floating case as used here, The compartment is vented with a small hole through
! the wall of the tube holding the diode assembly, retaining the 5:1 length to
i dlameter ratio.
Looking into the dlplexer with a photodlode, whlca is seen in Figure 3.1,
requires a £1at face quartz rod since only one direction, coincidental with the
rod and diode axis, is viewed. This rod is supported by a circular seat at the
) waveguide. This seat is .025 cm (.010 in.) ahd has a .254 cm (.100 in.) opening;
thus th_ face of the rod is .025 cm (.010 in.) short of the waveguide inside wall.
A third photodlode was placed in an elbow, shown in Figure 3.15. This diode .
also used a flat face, even though the look angle was then 45° rather than the more
optimum 38° . This arrangement permitted the diode to see light sources or arcing
through either the harmonic filter or the rectangular wavegulde of the diplexer,
• !'orward power monitor, and diplexer tet_aination.
i The other elements of the assembly in Figure 5.37 include a section of rf .,,_
a0sorber material. This was a necessary item because the quartz rod used did not
provide for 3rd and higher harmonic cutoff. The rf absorber would also insure a
'_ further reduction of any fundamental and second harmonic leakage. The small
i opening for the quartz rod would provide only a very small rf coupling. The rf
_I absorber was to attenuate I00 dB per 2,54 cm (inch) above I0 GHz, but a measurement
! indicated about 1/3 of this was achieved for the .635 cm (.250 in.) diam. m_tertal
used. This is still quite adequate, but an additional length may be desirable for
further reduction in harmonic leakage from the diode holder preceedlng the harmonic
i filter. The rf absorber was manufactured by Lundy Electronics and Systems, and
i used a base of Epon 828 epoxy. An earlier attempt to include the rf absorber
granules (not identified by Lundy) in Steatlte for machinability and an inorganic
base was unsuccessful in that the materials tended to decompose or combine during
curing of the Steatlte and the absorbing prop_rtles became very poor. An attempt
was then made to incorporate the rf absorber material in a cement type base but
this combination did not have sufficient mechanical strength. Dew Coming 93-500
is the next preferred base; it is quite expensive and would provide somewhat better
outgassing characteristics, but the requirement on performance for this application
is nominal and the Epon 828 proved to be entirely adequate. For a case where high ,.._.
power is involved, a different material might be desirable. The material was
cleaned thoroughly and baked for about 24 hours Just before final assembly.
tO6 i
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" The additional _omn in the dlodo anm_mbly in Figu_o 5.37 include a _ _con
cunllton ¢o provtdo a n_q].], amoun¢ oE p_onnu_ to t:he diodn_ hut tht_ pro_n.ro mua¢
bf: tight in arda_ noC to _a¢ ._o the, dioda glann. A mnCal "washn_' and cap eompl.ot_d
. the ananmh ly,
The diode war '.sod wit;h an amplifier circuit to provide a t_:ip t_lgnn[ in thn
event that the dlodo output current exceeded a throflholdo The ei_cult of Figure
5.38 uses a type 3064/120 modulo (Burr-Brawn) to drive a flchml_t trigger type 525
modulo (California _loctrotttc 14nnu_a©tu_tng Co,, Znc.) which drove n f_nal one-chef
• ; multivtbrator using another 3064/12C modulo. The circuit had boon developed ,
prevJ,ously and Was adapted for this program. Note hero that the throe diode loads
Test _ _ Other _[+1.5v +'
Poincj
_ r'" " ' = .,-. __ ..-L. :-'6" .................
IN75 ........
8GD-t00A _'-"$ lOCK Iw_/tz_ t
. , Trigger
-,. ] I
<' , i
":_. .:, - v T_ip
Relay
•'_=:. I Figure 5.38. Photodlode Amplifier Block Diagram
•; :i are floating with none grounded, leading to the necessity for the boron nltrlde
.. :W insulating cup for the diode as in Figure 5.37. For testing, the three photodiodes
i' i in the assembly were paralleled which reduced sensitivity only slightly since the
' dlode*s dark resistance, about 150K ohms, is high compared to the input resistor
:- ', of 10K ohms and the resistance of a conducting diode, about i000 ohms.
'_ 5.6.3 Multlpactor Breakdown Sensor
_i The multlpactlng phenomenon is a consequence of an electron cloud oscillating
between the broadwalls of a wavegulde in synchronism with the applied rf electric
field. The _leld voltage is such that an electron, emitt d from one wall of the
I wavegutde, arrives at the other wall while being accelerated by the rf _..
_," ' electric vector. This elec ron, on the average, dis odges more han one secondary
I electron. The electric field polarity then is reversing and the new secondary
i electrons are in a strong electric £1eld which accelerates then back to the first ','
=!; , wail. The secondary electron cloud continues to build up, travelling back and
l
:I
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_o_h in _ynihr_nL_m with I:ho el¢_t¢i_ _eld d_r¢_tlon. Th¢_'e A_¢ cereals _on-
d_¢tons .rider Which ¢h£_ typ_ o_ 4_¢£on o_._s! Fi_r_ 5.39 Lndl_¢_ _xperim_nt_l
_ rnnsoo of br_nkdovn volt_eo f'or g_ven wlt_ of produe_ o_ fraquen_y and el_t_odn
_pncing, M_torJ.al i_ aloo slRn_ieanl: _n that the _o_ondaZy electron omLo_Lon
vnr_a; tungsten aarbLdo will hoe susf.a_n a multLpaoCor A_tian vh,_lo mast p,.io
_! mol:_ll_, and many non-_tal_, _:_11 (rel_, _),
_01 ' i' ' -' • 'll" , ' '
SOO- v _' / _ '"
...-..::::: .
, • I I '
I / / "
,=l | _ _-'-'_L'"
.. _ i ,,r 1 /: _,
,ool----_g ...._c........
_1,, Jl, 0_o .
I I ' -
40 J,,-g_..r-.--.J-_-_ • _ OUT(D&8|IN_-- -.,.------ *;I _,.". _oql I
I _ "e_l_O_ I ;
:°F_XXo I ; '_
I"°l I i 1
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eO gO iO0 ISO |00 _00 400 _00 qlO0
f_|_U[N¢_ X I_I.[¢TROOg
O|PANATIOMIDliTAN(;I[14_liH|*Glll
: Figure 5.39. Conditions for Hultt_etor |reakdovn W
The sensors for_ultipactor breakdo_uare simply biased probes (Faraday cups)
set at about 15 volts and connected through al00,O00 ohm resistor. The current
, will be of the order of a few mictoamperes under average conditions, so the voltages [
8enerated are of the order of tenths of a volt at best. This voltage is then fed
,_ into the same amplifier an used by the photodiodes at a suitable points Fig. 5.38.
The probes uoed were small bypass capacitors as noted in Section 3.3.6; the
specific type used here were Erie 2425-O01-XSU-101AA, which had a coaxial configu-
ration and a value of 100 pfd. These were mounted at one end of a cylinder with a
_ part drilled and tapped for the 8=32 thread of the capacitor. The ends of the
capacitors were cut to be flush with the Lmide of the wave_uide surface: and they
were carefully etrailhtened since the probe end is of relatively soft metal and
tends to bend easily, The probe 18 .127 cm (.050 in.) in dia_eterwhi_e the open- _.
ins for the probe v_n .170 cm (.070 in.). Figure 5.40 is a sketch showing the
cross section of the probe a_d the holding cylinder.
t08
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Absorber _.lumtnum
Holder
Bypmsa L-
_--_ Capacitor
(Breakdo_ml )
' / Region) 'J
___ _' Figure 5.40° Multlpactor Breakdown
,_ Probe and Holder Cross Sections
The cylinder above the probe is for rf absorbing material, again that manuo
lectured by the Lundy company. The probe acts as a coaxial line, and is not cut
off for any frequency. The probe's small size will couple relatively little of
the rf power into the capacitor which tends to reduce the outflow by acting as a
low impedance circuit. Transfer is estimated at less than -45 dB (ref. 3, page
121), so about another 90 dB is desirable to insure no rf leakage. A 2.54 cm (one
,'i inch) piece of rf absorber was added, But later measured to have 36 dB attenuation
per 2.54 cm (one inch). A longer piece, perhaps 5 or 7.5 cm (2 or 3 inches), isi
suggested for future assemblies. In spite of this apparent reduced attenuation, no
rf was detectable in tests (Section 6.3.4) so the coupling into the probe must be
i much less than estimted. Perhaps also the rf absorber, in the configuration used,
! was more effective than 36 dB.
, This type of probe was evaluated in the special breakdown test section and
.,. :,i found to be a very effective indicator of multipaction. In the final waveguide
I assembly, there were no components identified as having conditions close to a
I breakdown. The cavities of the diplexer have high electric fields, however, which
might lead to a breakdown for Larger "gaps." The diplexer was not checked at high
:i power, but the possible effects at lower power in terms of rf leakage showed the
i technique was quite satisfactory ..... ,
Multipacting would be expected in the waffle-iron harmonic filter under some
conditions, and the probes could be built into the filter to determine conditions
under which a given design would break down: these conditions would limit the
utilization of such a filter although not eliminate it as a contender for certain r --
applications.
-- _.
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' The _po¢_al to_t _o_tton, do.ignod _p_tJ!laally to break down at rolativ,_ly
.omlnal power loyola, wan developed and _o._od to determine the performance capri.
I)_]_tioo o£ the breakdown nnnaora Juat dtnauaaod 8octton 5.6. Both muir[patter
br_,akduwn and ara£ng are of tutor.oat, and effective use o_ the throe nonnorn; !
photod_odo, biased probe, and VS_R indicator; wore to bo evaluated, The tent unl, t
l nl)rioatod was in two parts, the low-hoiBht wavogu£de section shown in Figure 3.17, ,
and an optical sensor aa in Figure 3, I5, The reverse power monitor associated with
Iho te0t facility was used to detect a high reverse power level, i
5.7.2 LoN Height Wav_guida Sac tion
Th_ data o£ Figure 5.39 was used to select a waveguide height that would
re,rift in a multtpactor breakdown with a power level of one kilowatt or less.
The product 0£ frequency (8360 M_), and spacing was selected to be near 170,
making the spacing .018 cm (.007 in.) for a power level of 600 watts. Lower power
w,_uld require a smaller spacing which would be more difficult to implement. The .018
cm (.007 in.) high waveguide has an impedance of 6.05 ohms, which must be matched
Lo the waveguide, 430 ohms for WRll2. The large difference in impedances can be
matched with a 51 ohms quarter wave line, or a two-step arrangment of quarter wave _,
lines with the step impedances of 148 ohms and 17.5 ohms. These are based on using
t:he relations (ref. 13) :
3 I,,_
ZI ffi Zo . Z3
Z2 = Z° ' Z3
The corresponding step heights are dlre_tly proportlolml to impedances:
Guide height - 1.260 cm (.497 inches) (standard wa,'egulde) _P
First region height - .437 cm (.172 in.), step iS .826 cm (.325 in.) high
Second region height = .508 cm (.020 in.), step is 386 cm (.152 in.) high
Third region hetjht - .018 cm (.007 in.)(selected), step .033 cm (.013 in.)high • ".
The impedances are subject to some variation depending on the overall spectral ! _
response: the two step match will have a wider bandwidth an a single step which _ ,_has a very sharp response (ref,13). The response can be adjusted for a Butter-
worth, Tchebyche_f, or elliptical response. For this application a wide bandwidth
was not critical but the two-step matching Butterworth was desirable,
The quarter-wave lines also have to be foreshortened since the steps are
, =opacities, and the shortened line provides a compensating inductive effect. The - -
capacity can be determined from literature (ref.14) which shows the equivalent
• capacitors to be approximately : ......
Ill t
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I First step = .21 pfd
Second step = .17 pfdThird step = .13 pfd
I The corresponding shortening of the quarter wave sections to provide a _atched '
interface can be determined _rom a Smith chart. Zn the cases of £nte#est, t_,,e
shortenings were determined to be as follows, where a quarter wave line is l. 153
Qm (.454 in.):
.437 cm (.172 in.) seetionz shorten ,117 cm (.046 in,) to 1.036 cm (.408 in.)
.051 cm (.020 in.) seetionz shorten .033 cm (.013 In,) to 1.120 cm (.441 in,) ,,
Sensors in the .007 inch high waveguide section were biased probes ,.
i= (Faraday cups) for multipactor detection; a separate waveguide with a photo _:
• diode as described in Section 5.6.2 was used for detecting visible light. A ,
: cross section view of the £ow-height section is in FigurQ 5.41 which indicates i'
' the steps and biased probes.
:}" _! Bypass i
Removable / .018 .057 .437 cm
Top (,007) (,020) (.172) (in) .....
,I
--" ! IT262
ii took .,d / / "Sotid
..f_.: _-_ _,/ Copper
...., +15_ --I'
ii Figure 5.41. Cross Section of Low He£ght _ , ,.... Waveguide Special Test Section
1 The latter were identical to the ones described in Section 5.6.1, except the RFIr_" material was not required here. The probes were carefully cut to be flush with /:'r • _,._the .018 cm (.007 in.) surface and were centered in the .I78 cm (.070 in.) openings '
_:, as in Figure 5.40. Nine probes, three at the center and three at each end of the
• i_ .018 cm (.007 In.) breakdown section, were used in the testing, with each group of
three tied to a +15 volt supply through a _00,000 ohm resistor. ;"."i.,_ii_,.
l
The breakdown block was cut from solid copper 1.424 x 3.175 x 8.128 cm (.561
x 1.25 x 3.02 inches). Corners were left with a 1/32 inch radius where an end mill
could not be used. The block formed three sides of the waveguide; the fourth side,
_. the top, was a flat shee_: of hard copper bolted to the block. The waveguide
• i narrow-wail edges on the copper block were bevelled slightly so the bolted top "
would have a firm seat against the narrow-wall edges inside the guide to minimize
losses from the mechanical Junction. Brass flanges were soft-soldered to the two , _,_,
ends of the unit. Note that some of these techniques would not be acceptable for
_ 112
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' high reliability space equipment, but were tolerable in a test component which
was te break down anyway. Zlnc in the brass and tin in the soft solder both tend
to "whisker" in a high vacuum and reeult in electrical arc breakdowns. Onfortun-
• atoly, no such interesting breakdowns were observed in the tests, but s_rlct
avoidance of such metals should be observed _or flight models.
The resulting breakdown section was shown in Figure 3.17. Note that the
top was configured to fit inside the flanges so all discontinuities are at the
flange. The top was bolted in place, and the flanges faced so the removable top
would not cause a significant discontinuity at the flanges. The photodiode unit,
essentially that of Figure 3.15, used a wedge tip quartz rod which was located on
the top broadwall to view the •018 cu (.007 inch) section.
Bench testing was performed to check the VSWR, which was 1.29, indicating
that if this were to be included in the system, some trinenin8 would be desirable
for a better match. The insertion loss was 0.65 dB due to the high I2R of the
;_ low height section. This is close to a calculated value. Asuume the loss per
foot in standard size copper waveguide to he about •050 dB or •006 dB in the
length equal _o the low height section 2.306 cm (.908 in) plus an equivalent of
_.! 1/3 of the length of the two adjacent matching steps - 3.053 cm (1.202 in), then
_i' the loss is approximately
% 006 _) = 0.43 dB
" ( .o18
A more r._8orous comparison would determine the losses in each of the steps of the
i matching sections as well as a more exact roughness factor for the unsmoothed
_=_ surfaces of the machined copper block. These would increase the estimated loss
closer to the measured value.
A water cooling pipe was added since the 0.65 dB is e_uivalent to 140 watts
=i for a kilowatt input. This would heat the section excessively 4_n e vacuum• But
_ pulse operation was used with a 3% duty factor and no heaclng problem was present.
i Where CWtests were made the test durations were short.
4 4
1 5.7•3 Installation
_! The special breakdown test section and the optical sensor were installed in _ _,
-_
! a vacuum chamber as in Figure 5.42. A waveguide window at the left provides the _
, input for up to 5 kW. At the right, the signal is absorbed in a water cooled
"-_ load external to the chamber. -.'
"' Instrumentation included leads from the three groups of multipactor sensors
as noted previously, three leads from the photodiode Just to the left of the
breakdown section, and temperature sensor. External instrumentation were two
vacuum gauges, one each for the chamber and the waveguide end, the reverse power
• VSWR measurement at the Input, and forward power at the wavegulde output. No -
water cooling was required.
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i_," Figure 5.42. Special Breakdown Test Section in Vacuum Chamber
_` 'I
Test data was obtained with an eight channel recorder on which was !
recorded:
power output _
tank vacuum
waveguide vacuum
reverse power (VSWR) ;,
I photodlode output
I photodlode trip
multipactor probe (2) i ""
In addition, all three mult_pactor probe groups were monitored vlsually with
I meters, and temperature was observed on a meter.
5.7.4 Test Results
5.7.4-1 General Summary
A series of breakdown tests were conducted to determine the merits of the
three types of sensors used. The first test performed used CW in a high vacuum, • ......_-__
'Ii tt4
• _ 'f,. . .
. . ...... . ..... =_ _, .......
nAANNNN_ T_n_ '_
0!
i
' I
ii
and at the instant of breakdown, all sensors except the photodiode went off scale,
Tho pressure gauge returned to a normal reading in about 30 seoond_. This break-
down provided a cleaning action but was too drastic to draw any suitable conclu-
sions, Subsequently, all tests were made with a low duty cycle pulse transmission.
Frequently a breakdown could be observed to start, but would not build up suff£-
clently during the 15 microsecond pulse to trigger the sensors, particularly after
, the earlier breakdowns had cleaned the surfaces. The test program included a total
of 31 additional multipactor breakdown and 17 arcing tests, some o£ which included
more than one breakdown per test. (The use of pulse power has no significance in
terms of breakdown conditions).
Breakdown .Power:. 900 watts for multipacttng a little above
theoretical; 3000 watts used for arcing
tests with no determination of the minimum
" (but estimated to be 260 watts)
Multipactor Breakdown Probes: strong indication for multi-
" patting; no response for arcing (at high
pressure end of pressure range.)
_il Photodiode Generally reliable indication for gas arcs;
,; four failures may ha,,e been due to arcs at
il the remote end of the breakdown test section
:i where most of arc wasn't visible; variable
somewhat for multlpactlng.I
_l VSNR: Generally good for both types of tests; CN
i] tests suggest a small time lag exists but not
. ..i critical as for the ion gauges. Should be
used in conjunction with other sensor for •
i redundancy.
i
! Ion Gauge: Usually gave a definite reading from a fault,
"; but rise time was too slow to be useful. "_i
"_ The b_ased probes, photodiodes, and reverse power sensor should all be included
_ !! where appropriate such that a redundant protection situation exists. P
• "t
The multipactor breakdown tests were peformed at a high vacuum, and the
!t rf power was increased slowly until a breakdown was observed from the biased I;""i probes. The photodiode was usually used as the protective sensor for the test
:! transmitter although an especially large reflected power level also would trip
!i_ the transmltter's own VSWR threshold circuit .... I_:_£_'
The arci g tests were performed by approaching the arcover region from
both the high pressure side and the low pressure side. From the high pressure
side, the biased multipactor probes gave no output, indicating that the arc
occurred in some other part of the breakdown test section. (From Fi_;,,re 3.17
arcs are seen to have occurred near the sharp edges of the breakdown section, ,....
which is expected for low pressure arcing). The photodiodes worked well much
of the time; the VSNR indication was not quite as good but still was valuable.
The ion gauge provided a good indication also but with a slow response time. "_'"
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. Working from a high vacuum conditien toward a higher pressure, the ga_ arcing
conditions and multipact condttiena did not vary appreciably, and beth types
occurred. In general, they could not be made exclusive, but the photodtode
. operated quite well on the combination. As the pressure was increased, the
+i breakdown tended toward the ien arcing type. From Figure 3,17, the evidence of
arcing appears at the larger gaps which clearly indicates ion arcs tend to occur
over longer gaps rather than sherter gaps for a higher vacuum condition.
5.7.4-2 Suamarv o£ H.ltipactor Breakdo_ test Data
The recorded data is summarized in Table 5.5 for the 32 tests performed.
The VSNR channel operated well for the first five tests; it was later found to be
inoperative and corrected after test 26. Results were positive for tests 27 to
29. The final tests established the breakdown level as being about 900 watts.
The equipment was operated at the threshold to result in a level that would not
_ trip the protective circuit. Two signals were used for protective purposes here:
the photo diode and the test facility VSWRcircuit. The channel amplifier for
' _! the photo diode also was found to be faulty through much of the test, but the
_+ diode trip signal was generated quite reliably. The biased probes for multipactor
:+_:i : breakdovm detection worked very well and were most consistent. They were not tied
+, , in to the trip circuit in order to get a better indication of the nature of this
: "_+ breakdown. With the pulse operation, these signals were always widely variable,
+' : _ but always had a peak magnitude suf_Iclent to trigger a control circuit if
...." required.
The diode trip was considered less desirable since it usually permitted
+, a m,ltlpacting situation to exist at low and moderate breakdown levels before a
8u_.f_.cientbllp would occur to trigger the trip circuit. The _SWR measurement
_ appeared to be good when the recorder channel operated properly.
An examination of pressure in the wavegulde showed it usually increased
with a substantial breakdown level, but the rise was sloW and would not be
....._ acceptable for protective purposes. Early breakdowns were, in part, e.ggravated "++..,:
, .... by surface contamination boiloff, but the final tests indicated quite clearly a
relatively narrow power range between multlpactor breakdown and no breakdown; L
an 867 watt level was flrmly without breakdown while 933 watts was flrmly in the
breakdown region.
5.7.4-3 Sun_,a,r,y of Gas Arc Te.st Dat a
_ The sunmary of the recorded data is in Table 5.6. Five tests were made
....._ at the hlgh pressure side of the breakdown region, and 12 on the low pressure end.
No previous data is available on arcing over small gaps, like the ,018 em (.007 in)
used, in a waveguide. At the low pressure end, the arcing tends to occur in the i
larger gaps of the impedance matching quartercave sections, but there was also
+,, multlpactor breakdown at the pressures and powers used. Thus determining an
arcing breakdown point is rather unreliable.
The first five tests indicate the pressure was about _330 N/m2 (60 mm
- Hg) for arcover In the .018 cm (.007 in) section (p.d - 93 N/m'-em (0.7 mmHg-cm)) '_-
•
for a power level of 3.3 kW (voltage was 140 volts across the gap). This
•.: _,
t16 lf,.,
= =7- ,+ .:'.3_-+ :, +:_.+=, _ ,=_ .;-
" " _ ".!I+_'_!i.... 'o,i ,+.+;, _= _ _..... - • _+.-_+,+,,_
NNNNnAAg_Tc,r m

,I
,_- . 5.7.4-4 Magnetic Fi, eld, Effe_cts
. A magnetic field of about 100 Gauss was applied next to the breakdown
section. It was found tlmt the £1eld had no e£fect. _nen a breakdown was
119 t
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occurring, _h_,breakdown continued at the same fowl. ghen tha power l_vel was
Just bolow tho, br_akdow, threshold, the mafinot_ fiald would not tnduc_ any . i
brankdown. Tho magnetic f[old and pawar waro both variad ovar rnngoa up to a I
maximum (930 watta pottk). L
. i
I
5.7.4-5 ,Broakdo_m ,Provant:ton i
No effort was included speci£ically to determ£ne tcchniqucs to prevent !,
breakdowns should they occur. Gas arcs can only be prevented by operating at low ,Ii
: power levels, probably under 200 watts as indicated in Figure 5.43, or by I
maintaining the high vacuum. Multipactor breakdowns are best eliminated by !
. suitably dimensioning the components so the critical frequency x spacing factor !.
i is avoided, per Figure 5.39. On another program, the ability to prevent multi- i_
pacting was evaluated for other types o5 surfaces, particularly perforated _,
/, broadwalls backed by a biased electrode, and coated walls with low secondary I'
electron emission coefficients. These are described in AppendLx I. Essentially, ',_
_ the perforated approach is quite feasible and should be considered were all else _"
. fails. The coatings which will prevent breakdowns tend to be very lousy and
-i should only be considered for points or lines, not surfaces. Neither completely
'- eliminates the e££ect, but there is no buildup of any significance beyond perhaps
a little electrical noise. The perforated section could have been more effective
£f more heavily perforated, and both surfaces had been so modif_ed.
= 120
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5.8 HIGH VOLTAGE DC BLOCKING FLANGE
5.8.1 Ro_rom_nt n
. TWT's havlnR a voltage-Jump n_ctlon to improve nffici_ncy require that one
of the ends of the device be at a sub0t.antlal dc vo_tage, an high an I0,000 w_]_.
An invostigatlon was performed on the parameters and doolgn of a wnveguldo choke
'i section which could withstand thin dc voltage with an rf power level of 1500 watt.s,
but which would have a negligible effect on VSWR and loss. This flange would
normally be placed at the TWT output flange to mtnlmi_o the extent at th_.oyc,_:,,,,
having the very high voltage presont,
A number of factors must be considered for a practical dc b]ocklng f.lanl,,.
Materials should be inorganic in nature for low outgasslng and sublimation, and
should have a reasonable safety factor with long llfe continuous operation. RF
leakage through the flange is required to be low enough so that the entire waveguide
_ assembly meets the leakage specification of -iii.75 dB. The harmonic leakage
specification was implied by the overall assembly leakage specification. In
$ addition, the rf loss in the flange will have to be distributed to a heat sink to
_# centre i temperature.
:._ i This task was carried to the conceptual design stage, but the problems
:, ; identified led to the deferment of additional effort. The fabrication of such a
'.:' ;i flange would be quite complex to achieve the performance objectives, and operation
: _ appeared to be marginal. Harmonic leakage would be a very dlf£icult problem in
that the second harmonic would have to rely completely on absorption by a lossy
i.: _, material in the flange. Adding filters for the harmonics as well as the fundamental i
would result in an impractically large, complex, and costly flange. In addition,
_ _ it would only be effective if all other rf leakage points in the system, including
the TWT input circuit, the voltage=Jump interface, and the collector also were
? heavily shielded. Some practical factors are considered in Section 5.8.4.
?
, 5.8°2 Flange Filte._.._._rDesign Analysis
: ,_ At the time of the design, a specification was applied which indicated that
_- total rf leakage from the dc blocking flange should not exceed a level about 130
dB below the rf level propagating through the waveguide. The basic configuration
_" ! of the dc blocking flange structure is illustrated in Figure 5.44a. The
illustrated structure is depicted schematically in Figure 5.44b_ which is a "one-
i.
; line" representation of the waveguide circuit. The waveguide wall, represented by
L: the vertical line is cut to provide a gap with dc isolation between input and output
i termltmls. This gap alone through the wavegulde would introduce an intolerably high
VSWR into the system, which can be reduced to an acceptable value over a narrow
:, frequency range by adding an open-circuited radial llne section at the cut. If the
,...._ radial line is nominally a quarter-wavelength from the waveguide wall to the open-
i circuited perimeter of the line, the open-circult at the perimeter is transformedto an electrical short circuit at the waveguide wall. This results in minimization
i rf current in the walls and moderately low VSWRof the disruption
to waveguide a
I. over a narrow bandwidth. However, it will not meet the requirements of this appli ....
-_...... " cation since rf radiation is high at the radial line open end and the Iow-VSWR band-
i width is not likely to be acceptable with dielectric gaps (i.e. radial line spacings) _-_-
I ' large enough to safely withstand I0 kV.
J:
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Figure 5,44,. Design Approach to DC Bloeklng Flange ,___
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RF _cqulromonto can be mot with the uflo of a morn flophifl_le, ated band atop
. filter than the radial lin_ flcction. Thi_ approach in indicatt_d in Figure 5,44c,
A flatin£actory hand fltop filter _tructu_, of couroo, muflt in_ludo dc loolat!nn
act, fee the PAP. The filter section could be denigned for an open circuit tormt.n-
. arian, in which coon it rnuflt p_ov',tdo _ho to_o[ roqu*rod !flotation to _f leakage
(130 dB), or it could bo designed for lower t_otation (flay 30 riB) and terminated
wi_h o d_ _oolatod, _oaay tranom_.,_ion line .oct, ton to prey!do thn balance (100 d_)
._ _oquirod inflation,
Conotdoragton of posttblo baird ot:op f_.ltcr rf sttu, turot_ which would p_ovtdo
the necessary do ioolatio_ across _ho waveguido gap and which would iond themselves
to being applied around the circumference o_ the wavcgutdc led to the selection of
the approach illustrated in Figure 5.44d. This band stop structure consisto of a
series oE one-quarter-wavelength short-circuited resonatoro connected in series
with one conductor o£ a transmission line connected across the gap in the wavcguidc.
The_;e resonators are each spaced c_e-quarter-wavclongth apart along this trans-
mission line. The filter can be &esigned to operate open-circuited or with a loggy
line termination as mentioned abm,e. Hatching sections, such as the _/4 section
between the waveguide and first st:ub in Figure 5.44d, may be required [or impedance
"_ matching purposes and to permit nutximum flexibility in dimensioning the band stop ,r
, filter components.
Before designing the filter structure, it is necessary to consider the proto-
type design. The general band stop filter selectivity characteristics are shown in
: Figure 5.45. For a required minimum attentuat_on in theOJ1A toOO2A stop band, a
given prototype will have a certain lower pass band extending from dc to a pass band _
' _ upper frequency t_ 1 and a "mlnor-£mage" upper pass band beginning at _2"
e
t
i |
r'Ol, 63# ' OO_ _
Figure 5.45. Band-Stop Filter
Rejection Chsracterlstlcs
s
t23 t
• -_ e ,
Tn_lRht tnl:_ the ftLt_r r_qutr_ment _n b_ ohta_n_d hy _valu_rtnp, ,_wral-
filter prarorype, for a v_,rt._:y of eondtLton., The roe,drn for- repre_enr_riw
een_ of. mul.ti-renon_ror P,Ltt_re are _Abul._ted in Tahl.e 5,7. The _nen nf
............. L ......... 1 ................. ii .... _ ............ IllI ........ [............. _ ....... II 0
TA_LI_5,7
A P,nmpartn_n of fl_op-B,nd _Q P_,_-BAnd Itot:_of_ for ¢_ N,,mhor
.. of, Prototype D_ Bl,_eklng gta_l_o Bmndotop F1+l,_er l_onlgnn '
I '!.
I:
Tchoh¥chev - P_ol:_ypg_,
, 3,0 dB Ripple - Los01oou .,cmo_t caoo 1_.
I_ Number of fo_' [30 dB t_or 30 dB
!i,_,,. I Re0 onat:o___ _ 1:_o lai:ion _I_olnt:_en
! 3 33 2,15
i.?. _ 5 9 1.38
_ 7 4 L,18
•,i Butterworth ,Prototype
Number of £or 130 dB for 30 dB
Resonators Isoj:tlon ,,,TSO [at los2 6.3
:; 3 40 3.2
) 5 20 2,0 I-,_7 7,0 1.65
i: 9 4.7 1.47
ii i i
' I
i attentuation A • 130 dB represent the open circuit terminated filtdr. Actually
: I this termination is a non=Infinlte impedance since the radiation resistance at the
:.I "open-circuit" at the end of the filter may be a fairly good impedance match. Thus, '
;,_ both open circuit and terminated cases were considered. Here, all oE the required"
iJ r£ leakage suppression is supplied by the filter alone and the end leakage should
"; be at least -130 dB. A second series of cases was determined for 30 dB attenuation,]!
which requires a lossy-ltno termination of 100 dB insertion loss. The stop=band
_;_ to pass-band frequency factor fL, defined by:
tO tA
_.[' _L I - . •
°I:" L24
i: F
i" ,:. I
' _" e'_f' _" ': ':"'"% "_%-..... " " "' _:..... ".... _": " '° " ° ' " :--_ -: .:,v.,
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Larg_ valuo_ of _ are indicative of _m,e_n f_Itor paramQtnr raqulrom_nta
whom difficult-to-_nali_o raaonntor t,,,dt_anamln_n_onllnc value_ a_o rnqulrod.
Thin will bo anon In,or for ¢.o_puto,lcnnn_.
The element dlmnna_ona for the band-atop £_I_o_ were do_ormlnod (_of. L6) for
n _hroo-_oaonator f,tltro_c9._cuII;,_how_ wICh expression _or element vnluon in
Figure 5,66, Tc_mtnatlng ndmlttanco0 YA _nd YB and the transmission l_nes
I'
Y _/4 v2 z3
. J Zl_ z23 !i
'_ _A = 11793 mho Y3 = YA....gO ( l + !,,
' g4 J_ g3 g4
YA ....... =
Zl " j_ _ _A(i+J_g0gl)go St
YA gO go
_2 " J_g2 z2_" zAT_ ( t + J_ g_)
./X.- cot(_ o cot(
!
I Figure 5.46. Expressions For Element Values for a Three
,i Resonator Band-Stop Filter
'I
• _(
. _ admittances Yl2 and Y__ were selected to be equal to the source impedance at the
wavesulde gap. At th_ polnt, the characteristic impedances of the two waveguldes
are in series and equal to a total of 792 ohms. The normalized low pass filter
prototype element values, gk_ are obtained from published tables (ref. t7) and
". are listed in Table 5.7. Simple Fortran routines were written for one, two, and
• three resonator cases (see Appendix IV). Calculated results are given in Table
; 5.8. Cases for more than three resonators were Judged to be too unwieldy for
.,. practical fabrication and were not considered further. ,....--_--
I
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TABLE 5.8
Calculated Bandstop Filter Designs for DC Block Flange
't
Transmission +
; (dB) Resonator Zo Line Z I
Case Number of (dB) Prototype Termination o
No. Resonators Isolatlon Ripple* _ohms) Zt=Z3 _ --.---Z2Zt2 = Z23
'. !
i 1 i 30 " 792 30,785 " "
2 2 30 3 792 701 601 91
3 2 30 O* 792 661 158 132
:,_+_+i 4 2 20 3 635 1140 157
i
i..:.I ] 5 3 30 O* 792 521 207 272
!_ i 6 3 130 0 792 763 15.2 29.4
rl ; 3 130 0 _ (Zl = 736) 22.9 (Z12 = 55.7)
"'I (Z3 = 7.9 Z23 ffi20.3)
I xl012)
.... * Butterworth
, , i ii ii i • l i ,+_
.,,+
Impedance values calculated and listed in Table 5.8 were too high for
practical appllcatlon £n most cases. It is deslrable to use the aforementioned _e
^/4 transformer between the wavegulde gap and the first resonator to permit _-_
optimization of impedance levels in the bandpass filter choke section. As will be } ,
discussed later, it will be advantageous to build the choke assembly folded onto _ . I
the surface of the waveguide rather than using the radial configuration shown in
Figure 5.44a. For this configuration, transmission llne impedances can be calcu- ....
lated on a parallel plate model with little error using the relation: ._+
' t
• _j where a is the dielectric thickness and b is the nominal perimeter of the trans-
mission llne or resonator section. For the purpose of this calculation, the
material selected for a dielectric in the choke region is pyrolytic (chemical
vapor deposited) boron nitride which has relative dielectric constant (£r) of
about 3 to 5 depending on the process used. A nominal value of _r ffi 4 is used for
illustration. Pyrolytic boron nltrlde has good insulating qualities; ideally a o '-
thin section of ,0127 cm (.005 in) will withstand l0 kV. For the perimeter of
WR75 waveguide, which is 6.371 cm (2.65 in), the characteristic impedance of the .._.
126
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lowest impedance line could be transformed to#
Zo = _ - 0.355 ohm for
_ Case 7 of Table 5.8. The impedances normalized to Z23 for these three resonators,
t
open circuited, 130 dB isolation case would then be
"' Z 1 = 12.8 ohms Z12 = 0.99 ohms
•, Z2 = 0.4 ohms Z23 = 0.355 ohms
Z3 = 4.9 x 1014
and the _4 matching trans£ormer would be
792
_ Zo " - 104.6 ohms
34/0• _ . .355
"! In practice ZI2 would be terminated with an open circuit and Z3 and Z23 omitted.
i'_I Two difficulties in this design are the still too-hlgh impedance required for the
_: i matching transformer, and producing a very high impedance at Z3 since the radiation
...._ resistance of the open circuited ZI2 llne is of the order of only 50 ZI2 or 50 ohms.
" i Thus, the expected attenuation of 130 dB would not be achieved.
:I Similar problems exist in the other 130 dB isolation designs, with values
._! of transmission lines or resonator impedances being obtained which are impractical
,j to implement. The 30 dB bandstop filter plus I00 dB dissipative transmission line
i:I attenuator gives more reasonable transmission llne impedances for implementation.
Normalizing Case 2 of Table 5.8 to ZI2 = 0.355 ohms gives element values as
__ foilows:
fi
_ Z1 " 2.74 Z12 = 0.355
" "_.!
Z2 = 2.35 "_
'I which require boron nitride dielectric thicknesses in the range of .013 to .102 cm
_ (0.005 to 0.04 inch). In this case the input matching transformer could be any _ e
I convenient impedance since it is merely necessary to transform the high stopband
"_ impedance at the input of Z1 to a very low impedance in series wif:h the waveguide ,:
• ./ii gap. The conceptual approach to physclally i_plementlng this bandstop filter choke J "_.
-_ plus lossy dielectric termination is illustrated in Figure 5.47 l
i 5.8.3 Blocking Flange Fabrication Approach _L!"..'
The method of fabricating the high voltage blocklng flange was examined to
determine a reasonable size and rugged construction. The first approach considered
was a disk arrangement with the quarter wave filter sections radiating out from the
waveguide, as shown in Figure 5.44; it was rejected on general grounds in favor of
a folded arrangement like in Figure 5.47 which would be lighter, more rugged, and ! -
be less susceptible to undesirable resonances in the filter structure.
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Figure 5.47. Sche_tic of an Approach co Tmplementtng
a _o-Res_aCor Filter
The folded filter would be fabricated by a series of depositions and
mschlnlng of boron nltrlde and metal. Tbls approach eliminates much of the concern
for air pockets in the assembly which otherwise could result in posslble outgasslns
and electric fleld dlscortion. The progression and final configuration are shown
in Figure 5.48. The boron nltride insulatlon must be effective both in the air and
in vacuum, so the path length inside the guide is required to insure no arcing from
the 10,000 volts. The design must be checked carefully to minimize reflections as
the reverse power monitor will not include thls point in its measurement. The BN
may be set into the wavegulde surface somewhat, with a pathlength determined from
-'I Paschen's Law, with dimensions to minimize reflections. Mechanical rigidity during
this stage of the fabrication will have to be carefully observed. The deposition _
of the lossy dielectric has not been pursued, but the material would be the same ._e+
:r _--j.]_._ a S the Lundy rfl material used for attenuating rf in the optical and blased-probe '+ +/'/-l_
sensors as considered in Section 5.6. This material has a high dc resistance but ,_+i ,
"+'! The resulting fabricated choke flange approach is similar to that of
Figure 5.47 except more folding is used. The first sketch in Figure 5.48 shows
J the first application of boron nitride which covers both the inside and outside of+
_ ",I, the waveguide. This is then machined to provide a notch for the quarter-wave lines _'++
, that will be added. The third sketch shows metaltzing; this provides line12 of the +,_ :+ +
_+>_+i previous figure. This metal is filled wlth boron n+trlde,.+and the surface_planed -+/,,-,,.,r'@''
t '_ with a notch again over the quarter-wave section. The next metalizing operation _ _ ....
i_u of the fifth sketch forms the side of stub 1, mid covers some of the other parts c_
the boron nitride which must be removed. The third and final deposition of boron
nitride in the sixth sketch provides the dielectric for the second stub of Figure
5.47. The surface is planed with an appropriate notch above Stub 2 as required. +
+i The lossy dielectric can now be added, followed by the final metallzlng of the i
t last sketch in the figure. 4 4
tl
f i
t t.
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!The final package t_ns the quarter-wave matching tranaformer at the gap. The
rf goes past fltub 1, which Is the middle section of the three stacked quarter wave w
lines, then through linal2 which ia at the surface of the wnveguide. Stub 2 is the
gap of the three stacked quarter-wayne. The wave then goes to the left through a
matching section of boron nitride, as required, and into the loasy dieloc;r$c which
has whatever length is required for I00 dB of attenuation.z
The most eritieel breakdown region is in tinct2 which may be from 0.t3 eo
.102 cm (,005 to .040 inches), depending on finat deelgn. Pyrolytic boron nitrlde
will normally handle this voltage, but this region is the one of greatest concern
tu achieving a good final design, r
5.8.4 Practical Application Problems I_
A general objective throughout this program was to hold rf leakage to a very !_
low level. The design shown in the previous discussions can hold the fundamental t_l
leakage to a level of -130 dB. The harmonics w-Illrely on the rf absorber which I_
might be adequate. But the overall transmitter system is subject to rf leakage
from the voltage-Jump section of the TWT, the input circuitry, and the collector, ii
:i The latter is of particular concern since it also is a new element considered for
.. the overall transmitter system.
: The dc blocking flange may be placed in three different pla_es:
i. Input wavegulde which would shift all biases and permit the output
t flange of the TNT to be at ground potential. This has a strong# '_:__i advantage in that he signal will be 30 dB to 40 dB below he output,
'_ 'i and there will be much less concern over rf leakage. In addition,
_ ! harmonics can-be removed more easily from the driver stage output.
2. At the TNT output flange, which is the approach discussed in the
previous sections. RF leakage is the greatest concern because of
the large signal with moderately high harmonic content.
3. After the harmonic filter, which would remove the concern for harmonic
_" , leakage and the design shown would be completely adequate. However,
', :; the large hanuonic filter would have to be insulated for the I0,000
,_ volts, and thermal control would be more difficult.
The possibility of leakage and its control from sources other than the blocking
flange should be examined in considerable detail, and the trade-ells of developing
this flange in the presence of possibly worse sources of rf leakage should be
'i examined thoroughly. The three sources of particular concern are the voltage-Jump
,, region, the collector if the multl-rlng depressed collector is used, and the antenna
backlobes. Upon determining that the dc blocking flange is definitely required, the
preceding design should be reviewed and a program directed toward developing a
breadboard model to ascertain that all problems in design and fabrication have been
identified, and all are adequately solved.
• i
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• _ 5.9 SC_LIN_ TO OTHERF_QU_CIES _
i A baste requirement for performing experimental work at 8.36 GHz ia that the ,
, _ effects can be interpreted in tern_ of performance at 12 GHz and 2.64 GHz. ThiB
:_,".,,, was done by considering the phenomena of intoroat, and developing a function to i
relate each one in tornm of frequency and waveguldo dimensions. The specific t.
_ ! factors are discussed briefly hero. Results were s_owu previously in Table 3.2. !:
_'. ' Terminology used here is arbitrarily defined as follows, which corresponds ti
.i_i :, to that of Table 3.2' i'
_ _ •
' i,_) new
! f12 12 = 1.435
"i_ 8.36
-_ :i or f2 = 2.64 = 0.316
=- 8.36
,i-i (b/a)
_i ' and _. 8.36 = 0.886
i (b/a') other
_ "I The latter comes abo_t because the _112 waveguide Used in the experimental work .
-_ has a height to width ratio, b/aD different (by .886) from the ratio either WR75 "
_.":..•.! (12 GHz) ot WR340 (2.64 GHz).
_'i 5.9.! Ionization Breakdown
!_"i"i Paschen's Law indicates that arcing due to ions is a function of voltage and
==:,_:,' electrode spacing. In the case of waveguide at a given pressure, the height is the
!_"'_ spacing factor, and voltage is detern_ned from the required po_r level and guide
--_,_'"'.'i impedance. The power in a waveguide can be expressed as: -,P471:! :
_:!; '::i Z k' b/a I_,.
_!i "I where k iS a constant relating wavegutde dimensions to wave impedance. To determine
:"iii the power at one frequency that will simulate the ionization breakdown at another _
...._ frequency_ the voltage gradients in the guide should be the same:
;: .._ new re£, ,"._.!_,,:..
Using this in the above equation.
P new (a.b) new
131
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! The, value o£ f can be exproAs_d t.n te_m_ of wavegu_de widths (asau_ng operation at
a proportionate part of the band):
I
i_ a _OWf m
' rof°
; Then
,
P new . yf2
_mmnmaun.
P ref.
From the requirement for 1.5 kW at 12 CHz, the equivalent 8.36 GHz power is 2.74
kW. This equation can be extended to the 2.64 GHz case, substituting values at
that frequency for the 12 GHz ones. In this case, a 1.5 kW signal is simulated at
i 8.36 GHz by a level of 133 watts, Indleatlnga low problem likelihood at the lower
frequency of interest. In all cases the 2.64 GHz simulations require power less
I than equal to that for 12 GHz.or
J
! 5.9.2 Multipactor Breakdown
i This type o£ Breakdown is concerned with the time for an electron to traverse
t the distance between the waveguide broadwalls relative to the frequency. For a
: ; comparison, the effects of the sine wave is assumed to be the same for both
i! frequencies, so a static calculation illustrates the result. _e time to accelerate
i the distance b with a voltage V is derived from b - _ (aecel.)t, or:
i. t =E2 b/k, (V/b)] _
i, where k is a constant relating acceleration to voltage gradient, rib. The condition
; for multlpactor breakdown is that this time be a half-cycle interval, or the values
i of k2.t/f be used in determining voltage for the two sets of conditions. Carrying _
ii this analysis through and placing the voltage ratio in the power ratio equation, .
the conclusion is that the phenomenon is i_dependent of frequency, and Ls-only
, I altered by the Y factor:
? i! P8.36
i ..... = _ = 0.6955
.i PI2 ,'
_.i The same expression holds for relating 8.36 GHz and 2.64 GHz since the value of
is the same in both cases. Thus for a 1.5 kW signal, the simulation can be achieved
ij with a power level of 1.05 kW. However, from Figure 5.39, there is e considerable
range in breakdown power (voltage) levels and in some cases, there is a change with
spacing. The above gives a reasonable direction of power change, however.
E
w
"_ S.9.3 _as.ehen', _t_ Br_akdo_
. The minimum breakdown voltage /_or a gas arc i_ constant, and depends on the
product: of electrode spnclng and Sag pressure. Xf the electrode spacing changes,
such as going from WRY5 to _I12 waveguide, the minimum breakdown voltage stays the
same except it w£11 occur at a slightly different pressure. The only contributing
factor, where the minimum point is of interest, is that the power involved will vary
with waveguide height, since the same voltage is necessa_ to effect the same ,,
minimum. Referring to the first equation of this section and noting chat the two i
voltages must be equal, then the equivalent power is only a function of b/e which
is found co be:
P8.36 1
' P12 7" "
I
,i The resulting simulation power i_ then 1.7 kW for a 1.5 kW input at 12 GHz.
"_J 1
,, 5.9.4 .Pa.s..oh,en's Pressure Minimum !I_
.. The pressure _£nimum varies with spacing, but the product of pressure and
:_' spacing should remain a constant. Denoting pressure by p: ,.,
_. ( p x b)8•36 - ( p x b )12 :
_' from whlcll
if: 7_ P8.36 " P12 " 1
i.
This indicates the test pressure to operate at the minimum breakdown point is about: ,i
= • 1.27 ' " I
- _1 P8•36 PI2 . . , !
relative to 12 GHz. There is no power Involved in thls expression, only pressure, p
":__ 5.9.5 12R Loss Per Unit LenRthi ......
"ii"i."II The power lost in a wavegulde wall is directly dependent on current flow and _ .i
on resistance which varies with waveguide dimnstons and frequency• Power lost is mm,i. :...
,', i proportional to power input, surface resistlvity, and skin effect loss. Thus for
i a unit length (ref 15):
'= " PZ2ROC-_ (i +_-') (freq.) l_
b
where the last term is the skin effect. The ratio of I2R losses for two frequencies
is :
Pnew bref
,, ,
i,!. Pre _t2R P_ef " bnew (1 .4-' b)ref
00000002-TSD08
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The (i +_) term are noarly equ_1 and were cancelled. Then for equal I2R losses,
P n_w = r f312
¥ rn£
Thus
P8,36 " 2.29 watts
i
" to simulate 1.5 kW at 12 GHz, _
., 5,9,6 _2R Loss Per Guide Wavelength
The lengths of waveguide components are frequently scaled to wavelength, so
the losses at 8.36 GHz should include this factor in many of the components that !i
might be used. Scaling to wavelength merely reduces the above function by l/f, ,:
;: assumed to be at proportionate points relative to cutoff. Then the simulation (n_w) '
• powe_ relates to reference power by' 'li
: " PnWPref " F"f¼
,, A 1.5 kW requirement at 12 GHz is simulated by slightly less than 1.6 kW at g,36
,_" GHz.
" 5.9.7 Thermal Conduction
The change in thermal conduction as a function of frequency band includes the _I_I
r; effect of path length, power absorbed per unit area, and cross section area of the
conductor. The objective is to find the power relations to give equivalent maximum
i! temperatures; the power absorbed, all of which is conducted to the hea_ sink, was i_
given in the relation in Section 5,9,5,
_,_ The temperature between the hot spot and the sink is (ref. 4).*
,2q ,
_- AT -
.. _, 2KA tl
., where L is the path length (a + b12), Q is total power absorbed in a length z_ K is
the conductivity, A is surface area absorbing the heat and equals 2(a+b).z , and t
is metal thickness. The latter £s assumed to vary in accord with the thickness of
, the wavegulde walls; then _" is used as the.ratio of tnew/tref:
:I
a "_'12 " t8.36/t12 " .064/.050 = 1.28
_2.64 = t8.36/t2.64 = .064/.080 - 0.8
,._
,3,
_ q
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The Q/_ is powor lo, t for , givon Pin, and from 5.9.5 iss
Pnn_.._w
, Pro£
i_ ]'_ the procoss is to conduct all the heat away _agardlc6. of tomporaturc, the _;.
function from SQction 5.9.5 applies sfncc all Z2R 1ossos aro conductod away. Tho '
_Tts, rolatlng to input powors via Soctlon 5.9.5, may bc oquatcd to dctormlno what
input powsrs will give the same _T's: ,'a
2 I,
ATnew (Q/s)ne.w _ew (a+b)ref t_of i'_
Z_Tref = (Q/z)ref Lre£_(a+b)new tnew _,:
_G ,.i The concern must be of trends rather Rhan absolute value since this expression is
•-'_ _'_, not as convenient as prev&ous ones• For simnlat_ng at 8.36 Gltz (ref.) operation:
L2 (a +
-.4. , new _ new f2
_,' i = _ - ,957
"' " i =.sf
and _-a+--_new _ 0.962 f
'. (a + b)ref
Thls ratio is nearly f. Thus
Tnew ( * )new £
ATref (zzz) of e
:_':: From Section 5.9.5_
i (_) ref " ( _ )% 1:,! f Pref r f _,
and this equals '_2"/ffrom above.
Then Pnew f_ "_
Pref
This is for the same temperature drops in the two cases; for 1,5 kW at 12 GHz,
- '" " P8.36 = 2.04 kW. ',_....
• __.
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5,9,B T,_hormnI Rndiflt:J,a_
i? ThntTmtl _ndla_ion Ioad_ to n _omparn_urn dotn_mlnod by aroa and pown_, and '
,_ dopondo on _ho nt.nl( tompo_atu_o, Tho ban;to _adta_ton oqunl_on l.n|
_ P q- k (a+b) _ (T 4 ,4,C " , '-'I.o )
whor_ k tncludoo _ho omtoa_on coo£f_ctout. For tho Bamo _ad_a_n_ _omporaCure ofi'
I'. _ho _of.e.raneoand otmulatton (now) _cquonc_c_, tho pown_ lovol._ n_o,
_'i _'no_.._v. ( r fat2) . e - Y fs/a ,.
)C Prof {
.}! wh*ch uses thc express£on from Section 5.9.5 for the heat, Q, tnvotved. Th:to t!
' function tndicatos a relatively high power level is required for stmulattn8 thermal I
_,_.. i radtat:Lon from a wavcgu£dc" I
i ' ' P8.36 =" 3.27 kW ','_It
i
2.- i
,i,._.. .. t2 i' 3
ii ' '- _
ii! "'
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BECTIONVI. TESTIN_
s
6.1 TEST PLAN
A _omprohon_ivo _ plan was prepared _o d_fin_ t_s_ r_quir_d and t_n_
proc_duros. Znoludod arol
Baneh Toilet VSWR and tuning
Insertion Lo88
Bandwidth
Harmonic Performance
PoWer Monitor Performance
These tests were performed separately with and wlLhout the diplexer.
(Component test results were discussed for each component separately and won't
be repeated).
i High Power Vacuum Chamber Testt Arcing
_i Multipaating
Outgasslng
Magnetic Field Effect
Thermal EffectsE
RF Leakage Testt Fundamental
' 2nd Harmonic
For each tests the requirements provided the basis for the type, con-
ditions, and quality of measurement. All bench tests were performed with
matched terminations. The elements of the test plan are integrated into the
discussions of the tests which follow.
6.2 BENCH TESTS
, 6.2.1 VSWR and Tunlna
t
i 6.2.1-1 Requirements
i The assembly was required to have a VSWRof less than 1.05 at center
frequency and 1.15 over a 10X bandwidth at 2.64 GSs or 4_ at 12 GHz| these
_i scale to about a 4.8_ bandwidth, or 400 MHz at 8.36 GHz. With the dlplexer,
t the VSWR is based largely on the diplexer°s effect, and should be less than
I 1.8 which corresponds to a reflected power of 8.2g.
" _ 6.2 1-2 Measuring Method
The test arrangement used for this test is shown in Figure 6.1. The
equipment used weret IiP8690B Sweep Generator
. HP423A Crystal Detector ...
" HP8734A PIN Modulator
137
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.............. J
" 20dB Diroatlon.l Couplor
HP8742 or 3 Reflection Test Unit
8410 Network Annlyzar
' _135 X-Y Plotter
MRCH80 Loud
MRC H40 Transition APCT/NRll2
8411A Frequency Converter
The VSWR accuracy is expected to be _.02 without dlplexer and _.05
with diple_er,
The measurement system was first checked without the wavegulde
assembly in place for callbratlon. An expanded Smith chart was used to
adjust sliding terminations for best results over.the 10Z band used for
, the test.
! _ 6.2.1-3 Tuning
._ Obtaining a low VSNR required tuning to compensate for reflections
i from various points in the system. This task was minimized by tuning the
_ ! individual components to minimize each one's reflectlons. Matched termlna-
' tlons were used throughout the bench testing.
The waveguide assembly required one additional capacitive iris at
_' I the elbow following the harmonic filter to achieve a low VSWR. The elbow
..i had not been checked for a match previously. The tuning was performed with
no dlplexer. The iris was made oversize and trimmed in two steps; the
three check points permitted an accurate extrapolation to the best match
condition and the final trimming resulted in a VSWR as close to ideal as
._" : possible
6.2.1-4 Results ,_
_L-_
:= :: The results, as noted in Section 3.2.1, showed the VSWR t_ be less
i than 1.02 at center frequency and 1.03 _ .02 over the bandwidth with no p
"":: o_; diplexer.
.I The diplexer brought the VSWR up to about 1.15 at center frequency, , -.
,! inherent in the diplexer. The peak VSWRwas 1.28 which could be improved
i by further work on the diplexer.i
i 5.2.2 Insertion Loss and Bandpass
I 6.2.2-1 Requirements
!" The insertion loss was required to be less than 0.5 dB without the
_ . diplexer and 1.5 dB with the diplexer. In addition, the performance of the _....
1 two power monitors could be determined at the same time, and the isolation
i objective of 25 dB between transmitter input guides checked with the ---_-
! diplexer in place.
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The bandwidth characteristics measurement with the diplexer would
conflrm its performance relative to requlrements as in SectJ,on 2.1.3 and
Figure 2.2.
6.2.2-2 Measuring Method
J
i! The test circuit used for the loss and bandpass measurements is in
Figure 6.2. The components are essentially the same as for the VS_R tests
of Section 6.2.1 except an 8740 transmlsslon test unit and two coax-to-
ii waveguide transitions are required_ An additional wavegulde detector is _
also required for checking power monitor operation.
I Accuracy in measurement was expected to be+ .i dB per _0 dB
il difference between reference and test channels, + 0.2 dB for differences
!i from I0 to 40 dB, and up to _ .5 dB for 52 dB difference.
1 A loss calibration for the measuring system was taken with three !,
_ pieces of waveguide having lengths differing by 60°, and results averaged.
L_.. _ The waveguide assembl_ was then placed in tbe circuit and los• measurement• I
_ i obtained.
6.2.2-3 Results
The basic results of the tests were indicated in Section 3.2.2-1.
Summarizing:
- Insertion Loss, no diplexer
• at center frequency: 0.3 dB
•_i _ • range over band: 0.3 _ 0.2 dB
Insertion Loss, with diplexer
• at center frequency: 1 dB
• out of band: > 40 dB
Isolation: 22 dB at center frequency
Bandwidth at -3 dB points: 145 MHz (this is greater than required).
,t
Additional detailed tests on the power monitors were not warranted
on the basis of previous tests. A check was performed which confirmed
previous measurements; the forward coupler showed the small reduction
in output due to the loss in the harmonic filter and other components
_-_ preceding it.
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A!{ 6.2.3 Harmonic Performance
'I
_I 6.2.3-1 Requirementt,
/! The secnnd harmonic performance was measured for the TEl0 and TE01 [_
i modes at the time the rf leakage tests were being performed. The harmonics I_
ii were to be at,enuated at least 30 dB to keep total antenna emission below
50 dB, assuming the TWT harmonic output is 20 dB below the fundamental. In !_
! addition, the harmonic VSWRwas to be under 1.5. i_
6.2.3-2 Measuring ge_hod
._ The harmonic performance test was made in conjunction with the rf _.
: leakage tests; refer to Section 6.4 and Figure 6.8 for the test circuit, i!
_!! The harmonic VSWR of the harmonic filter was measured during bench
i . _ tests (see Section 5.2), and the results were good enough that additional
detailed tests weren't warranted.
!j 6.2.3-3 Results
_ From the tests on the harmonic filter and diplexer, a very high
"; ' Jl
_i second harmonic attenuation was expected. With a sensitivity of about -95 dB,
! no signal was observed from the waveguide assembly output. A signal would
!
ii have been observed with the diplexer removed, but the harmonic filter com-
! ponent tests indicated the specification was significantly bettered, the
I worst case being 9 dB better than required. The VSWRhad been measured at
i 1.15 for the harmonic filter so the requirement of 1.5 appeared to be easily
:i met. Only an added elbow and -30 dB coupler (at the fundamental frequency)
' would contribute some reflection but this would not be great.
! 6.3 HIGH POWER VACUUM CHAMBER TESTS
d
!i 6.3.1 General Requirements
"" i
•--., , The _.._aveguide assembly was to be placed in a vacuum chamber, and
_I operated for 60 hours at a power level scaled from 1.5 kW at 12 GHz to oh-
0; iI_ serve possible component or operational problems. Fault sensors were in-
ii} corporated into the assembly, following evaluations of the special break-
down test section of Section 5.8. The scaled power was determined to be 2.04
! kW for the long range effects, largely thermal, and additional tests could be
performed to determine possible breakdowns at lower and higher power levels.
In addition_ the effect of a strong magnetic field was to be evaluated using
a scaled field as noted in Figure 2.1.
|
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" 6.3.2 Test Facilit_
The two principal elements of tho tost facility were a vacuum chamber
' i • four foot in dlam_ter by six foot long with a vacuum capability b_ttar than
.'i 1.33 x i0-9 N/m 2 (I0"7 Tort), and a 5 kW CW klystron at 8.36 GHz. The
vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 6.3 which also shows th_ outpu_ wava_uid_
elements used in t_stlng, _ncluding tho ion gaugo, vacuum wlndow, output
,, !
L,
I'
_p
Figure 6.3. Vacuum Test Chamber
'i_- power measuring coupler, and 7 kW load. The tank ion gauge for measuring
pressure is on the top of the chamber. At the left side of the chamber are i '
two windows (later one defaulted) with a reverse power monitor. A plug
I-_lllI arrangement carried 52 lines for instrumentation. WaterAlllinesthreearelocated on
the top of the chamber for any water cooling required, waveguide
_ w_cuum windows were water cooled.
,a
•
I
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Th_ t_st arrangement in sinew, in the •diagram of FIgur_ 6.4. Thi_ in_
culd_l th_ klystron and its ouxilla_y oquipment_ and also _h_ ins_rumnntatlon
:_ used. The thermal measurements ware recorded separately with a single chann_l •
recorder and a ntcpplng switch to r_cord nlno points at two minute intervals.
Locations and typical temperature record arc shown in Fisura 6.5. _to multl-
.)
, channel recorder covered th_ wavoguldv pressure, power output, photodlodo
' output, photodlode trip, and VSWR. Tank pressure was recorded manually.
=_- In the initial tests, the wavegulde pressure was much higher than
_ii_ anticlpated. This was traced to a cracked window in the input channel. The i'
• I
transmitter was then shifted to the second window on the input side of the I_
-" chamber, and the faulty window replaced with a cover, i_
The vacuum gauges on the waveguide and on the chamber differed some- i!
_, what, indicating a possible small leak in the output waveguide window. For
_! instance, turning on the cooling water for the window reduced the ambient
i' reading in the waveguide ion gauge, suggesting that-possibly the contraction ili
_' _'_ tended to reduce the leakage slightly. In addition, the pressure readings
.....i " ' were made with the output wavegulde open to the chamber and with nothing
_ : attached. In this case, the pressure differences tended to diverge as the
_!!i i pressure was reduced:
,!.,, i_ Tank Pressure Waveguide Pressure
i'I_!_" 4.9 x 10-2 N/m 2 (3.4 x 10-4 Tort) 6.0 x 10-2 N/m 2 (4.5 x 10-4 Tort)
3.2 x 10-4 " (2.4 x 10-6 " ) 3.6 x 10-4 " (3.6 x 10-6 " )
' 0.7 x 10-4 " (0.5 x 10-6 " ) 1.7 x 10-4 " (1.3 x 10-6 " )
=_oi_. 'ii
"" ',I Thus in the tests a higher reading of the waveguide ion gauge is expected than!;.......:j
i that shown by the tank gaug. With the waveguide attached, the cold ambient
• J ure was 6.7xi0-4 N/m 2 (5xlO'e6 Tort) while the tank was 6.7xlO-§ N/m 2 (0.Sxl0-6PresS'Torr)
;I 6.3.3 Test Procedures and Results - Initial Tests
_,i A series of preliminary tests were performed with the equipment in
I the vacuum chamber. It was here that the diplexer iris heating was first en-
, countered. The tests prior to the 60 hour continuous run were used to remove _:'
""_ initial outgassing and to determine the suitability of the instrumentation.
- One waveguide window was found to be cracked which caused a high reading of
waveguide pressure, higher than reasonable and close to a potential arcing
_I[ level. When the diplexer was removed, the third (faulty) window was no
=_ ..... longer required in the test system. All tests used CW power. The tests and key !:"'-
_I results :_,ereas follows:
li "
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i T ST T STRESULTS(CW
1. 1. Full Bystcm l. Automatic trip at 480 watt_ v_t
photod iodc.
" - Vacuum 2. With 270 watt,, thermal runaway after
- High PoWer 4 minutes from diploxcr photodiodc.
2. Thermal Stability 1. 180 wattB limit to keep photodiodo
below trip threohold
- Vacuum 2. F1ashllsht check on photodlode;
- High Power operates well
2. Thermal at Atmospheric 1. Checked at 800 watts; end of diplexer
Pressure at 381oK (108oc) while all other parts
at 333°K (60°C).
2. No photodiode signal.
_t_ 3. 1. Repeated thermal 1. To 1350 watts; diplexer to 343°K (170°C)
i ._,. at Atmospheric at end, 350o1((77°C) center, 311°K
:: Pressure (38°C) at thermal plate over 2 hour
i period.|=o°_._
, i_i er iris; strong red glow at 270 watts.
:'_ 4. Replaced Faulty waveguide
window
,.")'i 1. Recheck system in 1. Wav_guide pressure down to about 1.3 x
vacuum 10 4 N/m2 (10-6 Tort) with no power
2. Visual glow at 270 W. ,,
- Atmospheric
Pressure _'"
i_":_ i 3. Diplexer out 1. To 1600 watts, pressure to 1.067 x 10-3
• ! - Vacuum N/m2 (8x10 "6 Torr) over 70 minute bulld-
__l up.
..... ! 2. Tank pressure up 20% to 1.3 x 10.4 N/m2
.'.i (I0 -6 Tort). ' '
.... i 3. Rectifier failed; shutdown for replace-
': ! merit.
I 5. Vacuum sustained from here ,,:i
to end of test program
1. Power raised, vacuum 1. No cooling, pressure to 2 x 10 -2 N/m2
operation. (1.5x10"4 Tort) with 1.8 kW.
_., 2. Add w_ter cooling, pressure down to 1.33 .
" x I0 2 N/m2 (10-4 Torr) and power to
2.7 kW.
3. Short run at 4.0 kW, pressure near 0.8 x
• 10-2 N/m2 (6x10"5 Torr) with water cooling iI
il
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{ 4. Appllod hot water for 3 bourn, 338°KI
;I (55°C),no rf power.
6. Power Run In Vacuum I. Inltlal pressure _ l.OTxIO "3 N/m 2 (gxL0"5I
,, Torr) "
:_ 2, Raised to 3,6kW in 30 minutes, pressure to
25,7xi0"3 N/m 2 (20xlO'STorr) after one hour,
light water cooling.
3. Rni_ed to_4.2 kW, pressure off to 1.33xi0 "3
: Nlm _ (10":_ Torr) after, total-=on, of. 2...ho.ur_
I0 minutes, I::
7. Power Run in Vacuum I. Raised to 4.2 k_ in 5 mlnutcs; pressure
.. peak Co 0.8xi0 " N/m 2 (6xi0-5 Tort) after
: one hour. Run I00 minutes.
!_ 2. Hot spot on thermal plate at 350°K (77°C)
..... with 200 watts removed by cooling water.
I Estimate radiation cooling is 63 watts max.
.:, This completed the preliminary runs to effect outgasslng and to confirm the
instrumentation. The 60-hour run followed these tests; vacuum wa_ sustained from
.11 ' day 5 until the end, in day 9.
: ,: 4 'i
i.-..':; 6.3.4 Sixty-Hour, Test
•": The sixty hour test may be best characterized as uneventful. There were
!:'..:_.' no indications of a possible fault at any tlme. The coollmg water and radiated
.. heat reasonably matched the expected rf loss. The power was set at 3.75 kW for
i: i the 60 hours to provide an extra margin over the minimum requirements.
= i
_ _ The test was run from 0000 on Tuesday, 8 February to 1200 on the i
i-_ 1 followlng Thursday. The following describes the tests. At the end, a short i
:_'_i. "' period of higher power was enacted. !_'_¢i:_.::_ ! Tlm__._S Parameter Contnent_s "
i i
• 0000 Power Raised to 3.6 kW CW in 4 steps over 4.5 minutes. .-
_'.. I Wavegulde pressure at 0.67xi0 3 N/m2(0.Sx10- 5 Tort.)
_ "' I 0200 Then to 3.75 kW after 20 minutes.
: ':. i VSWR I.17
_',:, 0110 Cooling Water turned on; plate hot spot at 363°K (90°C). See
__..j Figure 6.5 for nominal temperatures held through tests. _,- _
i=_j 0120 Wavegulde 5.86xi0-3 N/m 2 (4.4xi0-5 Torr) peak.
t pressure
._ 0320 Pressure Dropped to 2.67xi0 "3 N/m 2 (2xi0-5 Torr); tank at 1.07
i=I xlO'4 N/m 2 (0.8xi0"6 Tort). Tended to vary with small _
-I changes in cooling water rate.
::, 0720 Pressure 1.73xi0"3 N/m 2 (1.3x10-5 Torr), hot spot at 363OK(90oc) .
_i
F-L
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1500 Pr_,,uro 1.33z10 "3 N/m2 (lz_10"5 Tort), T_nk at _.7zlQ -5 N/rnP-
' (0,SxZO "_ Torr),
'..i 2400 No ch_nl_ Hot Spot to 368aK (95°_),
.
Jz.Z
1,200 Pronnuro 1.33x10 "3 N/m2 (1.0x10. "5 Tort), T_nk at. 8x10"5 N/m2
(0.6x10-6 Tort),
Temporature 363eK (90oC) at hot spot.
I
2400 Pressure 9.3x10"4 N/m2 (0.7x10 "5 Tort), Tank at 6,7x10 "5 N/m2
(0.5x10"6 Torr).
0600 Temperature Held at 368°K (95°C)
f,
Pressure 1.33xi0"3 N/m2 (ixl0"5 Torr).
' 1200 Complete 50 hours 1.33x10 "3 N/m2 (lxlO "5 Tort), Tank 6.7x10"5 N/m2 '.
• i Pressure (0.5x10"6 Torr)
i Temperature Hot spot at 368°K (95°C)
i
•.. i 1230 Hagnetic Field 100 Gauss applied for 8 minutes. No e£fect
.- ; !
• t i
_"i 1240 Power Raised to 6.5 kW
i Temperature To 380°K (I07°C) at hot spot I
: Pressur• RisIng
i 1250 Pressure To 1.6x10"2 N/m2 (12xi0"5 Torr), temperature is 380°K
i (I07°C)at hot spot.
,_, 1304 Power To 7.2 kW
.:_:_o,, 1305 Power To 9.0 kN for I0 seconds p
i Pressure To 1.33x10"2 N/m2 (lOxl0"5 Torr)
i 1306 Power Back to 3.6 kW
Pressure To 2.67xi0"2 N/m2 (2xi0"5 Torr) in 5 mlnutes
...._ 1310 Power Off
o
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C_icul_tlonn w_vo p_rformad on _ha ravar_a powar, V_WR, _oatln_, and
m_.gnntie ftnld,
R_!vorm,P0wfr: Motor _oadlng of 0,60 mw w_h a -30 d_ eouplnr and a 16 dB
pad; rovorno powor is 24 wn_a. _Iorwa_dpowor wa_ 3750 watt_,
VBWI¢: 1._,7
.Radia_:ou Cool'l-_g: Assume _ m 0,1., temperature avoraF,,_n about 343°K (?O°(1) wi_h
293-oK (-20_,C) a_'DtJLen_
W - 0,I (2 z .610m x ,915m) (57 x I0_q) (34.34- 2934)
• 0,1 (2 x 24" x 36") (36.8 x I0 _') (3434 - 2934)
- 82 watts,
Water Cootinfl:
"a W - 1,16 x I030c (liters) per hour x _°K
' • 1.16 x lO 17°I<4 _
X
i • 200 watts i_4
'-_:. ' Power_Dissipated for 3 dB loss:
i
_ W '_ ,068 x 3750
• ; = 225 watts
l
,_ The difference can be ignored for a calculation of th_s nature where
was not measured and the average pla_e temperature may change conslderably
with changes in cooling water rate.
Magnetic Field: The n_agnetlc_leld scaling from the 12 GHz requireumnt to the
8.36 GHz te_-frequency was based on determining the initial velocity of an electron
_ which will Just graze the far broadwall in the 12 G_z case, assume the same initial
veloclty for the 8.36 GHz case, and determine the corresponding field which would
, again make the electron Just gra_e the far wall. Figure 6.6 shows the 8.36 GHz
..,._ _ scaled magnetic field requirement, and compares it with the measured field actually
'_.! 6.used'thls'4RFTheltLEAKAGESh°uldtestfleldTEsTshavealSnegliglblesllghtlylargereffect.dowuto about the one Gauss level; beyond ''
i. 6.4.1 Requirement
....._ The leakage from the wavegulde assembly was to be less than -80 dBW
relative to a 1.5 kW signal at 12 G_z (an original specification of -90 dBW
was relaxed to -80). The same figure was assumed for the second harmonic
. except that signal would be no more than 15 watts, and considerably less for
- a good TWT. Thus the total radiation integrated over a sphece surrounding , _._
the wavegulde oasembly should show a total leakage of less than' "
fundamental -iii.76 dB _-
second harmonic -91.76 dB
": 150
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This can be measured at points on the far-fleld sphere and integrated.
However, the leakage was not d_t'ectagle at that distance with the test setup I+ used. The test horn as placed at the component, which increased sensitivity
by about 10 dB in this case, and the power detected could then be assumed to r
be a point source. All point sources would then be added for a worst case.
5.4.2 Facilities a
' i The tests were first performed in a shielded room. The effect of no
,i rf absorbing material on the roomts walls was to make the location of the
i leakage points uncertain. This turned out to be only a minor problem here
i because all points of leakage turned out to be at flanges except _or the termination "
holding bolt on the reverse power coupler; tightening eliminated this problem.
Thus tests in an anechoic chamber were not required emd the screen roem tests w_re
,i adequate.
;i The test equipment assembled is shown in Figure 6.7 for the fundamental :"'
_'_ frequency tests and Figure 6.8 for the second harmonic tests. The r£ source
was fed through a waveguide wtndow whtch was soldered in place to provide an
rf-tight connection.
_ The second harmonic signal of 50 mw was fed into the w_veguide assembly
through _62 to _112 tapers; one gave a TEl0 mode and the second provided
a coupling of t • TEO1 mode. _-
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+ Ftguro 6,7, Toot Arrangemone - RF Leakage at 8,36 OHm
!
"-J "_ '" : ..._,-.Screen Room ...... I
' ' ........ _lentlflc !
I L i.-: ., HP , ....... tlanta
" t 628A - _'r-. -tI0 _ , 1600
..., ; iSig.i Gen. .,I (50_ - Receiver
! ...mwj Sperry .... __L .....
.' _,_.AT-I570U HP 4tSE I
I "_ ....... ; VSWR Meter 1
'" 1 Horn __ ;_ ......
:l Ft.gure 6.8. Test Arrangement - Harmonic RF Leakage
,!
': /!
i
; 6.4.3 Sunsitivitiesi -
..... 2! 6.4.3-i Fundamental
The test equipment of Figure 6.8 had a noise luval of 1.6 x I0"13
watts, The calibration is shown on the Figure. A i0 watt signal gave a meter
reading of -60 dB when attenuated 133 dB, and a -65 dg reading was noted with
=-. 0 no input.
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An estimate of the effective attenuation or leakage of th_ waveguide
" a._mbly can be p_rformad by using the one-way transmission for_,lula:
. t_t_mtk.P__:..__2. ,_.2
, (rcv) (4w R)2
where R is the far field distance for the Nerds horn used. This horn had a
maximum dimension of 7.5 =m (3 inches) so
. 2D.._2 . zxs._..L.32.3 cm (12.7 in.)3.6
The leakage G1, if unifona over the spheroid surrounding the waveguide assemble, i.
would be obtained from:
1.6 x 10 "13 = (lOW) Gj (31.6) [12.96)
1.67 x 10_
or G1 - -111.9 dB
• d
_: This is about the maximum level of leakage permitted but there is no
leeway to show any margin exlstlng. The decision was to move the horn of the" d t ctor into the near field and assume the power v riation is 1/R. Thus placing t:
:' :. the receiving horn at about 3.18 cm (1-114 inch) from a posslble leakage point
:. , would increase the sensitivity by about i0 dB. For a worst case then, the ii
sources would be added for the most intense level. The total radiation leak- i
: age would be assumed to be the sum of the individual point sources observed. _!I
Thus the basic sensitivity was considered to be about -122 dB. !::.
6./_. 3-2 Second Harmonic _;
The second harmonic was checked similarly. A different receiver head i'"
was used which had a noise lev_l of about 2 x 10-13 watts, and the horn gain
was 17 dB. Far field from 2 D2 resulted in an 27.9 cm (11 inch) distance for
d'5 cm (2 in.) and = 1.8 cm (.707 inches). Then !
2 x 10"13 = (50 x i0_"3) Gl (50) (3.24)
1.256 x I0_ i
and _
U1 = 3.1 x i0"9
I
= -85 dB I
This is less than the desired sensitivity of -91.76 dB, so the horn again was I
moved into the near field. At 2.8 cm (1.1 in), the estimated sensitivity was
G1 = -95 dB
-" • which is adequate for the current program.
Note that the harmonics are heavily attenuated in the harmonic filter, _,--.
40 to 60 dB, so no significant leakage source is expected beyond this component.
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6.4.4 Measurements
/|
6.4.4-1 Fundamental RF Leakagei
The process of determining rf leakage was one of successively re-j
fining the measurement method and the corrective measures. The initial tests
I showed leakage from the rf source window into the screen'room; it was
eliminated by using a soldered flange to remove the stray leakage.
!! Following this, several sources of leakage seemed to he present.
These were traced to the two power monitor detector flanges which had been
shorted and to the second transmitter terminal at the dlplexer. The shorting
flanges were thought to be adequate without additional facing since a gasket
was used and the flange on the waveguida assembly had been faced. This was
not the case and some 56C conducting epoxy was applied to two of the Junctions,
and a soft copper shorting plate put on the third. These are not of concern
i_ since the final system should have both halves of a flange Junctions faced
_i carefully. Other flanges, in general, had no detectable leakage.
_.e exception was the flange between the optical sensor input
section and the reverse power monitor input flange. There appeared to be some
i_ leakage from the flange and also from the back of the flange which had been
._ heliarc welded. Dip brazing would have avoided the latter problem. A final
system would also have required refacing of the flange, Some 56C conducting
! epoxy was used for expediency here at both the Junction and the back of one
flange.
Following this, no rf leakage could bz detected in the assembly,
_ using the test horn at a distance of about one inch from all susceptible
I: points. None of the components had any indication of leakage through the
i_ vents; optical and multlpactor sensors also did not radiate a detectable
signal. The flanges not showing leakage had to be tightened to about the
!_:- _, limit of hand tightening with an Allen wrench to achieve the no-leakage
, condition.
I
!. ! 6.4.4-2 Second Harmonic RF Leakage
_. iI!. _ The second harmonic signal was attenuated sufficiently by the com-
bination harmonic filter and diplexer that no signal was detectable at the
i open output waveguide. The only significant source was the mounting bolt on
_' i the reverse power monitor termination. This was tightened and all signal I
-- _-_-! disappeared. Both the TEIO and TEoI modes were checked. |!'
'o!I, 6.4.5 General _,_ oi.ED_,> ,
The waveguide components as developed have no significant sources of .
_i rf leakage. The recommendations are:
_I: I. All flanges should be carefully faced, and lapping may be .
_! considered. Gasgets are suitable, but only if the flanges are
",o_ ....; 154
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• flat to a fraction of a mil and the flangos are heavily tightened.
2. The photodiode mounting at the input to the waveguide assembly is
- not beyond cutoff to third and higher harmonics. This diode should
have appreciably more rf attenuation material around the diode i
.I leads to insure no higher harmonic leakage. '
p_ECEDI_G rACE DI.,__*_ _OT _ILMI_)
APPENDIX I. ELECTRICAL 'BREAKDOWN PREVENTION
A special breakdown test section was fabricated and tested for mult_pactlng i
characteristics, as described in Section 5.7. The question arises: What can be
done to eliminate multipactor breakdown in a component when it occurs?
The preferred approach is always to change dimensions to operate remotely
from the breakdown conditions. That is, the gap of the breakdown should be i!
,, increased so the breakdown operating conditions of Figure 5.39 are avoided. In
some cases, llke for a waffle-lron harmonic filter, this is not always feasible.
:-" Two other approaches have been considered elsewhere in the past, and will be
mentioned here for record purposes. The first approach was a coating of low
.... secondary emission material. With such a material on the broadwall of the wave-
":_. guide, an electron accelerating to the opposite wall would remove an average of .
-- - less than one secondary electron, and the multlpactor effect would never build up.
51 At least four materials are known which can accomplish this (ref. _8): tungsten
4 carbide, titanium carbide, vanadium boride, and titanium borlde. In a separate
,; program, this approach was evaluated. The principal problem was the rf loeses i_
i the coated wavegulde section. For a half wave long section of wavegulde with _
" tungsten carbide on one wall, the loss was measured to be over four times that of
. a standard wavegulde. This becomes serious when the multlpacting region is a small
"_ gap device. For a low height wavegulde with a .018 cm (.007 in) between the broad- ,
walls, as used in this program, the insertion loss was about 0.65 dB, or 147.. With i
the tungsten carbide on one surface, the loss from previous data would be about 577..
Thus this is not considered suitable for a high power system where surface multi-
pactlng mlght occur. The technique would be applicable to points and lines that
are subject to breakdown and where the currents are limited in extent.
_,i A second approach, considered in a previous program (ref. 1_, involved
perforating one wall with holes to reduce the area by 507_ or more. The perforated
..._ area is then backed by a biased electrode so only half the electrons accelerated
to this broadwall of the wavegulde will hit metal and generate secondary electrons.
, The effect is to reduce the secondary emission ratio to less than unity.
h>
_ A check on this type of operation was performed in two other programs, one at
•': 200 MHz (ref. 19) and the second at 8.36 GHz, following somewhat the test procedures
i of Section 5.7. At 200 MHz, the onset of multlpactlon was cha_ged from 5.7 watts Ii_' with no perforations to 10.8 watts with one surface partly perforated (less than '_
_.___ 50%). In the case of the 8.36 GHz, the problem was more difficult in that a smell
gap, llke the .018 cm (,007 i_ in the present program, required holes of a similar
size or smaller. Otherwise multipactor breakdown would occur in spots and the
perforation would be ineffective. In addition, the holes should not be too thick
or the electric field of the biased back-up electrode would be ineffective. A
• perforated surface w_s prepared by photo-etching to create holes of .025 cm
(.010 in.) diameter in a .025 cm (.010 in.)thick section of copper plate as used
• for a broadwaU of the waveguide. The process tended to mechanically distort the =-
t57
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initially flat surface, but it was stabill_od for testis8 purposes by a small ,
piece of dielectric inside the wavegutde and knife-edge brace above the section.
The perforated section tended to be lossy, as would be expected, but was only
about twice that of plain copper, also about what would be expected. Thus in a
.018 cm (.007 in.) high wavegutde section, the loss with the perforated section i
would be 1.5 dB (3070) versus 0.65 dB (1470) for plain copper.
i
An interesting aspect of both approaches was that the multipactor breakdown
'j was still evident, but the magnitude was low and never to the point to result in !I
tripping of the protective circuitry. In the case of the tungsten carbide, there•J
:! is a possibility that some gas was trapped in the flame-spray process used in i_
i! depositing the material, which was about .0025 cm (.OOl in) thick. Also, it ii
had only a 907. purity which could have contributed to its lower effectiveness, t_,
_ The loss would still be significant, however. Initial tests showed a substantial i
_ outgassing, but tests were run up to a 2 kN level where the reflected signal ._
-- _' turned the transmit_er off. Signals were present on the n_Itipactor probes from
_• 'i about the 700 to 800 Watt level, but never of high intensity. With higher purity i_
:I of tungsten carbide, this effect should decrease. !_
The perforated wall testing included a measurement of current through the "
_ backup biased electrode behind the perforated area. Initial tests showed about
2.5 microamperes with a +40 volt bias, and a detectable light signal by the photo-
diode. The multipactor probes showed a small output at about the 1 kW level but it
.. was quite small up through 2.5 kW. The +40 volt bias was changed to zero volts, _'i
then to -70 volts, and finally to as much as -300 Volts. These would reflect the
• electrons back where they would tend to be picked up by the grounded perforated ,
plate rather than go through and return into the waveguideo Any that did go ii
: through would not be in synchronism to increase the multlpactor effect. Finally, I_
the negative field may have been strong enough to act as a biased broadwall which
_ can also eliminate multipactor breakdown by not letting the electrons traverse the
'' wavegulde height. The final test at zero volts bias went to over 7 kW with no
catastrophic breakdown, although some electron flow was observed. The general
conclusion was that thls technique is effective, but further effort would be -_
i: desirable to assess the effect of the llttle breakdown bursts on the signal, either
.... in terms of noise or increased VSWR. The perforated wall approach would be ideal , ' II
' for the waffle-iron type harmonic filter where the top broadwall could be perforated _
Just in the small area over each post while leaving the rest of the surface un-
-,. changed.
Surface contamination during the course of the experiment from vacuum pump
! oil or other surfaces may have been responsible for the failure of the test fixture _
to clean up completely and cease multipacting, as expected, after the initial
cleanup period. Further investigation into this area with a cleaner system might '_
_-- further resolve the degree of effectiveness of the perforated surface technique for
mul tipactor suppression.
m
!
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The problem of leak-proof seals for flanges in a waveguld_ assembly has
i been considered elsewhere in terms of off-the-shelf gaskets. The two types
,. considered most suitable were the Chomerics, using Choseal 1224 material, and the !
. aluminum type used in this program and described in Section 3.3.1-3. The aluminum
type is patterned after a Parker Seal with some modifications.
The possibility of Chomerlcs 1224 gaskets has been explored in terms of I,
determining the outgasslng resulting after sultable baking in a vacuum. The seals ]
were later used in the test facility with no serious problems. The outgasslng _
measured was relatively low in the overall system, and appeared to be from some ,.
! part of the system, probably the harmonic filter terminations, which were very
sensitive to power level. On the basis of this situation, the use of Chomerlcs ',_
_i gaskets appears feasible as long as they are suitably processed before high power
' ','_ is turned ot_.
I
! Three samples were tested at 32.3°K, 373°K, and 423°K (50°C, 100°C, and
:_ 150°C) respectively. The weight loss ra_e was checked after about 200 hours and
was about 40 parts per million per hour at that time for operation at 423OK (150°C),
_ and 14 and 2 parts per million per hour for temperatures of 373OK 100°C and 323OK|,,
_-. 50°C respectively. These might be significant for a large piece of material but in
,. the waveguide assembly, the exposed material is the inside perimeter of the wave-
guide 8.22 cm (3.238 inches) at 8.36 GHz and 5.71 cm (2.250 inches) at 12 GHz,
-: multiplied by the compressed thickness, about .064 cm (.025 inches).
A rough calculation was performed to estimate the equivalent pressure of the
outgassing and sublimation from the material at the 40 parts per million per hour
_li rate. The sample used in the outgasslng/subl£matlon tests weighed 9.72 grams,
[ii:i which translates to 0.81 x 1023 molecules if the density of the materlal is about
" four times that of water, or 12 x 10 "_ grams. This is considered satisfactory
Ii;_" for the purpose of this calculatlon. With a deterioration rate of .00004 per hour,_! then the number of molecules per hour is 3.24 x 1018, or 0.9 x 1015 per second.
The sample area was 24.1 cm2, so particles per cm2 were 3.73 x 1013 per second.
=_.,'_.: _ This emission of particles can be related to gas density if the emission
_ii.i ! velocity of the particles is known. This can be estimated from the energy relations:
"' _ m v2 = 3/2 k T
'! I
i l ': where k ffi1.4 X 10-16 erg/°K and T° will be assumed to be 350°K (77°C). Then the j
; molecule velocity is: '
V " 35,000 cm/sec.
Thus the molecular density in a cubic centimeter at the materlal surface is:
density = 1.07 x 109
•
#
I
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Referring to charts, this ts equivalent to a gas prnssure o£ about
p = 4 x t0 .6 N/m2 (3 x I0 "8 Torr).
2
In the case of the 12 GHz waveguide flange gasket, the exposed area is only 0.4 cm,
and the _Iterlal emergef_tnto a relatively laege volume. The molecules per second
are thus about 1.5 x t0 _. The pressur_ £ro_ a single vent, per Figure 5.4, is
estimated roushIy to be about 1.3 x 10 °_ N/m" (10 °o Tort) got a siugle 0.254 cm
(0.I inch) diameter vent, and less £or more vents.
This calculat£on shows that a low outgasstug material like in the Chomertcs
1224 gasket would be acceptable for space ig an initial baking is pergormed and a
reasonable number o£ vents are included in the wavegutde components.
i'
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APPENDIX II_. DIPLEXER DESIGN COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A. Circular Wavesuide Tschebyche££ Filter (Ct_BFIL2)
i • Program (BASIC)ii. ! i_I
,: $ OLD ii,
• ; " L
,i: READY
•: 03101172 16147
i,
.-_ 00010 DIM F(6O), b(60), 0(60), M(60)a A(60)
00020 READ FOa B_ D
_ 00025 READ NI_ RI
00030 READ Nb BI
00040 PRINT '**CIRCULAR MAVEGUIDE TSCHEBYCHEF'V IrILTER"
::, I 00050 PRINT
" ' BANDMIDTH =**!
_': 00060 PRINT,'*CENTER _'REOU£NCY 8"1 F'OI **HHZ**I**I
_,. ..... Bl '*PlHZ"
:.it _ 00070 PRINT
i_ ' 00080 PRINT *'MAVEGUIDE DIAMETER ,***J DI '*INCHES'*
,,., _,i 00090 PRINT
!_ 00100 PRINT "NUMBER _ir CAVITIES "**l Nit **; RIPPLE LEVEL •**l
_-...;* 00105 IF T5 : 3 THEN 150 : All "DB"
_;;. 00106 IF T5 '(_' 5 THEN I10
_. , 00107 PRINT
_..r_ i 0 0108 pRINT
i_* 00109 GB T8 330
,. 00110 PRINT • "00120 PRII_T "FREGUENCY"* "_liqEOA P', **ATT£NUATI_N**
00130 PRINT " HHZ"* "RADIANS"* **' DB** .....
:.!.i....:. 00140 PRINT
, !
] 00150 LET C • 2.99793E4 '
•! '. ,. 00160 LET PI • 3.1415926'5 ..i"_ ,! 00170 LET P2 • 1.8412
i '*_ OOIBO LET tl • (2*PItP2)*D/2
".* ..*, 00190 F'eR J • "N T_ N
i 00200 I • J  l
00210LETr(,, . ro - J,.,
.' 4., 00220 LET L(I) : CTF(I)/2,54
i|_ 00230 LET G(I)• L(1)/SQR(I - (L(1)tLI)t2)5 NEXT J
_1 00240 LET Jt • Bi21BI
-_- 00242 IF (JI - INT(JI)) c) 0 THEN 260
: t"..... " 00250 LET GI • G(-JI 4. N  I)
•_ 00252 LET G2 • G(Jt  N 1)
:_ ,, 002S4 Lr-T QO a, G(N  1)_'-
:_i: 00254 011 TI |80
" 16t
../I i'
L..I_r
;. Y.
O0000002-TSF07
i:l " " '= " i:i
'i
l
i
,! (III.A cone,)
:i 00260 LET r l =, PO - B/9
' 00262 LKT F2 • F'O  B/2
•1 00264 LET WI = 0tF'1/2o54
, 00266 LET W2 = C/F2/2.54
002?0 LET GI = WI/SgRCl - {WIILI)t2)
002?2 LET_02 = W2tSgR(| - ¢W21LI)_2)
00274 LET GO = G(N  |)
00280 LET M! = 1.0
00282 LET K2 = EXP(AI/4.343) - 1
:! 00285 FgR I = 1 T_ (2_N 4.1} ;'
00290 LET M(I) = 2*Ml*(GO-G(I))/(GI - 02) '_
! 00292 LET M2 = ABS(M(I) ) ' L'
:' 00293 IF" M2 ) 1.0 THEN 305 r,_
'i 00294IFM2. o THZN298
'_ 00295 LET TI = ATN( 5QR(I ° M212)/M2 ) _:'
00296 Gg T3 300
, 00298 LET TI =, P|/2 i "
ii 00300 LET A¢I) = 4.343_L3G(1.+ K2_C3SCNI_TI)t2)
t'. :i 00302 03 T_ 310
; 00305 LET T2 = L3G( M2  SQR(M2t2"1) )
! 00307 LET A(I) = 4.343_L_10(1 4. K2=(([XP(NI*T2) + EXPf'NI._T2))/2)t_ )
-!
:. 00310 LET A(I) = INT(IOOOeA(I) 4, 0,5)I1000
i.i ; 00312 LET M(I) = INTftOOO_,MfI) 4, 0.5)11000
" O031b I_ T5 = 3 THEN 320
00318 PRINT F(I)m M(1)_ A(I)
.... "= 00320 NEXT I
00321 PRINT
00322 PRINT
_. 00323 IF' T5 = I THEN 450
_" 00324 IF T5 = 2 THEN 330 '
::-i 00325 IF Tb = 3 THEN 330
,i
;i"...._ 00326 PRINT
: 00327 PRINT
.! 00328 LET T5 = 5
I 00329 Gg T3 40
:i 00330 PRINT "FREQUENCY ATTENUATION IN DB"
,lri
' i 00332 PRINt " MHZ"
I 00335 IF Sb = 5 THEN 342
_-: 00336 I_" $5 = I THEN '344
, [ 0 0340 PRINT" 50 40 30 20 10
. . i 00341 G3 T3 350
0 0342 PRINT" 5 4 '3 '-J I 0"
00343 G3 T3 350
00344 PRINT" 1,0 0,8 0,6. 0,4 0,_ 0"
00345 G3 Tg 350
. 00350 PRINT" • ....... 4........ •'. ..... _ ....... • ....... _"
00360 DIM P(601 . _,._-
00362 READ S$, L$
. 003?2 LET P$ a tS , m,-.
.; 162
)
AAI_I_NI_r_o TOEr_o
(Ill .k Cont. )
_t
' , OLIlI_ L|T P5 • INTCSO*A(_)Ia * 'Ik|,| "_
:.I 00382 IF' P_ P *,SOTNEN $911
• On 0384 ,LET JS • S| ...PS
•..0386 CHANGE Pll T_ P /
00388 L.ET P'(JS) • 42 ,
00390 OHANOI[ P T_ Pl ' ,
00398 PR|NT, R([)! $81 P$ : ,,.
' 00400 NEXT'I
00410 PRINT
" 00412 PRINT
, 00420 DATA 12SOOe 30_ 0.833
' 0042S DATA 3• 0.021
' 00430 DATA !3m S * !:
' 00435 DATA 4_ SO i',
_* _ 00440 DATA " " l
L]_ ', 0 0442 DATA **'*' • * . • . " i;
,_ 00450 END _:
:! R£ADY
,,,._ Printout| '
F
• '?'i
.] RI:'ADY
• !j_ !
....;_i 00420 DATA 12500e 120e 0.833 '_
I 00430 DATA ]l• IS .'
-:_::_::i:' oo438DATA4. so ,.
:" " '. S $AVt_ GHlt;BFIL.2 ,,
•• !ii &_
:_" o3/ol/7_ 17,J_
I C I RCULAR WAV£GUIDE T$CH£BYCH£1rR RILTER
CENTER RR[GUENCY !, It$O0 MHZt IIANDkI|DlrlH • 120 MHZ
"i
_- 163 '
l
O0000002-TSF09
, +. .,
. +
(IIIoA Con_,)
I
_AV¢'GUID£ D|R4q£T£R • 0,833 INCH£S
NUHBER 3r CAVXT|[S • 4 I RXPPLE L£VEL• 0,2 DB
t:
FREQUENCY gHCSA P . ATTI_NUATZ ;IN
! HHZ RADZANS DB i_
+i
i: 12335 "2,832 39, 'T2 ;i
'.l_ 12350 "2,567 36, 153
:! 12365 "2,304 32. 035
12380 -2,043 27o 321
i 12395 -1,783 21,781
; 12410 - 1,524 15,023
",i+ +i 12425 "1,266 6*635:!
12440 - ! ,01 0,273
,,I 12455 "0,756 O, 184
,! 12470 "0.503 '00053
:: 124R5 00,251 0.057!
12500 0 0,2
" "': 125 15 0.249 0,058
.... 1£530 0,497 0.049
; 12545 0°744 Oo 191
,, 12560 0,99 O, 141
+l+, 12575 1.234 50503
_., 12590 ' 1,477 13.612
+ 12605 1.7 IB 20,239
+;:+" 12620 1 • 959 25o 642
t l 12635 2,198 30,205
"'> ,_ 12650 2-436 34,165
_:+ , ! 12665 2.673 37,668
" CIRCULAR WAVEGUXDE TSCH£BYCHEPF F_LTER
CENTER FREQUENCY • 12500 HHZI BANDWIDTH • 120 HHZ
WAVEGUIDE DIAHETER • 00833 INCHES
NUHBE_ 3F C_VITtES • 4 I RIPPLE LEVEL • 0.2 DB
I1,-
• FREOUEN_:Y ATTENUATIBN IN DB
MHZ
50 40 30 20 10 0
12335  *' • " * "
19350 + " * " " ' "
" 12365  •* • • , " •
• _ 12380  •° * • ° "
12395 + • • * • * ' "
12410 * ° * ' ' ' ' :
12425  •" " " * •
"; 1'2440 + _" o • " " *
12455 ' • " *
_' ' 12470 • " " *
: 12455 '_ • • • " *
• _ ' 12500 + * " " " *
:i 12515 + • • " "
_:_" _ 12530 " " " ' *
i 12545  •' " "12560 + • " " " *
"" i: 12575  •" " " * "
._ 12590  •* * * " "
•' ! 12605 + • "
• _i 12620 + " " * _ • "
, !
' 12635  •* • * •
12650 + • * • " " "
12665 * * " " "
I
,_, I'IME 0.78 SEC,
._ READY
..-'_;._ ..._,:._;_,,,
t65
O0000002-TS F11

I(I:I;];.B _,nt. )
,'. e
("Jf_O I-,E1 D,4 t. p|t3 + 3,t,,Ditl::+4,,P_P+ _+DI+DAtPI  l)flt,q
00¢_fi0 LE_ Ka m (C3 ,, CB*(DI  l+fl_+ D_)I(I]! - Pfi}
001+60 I,EI H3 m _OltCCa - K¢_*I)I tP_,) - I}I*DP,
00_70 LEI KI m 5(._lq(g3)
00/4li(')I+F,_£gP, mm S011(Ha)
0OZCgF) I.,F,I M5 = P,*(WS/_5)tR/PI
(+ft.500 LE'I I+il ,a MS/RI
0(3510 I,E'I BP '_ M.%II_
00.5_.0 LE1 N3 = 3W,Dt,'t/a.II,
00530 LE'I N5 = R*P/fl5
005/40 hE1 H3 = N3/(BI*N5.+ ).:3a_l)
00550 LE1 Ha = N3/(B_*N5 + f_.3_4/-I1
00560 LE3 HI = EXP(L(.)G(H3)/3)
00570 LEI HP_ = EXP(LtlG(Ha)/3)
00580 LEI 55 m G5/(_'*PI)
' 00590 LE1 St = SS*A'IN(2/BI)
,'; 00600 LF..I 59, = SS*A'IN(2/HR)
+, :_ , 00610 EEl L_ = G5/R - SR - SI
'.; 006R0 LE'I XI = A'IN(2*A0/HS)
;_ ', 00630 LEI XO = XI_AO/PI41
, O06s'O LF.3 QI = I/DI
..+
•" , 00650 LEt B6 = (R*PI/_I)tR*(GS/W5)tx4
+ ": 00660 LEI C6 = S(_R(B6 + (B6/P.)t_) - 86/2
;" " " 00670 I,EI N6 = ,q.7*AOI,3eBO_I_tg.*G5
00680 LET D6 = 8*PIt2*R5*(SIN(XI))tR
00690 LEI H6 = (N6/D67*C6I
,. 00700 LE3 HO = EXP(LOG(H6)/6)
00710 LE'I 83 = (N3/HOt3 - 9,3_)/N5
0(172,0LE3 SO - SS*AIN(e/B3)
00730 LE'I'I.I = 05/9. - SI - SO
O07aO LE'[ M5 ,= (C2 - K_ - PltP - ZI*DI*DR - DR_P,)/P.
O07ae LF,1 H? = (C3 - R*E/4*D| - R*DI*DRtR - e*DItR*DR)/(_*(DI + 1,9.))
,::i 00?_a I.KT K6 = SQR(KS)
'# 007a6 LE'_ MR = 5QR(KT)
+¢' , !
:, ()075(1H_IN3
. 00759. HI_INI
'_ .I t)o75a l"hlN'!"kAVELENGIH IN Alh ="; _'._0J"INCHES"
00756 l#h I N1
" t)()760PhIWI "()IHC [IUIDE WAVELENGIHS II_'INCHES"
.':) 011770 i-qt I k=l
&, 00780 F'FtlN+I " GI ="; GI
'i 00790 PRINI " GG ="1 (_01 "1 MEAN GO = G5 ="1 G5
+,___ ' 00800 _RIN1 " GR ="; t'_e
00_10 PHINI
O(}_RO PRIN'_ "REC'_ GUIDE l,_AUELF,N(IIHS IN INCHES"
00839 PhIN1
OOHa(l PRIN'I " l_l m"; HI
- O(If4_OFRIN'I " I_0 ="; RO; "; ME_%N h0 = F(5 ="; R5 I"
00860 PHIN1 " _P "! HP.
t (} (}P, 70 _'2R I NI" i
167
+ 1
" ........ • ..... ,_, v c., , o
'+_t o o4_,=_- ,, I ......... +
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